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Executive Summary
of the

1990 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
Methodology Report

Study Purposes

The 1990 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS:90) is the second in a series

of federally-funded surveys of enrolled ptutsectmdary students. Its key purpose is to portray

accurately the characteristics of those students, particularly student aid recipients. Rau Its from

NPSAS:90 will answer such basic questions as: What percentage of students receive federal

student aid and in what amounts? What percentage receive state aid and in what amounts? What

percentage receive institutional aid and in what amounts? What percentage receive other private

assistance? What forms of aid do students reeeive--grants, loans, or work-study? How much do

parents contribute to their children's education? This series of studies is the only national-level

source for ariswers to these and other questions about postsecondary students, their schools, their

programs of study, and their financial aid.

Beyond this descriptive purpose, the NPSAS surveys serve two other important purposes.

First, they provide the base information for special groups (or cohorts) of students who will be

the subject of study over time. NPSAS:90 included a longitudinal cohort of first-time students.

NPSAS:93 will include a longitudinal cohort for graduating seniors. Second, researchers and

analysts can use the data collected through these surveys for more advanced statistical and

economic analyses. For example, policy analysts may use the data to measure the effects of aid

changes on enrolled students.

In addition, policymakers and their advisors will no doubt apply the NPSAS data to many

timdamental questions about the federal rt.'e in financing postsecondary education. Once

enrollmi, are students prevented from completing their course of study by financial or other

barriers? NPSAS data, though limited to the enrolled population, can be used to address these

questions.
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Study Methods

NPSAS:90 was a complex sample survey. It used a three-stage sampling technique to

select participants (schools and students). It also used a two-phase data collection method of

record abstracting to compile student and parent data from institutions, and student and parent

tde:)lione interviews.

Sampk. Design

ftc NPSAS:90 sampling design was a multi-stage probability sample students enrolled in

postsecondary institutions at any thne between July 1, 1989--June 30, 1990. The first stage of

sampling was the selection of geographic areas of the country, called primary sampling units

tl'St;s). For NPSAS:90. 121 PS(is were selected (For detail on PSU selection. see Section 2.1).

The second stage of the sample design was the sampling of institutions in the NPSAS
Institutions were stratified by control, type and enrollmenti.e., whether the institution enrolled at

least 75 students in tirst-professional, doctoral, master's, or baccalaureate degree programs (see

Table 2.3. I for original sampling stratum). Then, institutions were sampled witb probabilities

proportionate to size in each stratum. In all, 1,533 institutions were sampled. About 80 percent

of the sampkd schools were eligible and, of these. 1,130 participated. (Table A displays

insthutional participation rates by type and control.) The third stage of sampling was the selection

of students in sampled institutions. Because one of the goals of NI1'SAS:90 was to estimate full-

year award information. finir student samples were drawn acryss the award yearin August.
October, Fehruar. June. More than 70.000 students were sampled. (Table 13 displays the
student sainplc in each sample period by institution type and student levd.)

Altiht.gh kW! Nomplc y. tete di.m is during the .eau. Westat used a cross-checking method

x e that t,%.cil student had onl tine chance of selection from each institution. First. students

sampled other than in October (nonjall) were checked against the October sampling list. If a

sampled non-fall student was on the October sampling list that student was eliminated from the

sampk, For example. students sampled front the August list were checked against the entire

sampling list for October. Those found on the October list were deleted from the August sample.

Likewise. students sampled in February were checked against the October and the August lists.

Those sampled in June were checked against the August. October, and February lists. Students

tOund in any prior sampling lists were deleted. This checking was also done across educational

levek t& assure that anv student who changed education level during the year wiwld still h:we

only one chance of selection,

1 2



Table A.institutional tvsponse rates: Number and pereentage of institutions participating in NPSAS:90

institutional Sector

Number of:

==
Response Rates

Respondents Non-Respondents Unweigined Weighted

Public, kss-than-2-year 62 3

_
95% 89%

Public, 2-year 189 16 92% 96%

Public, other 4-year 113 7 94% 92%
I

IPublic, doctoral 115 9 9'3% 93%

IPrivate, not-for-profit, less-
. than-2-ytuir 34 3 92% 93%
I

Private, not-for-pmfit, 2-year 59 10 86% 86%

Priv:de, not-for-profit. other 4-year
146 13 92% 88%

Private. n44-fig-pro1it, doctoral I

128 12 91% 91% I

Private. for-profit. less-Hi:m-2-year

206 37 85 C{. 809;
Pi iV.itc: for-profit, 2-year or inore

78 S 91% 87%

Certainty institutions 259 26 91% 91%

Non-certainty institutions 871 9' 90% 86%

Total 1,130 118 91% 86%

Note: Chapter 9 of the Methodology Report describes weighting and variance estimation.

Sour,:e tl.S. Mpartawnt of EJucaiion. National Cerucr for Eduk:ation Sinthitit.s. 1990 National PoxtmNondary Studeni Aid Study.

xi
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Table B. Expected student sample for NPSAS:90: Sample size for the full-year hy institution sIector and

student educatiimal level

Inqiudional Sevtor

Number of Studtnts

Total Undergraduate Graduate First-Pram:imp!

Pnbli:. tisk:tut-al 12,886 7.036 3,650 2,200

dotoral 15.933 4.643 2.590 3 .1410

Pit 111k. iqher 4 ys:ar L7V1 6.911 1.KNO

l'i 6.11c. I ,Ilwr 4, .car Y.590 7.710 1.14K0

Pah:. 2-year 7.530 7,530

PrivaW. not-for. p nsfil. 2.year 2.2,59 2.259

Private. for.pront, 2-year 2,710 2,710

Public. less than 2-year LSon Lson

Ptivaie. not-for-profit. ksa-than-2-ye8r 1.500 1.500

Privaw. for-profit. kssAnn-2-year 7.201 7.201

.1.,td Sanykd 70.200 54.200 10.000 t's.t100

Souusc: U.S Depaninent (4. Edueatiou, Nahum! Center fin Edni:ation StatiAies. 1V90 Natinnal Pkwtscenntirtry Student AO Study.

xii
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Interviewers contacted students in the NPSAS:90 sample by telephone and those who
satisfied the eligibility criteria were asked to 7,articipate. The number of eligible students
from the fall and the non-fall samples are shown in table C.

Data Collection

NPSAS:90 included three sources of data: institutional records, student interviews,
and parent interviews. The basic statistics about these sources are summarized below:

Institutional Records Data

on-campus data abstraction from about 70,000 institutional records at 1,130
schools

end-of-year updates of institutional records at 488 schools

158 record abstractors, average time to complete each school's data abstracts
was 2.5 days

46 update abstractors, average time to complete each school's updates was 2
days

2 schools self-reported on the initial data collection

St udent Sum)

479 interviewers completed over 51,000 computer-assisted telephone student
surveys

approximately 540,000 calls were required

average time to complete a student interview was 45 minutes

interviewers achieved a weighted response rate of 76 percent

15



Table C. Student Sample for NPSAS:90: Number of Eligible Students Sampled in Fall

and Nonfall and by Institution Level, Student Education Level

Students Sampled

Institufional Level and Student
Level

Total Fall Samples Nonfall Samples

Total 70,000 57 000 13,000

Less-than-2-year institutions 10,500 5,500 5,000
I

2-year institutions 12.500 8,500 4,000 I

1

1

4-year and above institutions 47,000 43,000 4,000

Undergraduate students 31,0M 29,000 2,000

First-professional students 6,000 5,500 500

Graduate students 10,000 8,500 1,500

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990

National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.

xiv
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Parent Survey

about 150 interviewers completed more than 16,000 computer-assisted
telephone parent surveys

more than 100,000 calls were required's

average time to complete a parent interview was 20 minutes

Trained data collectors visited institutions and used a special record abstract to
collect the data. Data collection was conducted during two periods: December 1989 through
February 1990 and August 1990 through November 1990.

A designated coordinator at each institution provided information on the best sources
and locations for the requested data. The record abstract was developed to standardize the
collection of those data. It contained sections on:

student enrollment status and locating information

financial aid award information, by source (federal, state, institution, private)

need analysis and budget information, including the Student Aid Index and
Expected Family Contributions, and allowable costs

financial aid application data from, for example, the federal Student Aid
Report (SAR) or the CSS Financial Aid Form Need Analysis Report
(FAFNAR)

The initial records data collection was followed up by a records update later in the
school year. This updating identified any changes in financial aid award amounts or in any
variables which could affect award amounts, such as dependency or enrollment status.

The student survey was conducted by telephone. Westat's computer-assisted
telephone interviewing system was used because it allowed on-line editing of data during
questionnaire administration. It had the added advantage of automatically adjusting for
complex skip patterns in the questionnaire.

XV
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The student survey instrument contained the following eleven sections:

introduction

school enrollment

enrollment and costs

financial aid

additional sources of support

employment

educational expectations/student characteristics

parental characteristics

financial status

demographics

kvating information

Like the student survey, the parent survey was also conducted using a

computer-assisted telephone interview system. The parent survey, however, was a purivsive

subsample drawn from the student survey. It was directed primarily at parents of

undergraduate, dependent, unaided students. Parents were asked to describe what financial

support they had provided to the sampled student and about other dependents whom they

supported. Further, parents were asked to describe their own financial condition, including

their income, type of job, monthly expenses, assets, and the funds borrowed for education

purposes.

xvi



Coverage Issues

The extent to which the population of inference is represented or covered in the
sampling frame is an important concern. In surveys of postsecondary institutions and
students, undercoverage can occur for a variety of reasons:

the frame fmm which the sample of institutions was selected may exclude some types
of institutions,

the institutions which have recently been established may be excluded,

the list of students provided by the institutions may not include off-campus students,
and

the list of nonfall students may be matched incorrectly against the list of previously
enrolltx1 students.

For NPSAS:90, we concluded there is no evidence of a large bias associated with
undercoverage of institutions. The potential for undercoverage in estimates due to the
enrollment lists not including all students needs further investigation. Some unduplicated
headcounts of students for many postsmondary institutions are available using IPEDS and
other Office of Postsecondary Education data files. However, sufficient quantitative evidence
to examine fully the student coverage within all institutions does not exist. To evaluate the
student coverage within institutions, an accurate unduplicaml headcount of enrolled students
for each postsecondary institution is neWed.

File Preparation

On completion of data collection, the preparation of four basic data files began.
Three raw data files were created which contain the results from the institution records',
students', and parents' surveys. These were then edited and coded for consistency and
accuracy. Award data on these files are for each award period and for each school in which
a student is enrolled. The fourth file is an analysis file which contains a selected set of
variables derived from the raw data files. Awards on this analysis file are all full-year
awards. This analysis file, which contains 300 variables and 300 matching source flags, is
intended as the primary research file for the NPSAS:90. Following is a brief description of
each file and a chart summarizing some pertinent file characteristics.

xvii
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Summary Table

1990 NPSAS Data Files

File Respondents

Maximum Number
of Rcimrds

Key Elements
Nuinbcr

of Variables

I. Iniaitutional Records Data

-ir

Institutions 68.599** Demogmphie.
Budget and

. Application Data

.

431

,

i 2. 1nstituthina1 Award.% Dau Institutions 403,477** Dates, Types and
amounts of awards

32

3. Student Survey Data Pinaseeondary students 69,613** Demographic.
employment and
financial aid data

498

4. Parent Survey Data Parents of
postsecondary students

16,106

.-

Pan...nt

demognsphics,
sinirees of support,
and attitudes

,

141

.

5. Analysis File Integrattai
Institution,
StUdyn( and Parent

61.120 Full-year award
UMAMIS,

demographics.
hudwt and
application data

-...

665

Note: **Institutional records data, in addition to locating information
were collected for 68,599 students. Telephone interview data were collected
for 51,430 of the 66,718 (NPSAS CATI-eligible) students. However, the
institutional awards data file and some of the student survey data files
include multiple records per student. The student survey data jobs file
contains one record for each job--a total of 69,613 records. The
institutional awards data file contains one record for each award received or
institutional budget data element. Some students may have up to 32 records in
this file, which contains nearly 403,500 records.

Data Access

The data collected in NPSAS:90 is stored on a CD-ROM disk. One disk, which is

similar in size to an audio CD, can store large quantities of data (over 600 Megabytes) in an

extremely compact space. The NPSAS:90 CD-ROM contains all data from the raw and

analysis files and an electronic codehook. The codebook allows the data user to view

frequency distributions of the responses to each survey item as well as to create extract files

with which to perform other analyses. Those seeicing access to the NPSAS:90 CD-ROM

data must obtain a license agreement from the National Center for Education Statistics,

statistical Standards and Methodology Division.



NCES has developed a table generation system which permits users to produce tables
the using variables from the NPSAS:90 analysis file (for example, a table showing the
average amount of aid received by type of institution attended). Information on the
NPSAS:90 table generation system is available from the Longitudinal Studies Branch.

Major Findings

The major descriptive findings of NPSAS:90 are summarized in the charts presented
at the end of this executive summary (for standard errors, see Appendix D ). These charts
present the data across five key variables: aid status (aid or no aid), institutional type and
control (public 4-year, public 2-year, private 4-year, private 2-year, and proprietary), income
(in categories up to $100,000), academic ltvel (undergraduate/graduate/first-professional),
and dependency status (dependent or independent, as defined for aid purposes).

Because these statistics come from a sample survey, they may differ from figures
from a complete census of the same population. A sample survey may contain two types of
error: sampling and nonsampling. The accuracy of a survey statistic depends on both types
of error, but the full extent of nonsampling error is generally unknown. Sampling variability
is variation that occurred by chance because a sample was surveyed rather than the
population. This variation is commonly represented by the standard error of the estimate.
Sources of nonsampling errors include nonresponse, misinterpretation, coding errors,
processing errors, and coverage errors.

Highlights from NPSAS:90 (from a recent NCES Tabulation #92-003)

About 18.6 million students were enrolled in 1989-90--including 16.3 million
undergraduates and 2.3 million graduate and first-professional students.

Among the 16.3 million undergraduates (including full-time and part-time students) enrolled
during 1989-90:

About 43 percent (nearly 7 million) received financial aid from any source, including
federal or state governments, institutions, or other private organizations, or combinations
of these sources (excluding aid from relatives); averaging about $3,600.

About 3 of every 10 received some type of federal aid; about 2 of every 10 received
federal grants.

xix



Percentages of students receiving financial aid varied considerably, depending on the type

of institution. Percentages ranged from about 28 percent of the 6.8 million
undergraduates at public 2-ytmr institutions to 82 percent of the %ADO° enrolled at
proprietary, less-than-2-year schools.

Average amounts of aid also varied considerably, depending on the type of institution.

Among the 1.9 million aided students enrolled at public 2-year schools, the average
amount of aid received was about $2,000.

Among the 500,000 aided students enrolled in private, not-for-profit, doctoral-granting
institutions, the average amount received was about $7,100.

For the 750,000 aided students enrolled in private, for-profit, less-than-2-year
institutions, the average amount was $4,100.

Among the 1.3 million aided students enrolled in public, doctoral institutions, the
average amount was about $3,600.

Among the 985,000 aided students enrolled in other public 4-year institutions, the
average amount was about $3,000.

Overall, about 36 percent received some grant aid (including grants from federal and
state governments, institutions, and/or employers). More than 70 percent of dependent
undergraduates from families with incomes less than $10,000 received some grant aid,

averaging about $2,900.

Overall, about 10 percent of undergraduates in private, 4-year, not-for-profit institutions
and 4 percent in public, 4-year institutions received federal college work-study
assistance, averaging about $1,000.

Among undergraduates, 29 percent received Title IV aid, whether dependent or
independent. The average amount of Title IV aid to dependent students was $2,924
while to independent students it was $3,107..

Among the 2.3 million graduate and first-professional students (including full-time and

part-time students) enrolled during 1989-90:

About 45 percent (1 million) received some financial aid from any source, including
federal or state governments, institutions, or employers; averaging nearly $8,000.

About 18 percent received some type of federal aid, averaging $8,100; about 1 of every
4 received stnne institutional aid, averaging about $6,700; 1 of every 10 received some
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employer assistance, averaging about $1,900.

Percentages of students receiving financial aid varied considerably, depending on the
type of degree program. Percentages ranged from about 40 percent of the 1.3 million
students enrolled in master's programs to about 70 percent of the 300,000 students
enrolled in first-professional programs (e.g., law school, medical school, dentistry).

Average amounts varied considerably, depending on the type of program. Among the
535,000 aided students in master's programs, the average amount of aid received was
$5,900. For the 150,000 aided doctoral students and the 215,000 aided first-professional
students, the average amount was more than $12,000.

Overall, about 30 percent received some grant aid (including grants from federal and
state governments, institutions, and/or employers), averaging about $3,200.

Overall, nearly 3 of every 10 doctoral students received some type of assistantship,
averaging about $9,000.

Among graduate students, 17 percent received Title IV aid and the average amount of
Title IV aid was $7,275.

Operational Recommendations

In this section, we Outline six operational concerns we believe would increase the
efficiency of future NPSAS surveys. We have based these concerns on our knowledge of
recent technological advances and our experience with NPSAS survey methods.

Technological innovations. Several technological innovations entered the survey world
during the 1990 NPSAS. The most important was the development of lightweight but
powerful laptop computers. These smaller machines spurral the development of computer-
assisted data entry since in-person interviewers or data abstractors could take preprogrammed
survey instruments into the field. The survey software built into these machines can contain
full editing and coding specifications so the resulting data are clean and ready for final file
preparation. This preloaded survey capability has several advantages, including, reducing
manual editing after data collection and accelerating the file preparation process. Since these
new laptops also contain modems, data can be transmitted electronically between field
stations and a central location. As a result, file creation becomes a continuous rather than a
sequential process.

xxi
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Another recent technological improvement was the enhanced networking ability of

personal computers. Besides passing data files from one machine to another,

communications packages are now available which permit multiple users to access text

documents, to make revisions to those documents and to transmit those revisions immediately

to each user.

Another advance was the development of a more economical means for storing data on

compact discs and replicating those discs. This new storage medium, called a CD-ROM,

will be used to disseminate 1990 NPSAS findings. All of the NPSAS:90 files, including the

electronic codebook are stored on one compact disk (CD-ROM). By contrast, more than 300

high-density floppy disks would he required to store the NPSAS:90 data.

Suggestions for improving overall operations. Our suggestions are as follows:

Thoroughly evaluate and pretest sampling methods and survey instruments to

simplify reporting requirements and reduce institutional, student, and parent response

burden.

Enhance training for field data collectors using a fully scripted approach and role-

playing.

Install a computer-assisted data entry system for use by field staff which will

permit:

preloading of data to avoid duplicate requests

upfront editing checks to reduce post data collection editing

flexible interviewing of first respondent contacted.

improve rommuMcations links among project staff, field staff, and NCES.

Apply latest technology for data storage, retrieval, and tabulation, including data
libraries on CD ROMs, encrypted data tabulation systems, electronic codthooks.

integrate survey operations (communications, forms clearance, data entry, editing,
and file preparation) to create a more efficient processing and file generation system.
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Summary Table 1

Number of Students by Type and Control and Academic Level, in Thousands: 1989-90

Academic Level
All

Institutions

Institutional Type and Control
,

Undergraduate Graduate

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprietary Public Private

Undergraduate 16,271
I 5,260 7,052 2,298. 269 1.391 --

Graduate 2,318 1,440 879
All 18,590 5,260 7,052 2,298 269 1,391 1,440 _ 879 j

Summary Table 2

Number of Students, by Family Income and Academic Level, in Thousands: 1989-90

Academic Level
AU

Incomes

Famil? Income (adjusted gross income)

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
$20,000

$20,000-
$30,000

$30,000-
$40,000

$40,000-
$50,000

$50,000-
$100,000

$100,000
and over

Undergraduate 16,271 4,023 3,072 2,569 2,106 1.599 2.514 389
Graduate 2,318 536 443 417 307 220 318 16
An 18.590 4,619 3,516 2,986 2.413 1,819 2,832 405

r. v
4,1)



Summary Table 3

Number of Students, by Type and Control and Dependency Status. in Thousands: 1989-90

Students
All

Institutions*

Institutional Type and Control

Undergraduate Graduate

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprietary Public Private

Dependent 7,846
,

3,345 2,402 1,503 117 391 52 35

Independent 10,679 1,900 4,633 783 148 983 1,388 1343

A11 * 18,590 5,245 7,052 2,286 269 1,391 1,400 878

Summary Table 4

Number of Students, by Family income and Dependency Status, in Thousands: 1989-90

Students
All

Incomes*

Family Income (adjusted gross income) 1

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
$20,000

$20,000-
$30,000

$30,000-
$40,000

$40,000-
$50,000

$50,000-
$100,000

$100,000
and over

Dependent 7,846 1,006 935 1,148 1,246 1,062 2,064 385

Independent 10,679
,

3,548 2,581 1,837 1,167 758 768 20

An* 18,590 4,619 3,516 2,986 2,413 1,819 2,832 405

Since 65,500 weighted cases were unclassified, numbers du not add to totals.
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Summary Table 5

Percentage of Students Receiving Title IV Aid and Any Aid, by Type and Control and Academic Level: 1989-90

Academic Level
All

Institutions

Institutional Type and Control

Undergraduate Graduate

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprietary Public Private

Undergraduate
percent Title IV aid

percent any aid

4

28.8

42 .8

33.2

32.5

22.4

28.3

20.2

20.9

2.2

2.3

22.1

16.1

-
-

Graduate
percent Title IV aid

percent any aid

17.1

45.1 - -
-

,

-
- -

46.9

54.5

53.1

45.5

All

'
percent Title IV aid

percent any aid

27.3

43 .1

30.6

28.2

20.6

24.6

18.6

18.2

2.0

2.0

20.4

14.0

3.7

7.1

4.1

5.9

Summary Table 6

Percentage of Students Receiving Title IV Aid and Any Aid, by Family Income and Academic Level: 1989-90

Academic Level
All Incomes

Family Income

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
$20.000

$20,000-
$30.000

$30,000-
$40,000

$40,000-
$50,000

$50,000-
$100.000

$100,000 and
aver

Perc ent Title IV aid

Undergraduate
ptrtent any aid

28.8

42.8

45.0

36.0

21.0

19.5

14.1

15.1

_

8.8

11.0

5.3

7.7

5.5

10.0

0.3

0.9

cen ie IV aidpert H
Graduate

percent iir aid

17.1

45.1

48.5

35.1

21 .5

20.6

13.7

16.3

...

7.2

10.4

3.9

7.1

5.0

10.0

0.2

0.5

percent Tit le IV aid

MI

,I ti PtTcent an, aid

27.3

43.1

45.3

35.9

21 .1

_
19.6

14.1

15.2

8.7

10.9

5.2

7.6

5.5

10.0

0.3

0.8
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Summary Table 7

Percentage of Students Receiving Title IV Aid and Any Aid, by Type and Control and Dependency Status: 1989-90

Students
-,

All
Institutions

Institutional Type and Control

Undergraduate Graduate .

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

,
Private

Two-year Proprietary

.-

Public Private. i
piercent Title IV aid 28.7 41.4 14.7 29.5 2.0 11.4 0,4 0.6

Dependent
ing-cvnl any aid 42.9 41.7 17.3 29.3 1.9 8.3 0.8 0.6 -

pe.rcon1111t- IV aid 26.4 22.0 25.4 9.9 2.1 27.4 6.2 7.0
Independent

percent an;$ aid 43.2 18.5 29.9 10.0 2.0 18.0 11.8 9.8
,

in-rcrnt Title IV aid 27.3 30.6 20.6 18.6 2.0 20.4 3.7 4.1
All

percent an? aid 43.1 28.2 24.6 18.2 2.0 14.0 7.1 5.9

Summary Table 8

Percentage of Students Receiving Title IV Aid and Any Aid, by Family Income and Dependency Status: 1989-90

Students
All Incomes

Family Income (adjusted gross income)

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
$20,000

$20,000-
$30,000

$30,000-
$40.000

$40,000-
$50.000

$50,000-
$100,000

$100,000 and
over

percent 'htle IV aid 28.7 28.5 18.2 18.0 14.5 9.5 10.8 0.5
Dependent

pert eat an aid 42.9 21.9 15.0 16.5 15.5 12.1 17.2 1.8

percent Title IV aid 26.4 58.5 23.4 I I . I 4.1 1.7 1.2 0.1
Independent

percent an aid 43.2 45.5 23.1 14.5 7.6 4.3 4.8 0.1

percent isille IV aid 27.3 45.3 21.1 14.1 8.7 5.2 5.5 0.3
All

percent ari aid 43.1 35.9 19.6 15.2 10.9 7.6 10.0 0.8
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Summary Table 9

Average Title IV and Total Aid of Students, by Type and Control and Academic Level: 1989-90

Academic Level
All

Institutions

institutional Type and Control

Undergraduate

,

Graduate

Public
Four-year

1-

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprietary Public Private

avvrlox Title IV aid
Undergraduate

al erage total aid

$3,020

3,606

$2,978

3,351

$1,847

1.991

$3,773

5,845

$2,876

3,471

$3,593

4,066 - -
.

average Title IV aid

Graduate
average total aid

.

7,275

7,987 - -
-
- -

- $6,158

6,755

4

$8,260

9,465
,

average Title IV aid

All
41, eratte total aid

3.351

4,177

2,978

3,351

.

1,847

1,991

3,773

5,845

,

2,876

3,471

3,593

4,066

6,158

6,755

8,260

9,465

Summary Table 10

Average Title IV and Total Aid of Students, by Family Income and Academic Level: 1989-90

Students
All Incomes

Family Income (adjusted gross income)

Less than
$10,000

S10.000-
820,000

820,000-
$30,000

830,000-
$40,000

840.000-
$50,000

$50,000-
$100,000

$100,000 and
over

aerage Title W aid $3,020 $3.122 $3,023 $2,855 $2,807 $2,895 $3.034 $3,329Undergraduate
a% erne total aid 3.606 3,923 3.482 3.306 3,437 3,456 3,434 3,881

average 'title IV aid 7,275 7,554 7,115 6.877 7.019 6,750 7,127 7,215
Graduate

averaut total aid 7,987 10,558 9,001 5,965 5,799 4,618 4 777 9,548

merajje Title IV aid 3,351 3,492 3,349 3.158 3,081 3,124 3,323 3,591
All

a t erage total aid 4,177 4 769 4 237 3,678 3,730 3,597 3,609 4,344
ote: lor tah1e - average Title IV aid based on TitI e IV aid reap ents on y. Average total aid based on aided students on y.
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Summary Table 11

Average Title IV and Total Aid of Students, by Type and Control and Dependency Status. 1989-90

.1 A A.. A

Institutional Type and Control

I

Undergraduate Graduate
l--

All Public Public Private Private
Students- Institutions

4
Four-year Two-year Four-year Two-year Proprietary Public Private-

average Title IV Hid $2,971 $2,709 $1,500 $3,738 $2,731 $3,472 $5,977 $ 8,743
Dependent

averagt. Iola! aid 4,166 3,257 2,159 6,498 3,527 3,943 6,596 12,756 1

average Title IV aid 3,656 3,383 2,008 3,859 2,987 3,639 6,168 8,228
Independent

. aeragt. total aid 4,205 3,524 1,931 4,524 3,462 4,123 6,763 9,310- - _.
average Title IV aid 3,351 2,978 1,847 3,773 2,876 3,593 6,158 8,260

An
average total aid 4,177 3,351 1,991 5,845 3,471 4,060 6,755 9,465

Summary Table 12

Average Title IV and Total Aid of Students, by Family Income and Dependency Status: 1989-90

Students
All incomes

Family Income ladjusted gross income)

Less than
510,000

$10.000-
$20,000

$20.000-
$30,000

$30,000-
$40,000

$40,040-
$50,000

$50,000-
$100,000

$100,000 and
over

average Title IV aid
Dependent

average total Hid

$2,971

4,166

$2,880

4,311

$3,120 $2.920

4,417 4,096

$2,850

4,158

$2,972

3,914

$3,178

3,994

$3,550

4,392

average Title IV aid

Independent
average total aid

3,656

4,205

3,732

4,984

3,492 3,467

4,152 3,331

,

3,736

3,097

3,809

2,945

,-

4,350

2,607

.
low N

3,888

tivi.rage Title IV Hid

All
average total aid

3,351

4,177

3,492

4,769

-.

3,349 3,158

4,237 3,678

3,081

3,730_
3,124

3,597

3,323

3,609
.

3,591

4,344
e: or tables 9-la, average Title IV aid based on Tit e IV aid recipients on y.

students only.
Average totiáid based on aided



INTRODUCTION

This report describes the operations undertaken to complete the 1990 National
Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS:90). It is intended for those who wish to
understand the way in which these data were collected, compiled, and analyzed.

While it is detailed, this report does not cover every aspect of the survey at the same
level of detail. Where useful we relied on charts and tables for summarizing activities and
findings. Overall, we divided the survey operations into chapters which roughly follow the
time sequence in which these activities occurred, from study objectives and design to file
creation, analysis, and recommendations.

NPSAS:90 contains important changes from the previous NPSAS survey (conducted in
1987) in its sampling design and its collection of data by term. Still, maintaining
comparability between the two surveys has remained an important goal, and has guided both
questionnaire design and sampling.

Like NPSAS:87, NPSAS:90 was comprehensive in its scope. It included public and
private institutions, not-for-profit and for-profit schools. The programs surveyed ranged
from short-term occupational to baccalaureate and doctoral programs. The students selected
for the sample included undergraduates, graduates, and first-professional students.

The survey consisted of several linked components. First, data were collected from
institutional records on major field of study, attendance status, demographic characteristics,
financial aid awards, and budget and application data used to determine financial aid
amounts. Next, interviewers telephoned sampled students to update and confirm some of the
demographic and financial aid data collected from institutions, to collect information on
education-related and other costs, and methods of financing postsecondary education costs.
Interviewers asked a subsample of about 16,100 students' parents (primarily those of
unaided, dependent students) about family finances and other family characteristics.
Institutional record data were updated in spring of 1990 to provide a more complete picture
of the entire academic year.

Chapter 1 of this report covers the study's central objectives and basic design features.
Chapter 2 describes the institutional sampling and enlistment process. Chapter 3 reviews the
student sampling procedures. Chapter 4 describes the institutional records data collection and
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Chapter 5 reviews the updating of those records. Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, describe

the methods used in the student and parent telephone interviews. Chapter 8 reviews the
process of creating the raw data files and the analysis file. Chapter 9 describes the
computation of sampling weights and standard errors. Chapter 10 summarizes the results of

the 1990 Field Test.

2
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CHAPTER I. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN

1.1 Study Objectives

The 1990 NPSAS had three fundamental objectives:

To collect data to determine how students and their families pay for postsecondary education.

To estimate percentages of students who received federal student aid, particularly Title IV
assistance by type and control of the institution (e.g., public, 4-year; private, 4-year, etc.).

To create a representative cohort of first-year students who could subsequently be tracked
through postsecondary education and beyond.

1 .2 Sample Design

Target Population

The target population of NPSAS:90 was students enrolled in postsecondary institutions in the
United States and Puerto Rico during the academic year 1989-90. A probability sample of students
was selected to represent this population and data were collected from the students, the postsecondary
institutions they attended, and rsample of the parents of the participating students.

Survey Frame

Prior to sample selection, a survey frame for NPSAS:90 was developed. The primary data file
used to build the frame was the 1987-88 Institution Characteristics (IC) file from the Integrated
Postsecondary Education Date System (IPEpS). This tile was augmented with institutions from the
1987 WEDS Fall Enrollment (EF) file, and the 1987-88 Pen Grant institution file. An unduplicated
list of institutions from these sources formed the universe for selecting the sample of postsecondary
institutions.

Because of the concern that an institutional frame based primarily on WEDS data may
underrepresent small institutions, a list of institutions participating in Stafford Loan programs was
compiled. This was used to draw a supplemental sample primarily of small institutions. More details
about frame development are discussed in settion 2.2.



Sampling Units and Selection

The NPSAS:90 sample was a stratified multi-stage probability sample of students enrolled in

postsecondary institutions. The three stages of the sample design were the sampling of areas, called

the primary sampling units (PSUs); the sampling of institutions within the sampled PSU's; and the

sampling of students within the sampled institutions. Sampling strata were formed by classifying

institutions by type. control, enrollment in various degree programs--e.g., first-professional, doctoral,

master's. and baccalaL. ..ee Table 2.3.1); then by classifying students by their educational level

(undergraduates. graduates, and tirst-professionals). NPSAS:90 was digned so that reliable national

estimates c;in be reported for students in each of these domains.

The PSU sample selected for NPSAS:87 was used again in NPSAS:90 and Puerto Rico was

added as a self-representing PSU. Within NPSAS PSUs, institutions were selected with probabilities

proportional to a measure of size related to enrollment. A total of 1,533 institutions were sampled.

Systematic samples of students were drawn from these institutions at four sampling points: August 1,

1989; October 15, 1989; February 15, 1990; and June 15, 1990. A total of over 70.090 students

were selected.

Response Rates and Their Derivations

Response rates were computed as the ratios of the number of sampled units that completed the

survey over the number of eligible units in the sample. Ineligible units were deleted from the sample

before data collectiim. Therefore, they were not included in the denominator in calculating response

rates.

The overall weightLd response rate for institutions was 86 percent. The rate was somewhat

higher lor certaimy institutions at 91 percent than non-certainty institution at 86 percent. The overall

weighted participation rate for students included in the analysis tile was 84 percent (weighted number

of students in the analysis file divided by the weighted number of eligible students); the overall

weighted response rate tOr the student CATI was 76 percent. The weighted raponse rate for

students' parents to the parent CATI was 87 percent (weighted number of students' parents who

partic)pated divided by the weighted eligible number of students' parents).

4



1.3 Instrument Design

Descriptions of imstruments

Because of the complex nature of student finances, no single source of data is sufficient for

studying financial aid. Higher education institutions are the best source for informatioa on how they
made financial aid decisions in determining a student's eligibility for aid and the amount of aid.
Higher education institutions also can provide a record-keeping system that promises much higher

accuracy in some areas than might be expected of students; for example, a student may have difficulty

in recalling the exact amount of financial aid received or may not be fully informed of the source of
the aid (e.g., whether student earnings were classified as work-study, and if so, what the source of
the work-study funds was). Students are the best source of information about their costs of education
(institutions often use general models, rather than specific information about individual students'

costs), their financial resources, and about many of their personal characteristics and attitudes.

Parental information is important especially when a student is dependent and unaided, because

students and institutions often lack full information about the parents' finances and attitudes.

NPSAS was dignt.%1 to include separate institutional, student, and parent components so that a
complete picture of financial aid could be obtained. In general, each component focused primarily on
collecting information that could not be collected as accurately from other sourc. However, some
redundancy was purposely built into the questionnaires. For example, though institutional records

were considered the best source of data on financial aid awards, a lesser amount of award data was
also collected from students. The student data thus provide a means for comparing the institutional
data with student self-report data, and helping to complete gaps if (1) no institutional data were
collected. (2) the student also attended additional schiiols for which no institutional records had been
examined, or (3) the student obtained financial aid from outside sources (e.g., employers, family, or
private organizations) about which the institution VMS uninformed. As another example, some types
of data (such as a student's race or ethnicity) could not be obtained at sufficiently high response rates
from only a single source (many institutkms do not collect such data, while many students refuse to
provide such data in a survey), but the ambined responses from both sources helped to provide much
more complete data. In the particular case of students' racial/ethnic categories, data were obtained
from 75 percent of students thiough the student survey, hut an additional 13 percent of students could
be classified from institutional record data, and 5 percent from multiple sources.

Following are brief descriptions of the types of data collected through each instrument.

Records Data. A major purpose of the record abstract was to collect information on financial
aid awards. Separate sections of the abstract collected data on federal, state, institutional, veteran's,

5
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graduate, and other awards, in a total of more than 50 individual aid categories. A second purpose
was to collect data on how institutions determined a student's eligibility for aid: this included both

the original data submitted on a student's financial aid application (such as the Student Aid Report

[SARI or Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service 1GAPSFASD, and the components

of financial aid fOrmulas tor aid (the Pell budget formula, the Congressional Methodology, and a

separate institutional methodology for those few schools that use one) and their results (Student .Nid

Index !Mil and Expected Family Contribution LEFCD. Finally, data were collected from

institutional records on a student's enrollment status and some student characteristics.

Student Survey. Many types of data were collected through the student survey.

First, informatim was collected about a student's enrollment status, including all schools and
terms attended during the NPSAS year. Though some of this information duplicated that in
the record abstract, the student survey provides the only source of data about changes in
enrollment status from one term to another, and about students' attendance at other schools.

Second. the student survey collected students' self-reports of their financial costs. Again, this
intOrmation was unique to the student survey, although the record abstract collected
information about tuition costs and institutions' budgets for estimating student costs.

Third. detailed information was collected about a student's income. In the case of financial
aid, the information was generally less detailed than that collected in the record abstract, hut
the student survey provides the only source of data about financial aid from other schools that
were attended, and about some outside sources of financial aid not known to the institution
(e.g.. friends and relatives, and some private organizations). Other income data that were
collected included employment income, savings, income of the spouse, and aid from parents.
Information was also collected about a student's eligibility for aid; for aided students, these
data duplicate application data collected in the record abstract, but the student survey
generally provides the only source of such information for unaided students.

Fourth. the student survey was the primary source of data abcut student characteristics.
including race/ethnicity, citizenship, military status, disability, age, choice of school,
remediation, religion, educational expectations (highest degree sought) and parental
characteristics such as education, income, and number of dependents. Some information on
student characteristics was collected through the record abstract as well, but more extensive
information was collected through the student survey since students were considered the best
source of reliable data.

Finally, the student survey collecuxi information about students' attitudes, including their
values, self-perceptions, and reasons for refusing financial aid. This information was
available from the student survey only.

Parent Survey. Three types of data were collected through the parent survey. First, parents
were asked to describe what financial support they had provided to the sampled student, in terms of
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the dollar amount provided, the form in which it was provided (e.g., contribution or loan), and the

source of funds. Seamd, they were asked about other dependents that they provided support to,

including the total number of dependents, the number that ever attended college, the total tuition paid,
and the tuition paid for elementary or secondary school. Finally, they were asked to describe their
own financial condition, in terms of their employment income, type of job, average monthly

expenses, total assets, ard the amount of money they had borrowed to provide financial aid to the

student. Because parents were considered the best source of these three types of data, information

collected on parents from the record abstract and student survey was much less extensive.

Records Update. The records update was designed to collect a limited amount of updated

information from institutional records on fmancial aid awards. The records update was preprinted
with limited data from the record abstract, with blanks for =reefing or updating the final award

amounts and award periods, and tbr entering other aid not noted on the form. The form also

collected information on the dependency status of the student on the terms of enrollment, and on Pell
or Institutional budgets used to determine financial aid eligibility. A new item contained on the

records update hut not on the record abstract was the amount of federal College Work-Study aid that
was earned, in addition to the already recorded amount that had been awarded.

1.4 Data Collection Methods

Record Abstract Survey

One major component of NPSAS was the collection of data on students from institutional

records. Typically, the data were in more than one location at each institution, with data being
obtained from both the registrar and financial aid office, and sometimes from other sources, such as
individual departments for information on graduate students. Data were also kept in varying formats.

An institutional coordinator was designated at each institution, who provided information on an
Institutional Checklist concerning the sources and locations of the requested data. Because of the
diversity of records and formats used, a Record Abstrad was developed to standardize the data
collection. This abstract contained separate sections on financial aid awards (i.e., federal, state,
institutional, veteran's, graduate, and other awards, using a total of more than 50 individual aid
categories), the original data submitted on a student's financial aid application (such as the Student
Aid Report ISARI or Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service IGAPSFASD, data on
financial aid formulas used to assign aid (the Pell budget formula, the Congressional Methodology,
and a separate institutional methodology for few schools that use one), the results of using those
formulas (Student Aid Index [SAI] and Expected Family Contribution IEFC1), and data on a student's
enrollment status and some student characteristicz. Data on financial aid awards and on financial aid
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budgets were collected fin each separate term. The Reeord Abstract was also designed to collect

locating information for botb the student and bis/her parents for the student and parent surveys.

Trained data collectors visited the institutions, using the Institutional Checklist and Record

Abstract to collect the data. Data collection was conducted during two periodsDecenther 1989

through February 1990, and August 1990 through November 1990depending on the term being

sampled.

Depending on the Ancient and institution, varying amounts of information were available.

Information on a student's enrollment status could be obtained for essentially all studems, while the

availability of some types of student characteristics (e.g.. race/ethnicity) depended on the institution.

Student finaneial aid applicatitm information was collected for ahimt 20,400 students for whom the

data were available. Financial aid award information was collectedeither from the institution or the

student telephone interviewon about 35,5(X) of the 68.929 eligible students.

Revord Update Task. For those students for whom record abstracting was performed during the

first data collection period (December 1989 February 1990), a second institutional visit was made to

update the information as of June 1990. This updating was perftirmed during the same time period

when institutions were visited for record abstracting of students enrolled in February or June 1990.

The records update WAS preprinted with limited data fom the completed record abstract. with

blanks tOr correcting or updating the final award amounts and award periods, and for entering other

aid not noted on the form. "rite form also collected information on the (updated) dependency status of

the student, on the terms of enrollment, and on Pell or Institutional budgets used to determine

Imaneial aid eligibility. A new item contained on the records update but not on the record abstract

WAS the amount of federal ('ollege Work-Study aid that was earned: only the amount awarded had

been collected previously.

Student Survey. The student survey was conducted by telephone. The use of computer-assisted

telephtine niterviewing alltiwed i ui line editing Al' the data as the questionnaire was being ci impleted.

and the use of eimipleN, skip patterns that were indiscernible to the students and interviewers tl'n.

detail, see section 1.3.)

Parent Snrvy. Like the student survey, the parent survey was also conducted by telephone

using cinnputei ;issisted telephone interviewing. The survey was completed with a respimse rate of 87

percent (weighted). The parent survey was directed primarily at pare.ms of undergraduate, dependent,

non-aided students, Ft ir detail. see section 1.3.)
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CHAPTER 2. INSTITUTION SAMPLING AND ENLISTMENT

This chapter discusses the methods used to sample and enlist institutions. The steps involved in
sampling institutions include: identifying the areas of the country for drawing the institution sample,

constructing a frame of eligible institutions, and selecting a probability sample of institutions within

selected areas. The sampled institutions were L.-ontacted by mail ard tbilowed up by phone.
Participating institutions receivtx1 enlistment packages explaining the purpose of the survey and
details tör participation. In the following sections, we dcribe these procmes and the overall
participation rate.

2.1 Area Sampling

NPSAS PSUs

Area sampling was used to reduce data collection costs and to maintain comparability with the

1987 NPSAS sample. By consolidating field data collection efforts to a limited number of areas, we
reduced the cost of data collection activities, such as record abstracting from financial aid offices.
Also, the 1987 NPSAS PSUs were used again to facilitate comparisons between the two NPSAS
surveys. The use of the same PSUs improved the precision for estimates of change between 1987 and
1990, and took advantage of the field experience and resources developed during 1987 NPSAS.

The first stage of sampling was the selection of areas of the country, called primary sampling
units (PSUs). A PSU was defined as a collection of geographically contiguous three-digit ZIP code
areas. The 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico formed a total of 362 PSUs, none of
which crossed state boundaries. The PSU sample originally selected for 1987 NPSAS consisted of
120 of the4e PSUs and was used again for NPSAS:90 (see Appendix E tier additional information
from the Methodology Report for die National Postsecondary Student Aid Study, 19871NCES 90-
309D. In addition, Puerto Rico was added as a self-representing PSU totaling 121 PSUs in
NPSAS:90. Of these 121 PSUs, 51 were self-representing PSUs (selected with probability equal to
unity), and 70 were non-self-representing PSUs (selected with probability less than unity).

Addition or Puerto Rico

The inclusion of Puerto Rico as a self-representing PSU was consistent with the methods used for
defining self-representing PSUs in NPSAS:87 because Puerto Rico housed a large number of
postsecondary institutions and students. In comparison with other PSUs, Puerto Rico was the third
largest in terms of the number of institutions in the area, and the fourth largest in the number of
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postsecondary students. Puerto Rico also had about seven times as many institutions as the average

PSU, and six times as many students.

2.2 Institution Sample

Institution Eligibility

The second stage of the sample design was the sampling of institutions within the NPSAS Pais.
To be eligible for NPSAS:90, an institution satisfied all the conditions listed in figure 2.2.1. The

main exclusions were institutions that provided only avocational, recreational, or remedial courses;

offered only in-house business courses; offered only seminars of less than three months duration (such

as driver training schools, real estate courses, and tax preparation classes); or offered only

correspondence courses. United States Service academies were not eligible because of their unique

funding and tuition situation. Among the 1,533 institutions selected for NPSAS:90, 285 (about 20

percent) were ineligible and therefore excluded from the survey.

Institution Frame Building

The sampling frame for institutions was based primarily on the 1987-88 WEDS Institution

Characteristics (IC) file. The list of institutions on this file was checked against a number of other
sources to improve coverage, to eliminate ineligible irstitutions, and to collapse multiple listings. To

improve coverage, institutions that were not in the IC file, hut appearetl in: (a) the 1987 Fall

Enrollment (11'EDS-EF) file, (1) the 1987-88 file of Pell Grant participating institutions, or (c) were

klentified as eligible for NPSAS during initial contacts with NPSAS institutions, were added to the

frame.

Some ineligible institutions were deleted from the frame hetbre institutions were sampled. The

type of institutions eliminated were U.S. service academies, central offices or administrative
buildings. ntmexistent or closed institutions, and classrooms misidentified as institutions. Other

ineligible institutions such as schools offering programs like real estate schools and correspondence

Ncht WIN remained in the frame. The IPEDS data base did not provide detailed informatitm about the

specific length of i)rograms less than 600 hours, thus many proprietary institutions had to be contacted

before the programs they offered could be identified.

Lastly, some institutions that offered a variety of programs might he listed several times in the

frame. For example, a hospital offering training in radiologic technology, nursing. and emergency

medical technician training, might he listed three times. To improve efficiency in sampling and field
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operations, institutions offering more than one program at the same address were collapsed into one
entry.

Table 2.2.1 shows the number of institutions added and subtracted from the IPEDS-IC file during
the proems of frame development. There were 12,243 institutions in the original IPEDS-IC file. We
added 745 institutions from other sourc, eliminated 58 ineligible institutions, and deducted 62
multiple entries. Thus, the final NPSAS:90 institutional frame consisted of 12,868 institutions.

Figure 2.2.1. Institutions Eligible for NPSAS:90

Institutions in NPSAS:90 satisfied all of the following
conditions at the beginning of the 1989-90 school year:

a Offered an education program designed for persons
who have :,cmpleted secondary education;

Offered an academically, occupationally or vocationally
oriented program of study;

Offered access to persons other than those employed
by the institution;

Offered more than just correspondence courses;

Offered at least one program lasting three months or
longer; and

a Were located in the 50 states, Puerto Rico or the
District of Columbia.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education
Statistics, 1990 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.

I 1
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Table 2.2.1. Frame Development: Number of institutions in the 1987-88 WEDS-IC File and in the

NPSAS:90 institutional frame

Educational Sector

Number or Institutions:

In 1PEDS-
IC File

Added to IC
File

Eliminated
from IC

Filet°

Collapsed
Multiple

Entries

In
NPSAS:90
Institutional

Frame
--I

Public, 4-year and above 538 9 12 2 633

Private, nonprofit.
4-year or above 1,944 49 3 7 1,983

Private, for-profit,
4-year or above 120 7 1 1 125

Public, 2-year 1,257 81 4 1 1,333

Private, nonprofit,
2-year 845 88 4 35 894

Private, for-profit,
2-year 850 49 8 0 891

Public, less-than-2-year 380 52 1 / 429

Private. nonprofit, less-
than-2-year 515 43 I 14 543

Private, fly-profit, le.s.s-
than-2-year 5,694 367 24 0 6,037

Total 12,243 745 58 62 12,868

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 National

Postsecondary Student Aid Study.

a/ Institutions that were not in the 1987-88 WEDS-1C file but listed in the 1987 WEDS-Fall

Enrollment file, or the 1987-88 Pell Grant insmution file were added.

Kt Ineligible institutions such a.s central offices, nonexistent or dosed buiklings, and U.S. service

at:atieMICS were eliminated.
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2.3 1»stitution Sample Selection

Sampling Procedure

The sampling procedure within NPSAS PSUs involved classifying institutions into strata,

allocating a sample size per stratum, as.signing measure of size (MOS) to each institution, and

selecting a systematic sample of institutions with probabilities proportionate to the MOS from each

stratum across the PSUs. A hierarchical system of 14 strata were defined depending on the type and
control of institutions, and by the number of first-professional, doctoral, master's or baccalaureate

level students enrollml in the highest degree programs offered by the institutions. Table 2.3.1 shows

the definition of the sampling strata and the number of institutions sampled per stratum. Of the total

of 1,533 institutions in the sample, 339 were certainty institutions (selected with probability equal to

unity) and 1,194 were non-certainty institutions (selected with probability less than unity).

The certainty institutions were self-representing institutions selected from the entire frame and

from self-representing NPSAS PSUs. Table 2.3.2 shows the number of self-representing and non-
self-representing institutions selected from the entire frame, self-representing NPSAS PSUs. arl non-

self-representing NPSAS PSUs. Among the 339 certainty institutions. 225 were selected from the
entire frame and 114 from self-representing NPSAS PSUs. Other self-representing institutions from

non-self-representing NPSAS PSUs were not certainty institutions because the probabilities of

selecting the PSUs were less than unity. The I.194 mm-certainty institutions consisted of 502 non-

self-representing institutions from self-representing NPSAS PSUs, 250 self-representing institutions.
and 442 non-self-representing institutions from non-self-representing PSUs.

Certainty institutions selecW from the entire frame were institutions with a total enrollment

above a prescribet: cutoff per sampling stratum. These institutions were included to ensure that large
institutions in the nation were represented in the survey. The sampling intervals tbr the other

institutions in NPSAS PSUs were determined after the large certainty institutions were removed from
the frame. Institutions with enrollment higher than the sampling interval for the stratum were

sampled as self-representing institutions, and this was done before the sampling of non-self-

representing institutions. The enrollment cutoff for selecting self-representing institutions from the

frame and the sampling intervals for institutions in NPSAS PSUs are shown in table 2.3.3.

For non-certainty institutions, the probability of selection p,. was equal to:

I), = n, in

1 3
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where n) was the number of institutions in stratum k, and mA was the MOS for institution j in stratum

k. The probability for the first stage selection of PSUs is not shown in this equation for clarity of

presentation.

The measure of size, mik, was a composite measure derived from the number of students enrolled

in first-professional, graduate, and undergraduate programs. This measure was the weightal sum of

the number of students in each educational level. The weights used for first-professional, graduate,

and undergraduates were five, two, and one respectively. Institutions with a small compasite MOS

were assigned a minimum value which was determimi by examining the distribution of enrollment

totals per stratum. This composite measure gave approximately self-weighting samples for multiple

domains in multi-stage samples. The advantages were: it ensured adequate coverage for each study

domain, it controlled for the precision of estimates; and it wa.s flexible with regard to changes in

sample sizes, sampling rates, and population counts.

The enrollment figures used to compute the measure of size were taken from the 1987-88 IPEDS

IC and EF files. A substantial amount of etThrt was devoted to checking the consistency of these

tiles, and to update the enrol;ment values based upon other published reports (such as the HEP) or

upon telephone contacts with institutions'. In addititm to the primary sample of institutions, it was

decided that a supplemental sample of institutions participating in the Stafford Loan programs (GSL)

was necessary to ensure coverage of small institutions. The 1987-88 tile of institutions participating

in the Stafford Loan programs consisted of 16.385 records; including 7,598 institutions located in

NPSAS:90 PSUs. Because the Stafford tile did not provide any measure of enrollment, the sampling

rate established for less-than-2-year private tOr-profit institutions in the main sample were used to

draw an equal probability sample of supplemental institutitms. The sampling rate used was
approximately I in 30. This sampling scheme resulted in an initial selection of 476 institutions which

were checked against the listing of institutions in the NPSAS survey frame. Any supplemental

institutions that were tOund in the NPSAS frame were excluded to avoid the problem that an

institution might have two chances of being selected, institutions defined as being closed were also

excluded from the sample at this time. This process reduced the supplemental sample to 81

institutiims. Of the 81 institutions dispatched to the field for clarification and unduplication only 9

were eligible for NPSAS:90.

nwhiment counts kvre available froin the l987-88 IPEDS IC and FE files for over 95 percent of
the institutions in the frame. However, the availability of data varied substantially by school types and control.
In the scvtor of less-than two-year institutions, the peicentagc of public institutions with enrollment data was 96

pereent, the percentage for private, not-for-profit sehools ww, substantially lower at 57 perceM, and that for

pm ivate. tin-plot-it schools was 60 percent.
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Table 2.3.1. Institution sample: Number of institutions in the frame and in the sample

,

Sampling Stratum

Number of Institutions in;

Frame

Sample

Certainty
,

Non-certainty Total

Public, 4-year, first-professional!' 140 55 27 82
Private, 4-year, first-professionale 279 56 46 102
Public, 4-year, doctor's degreeW 95 25 19 44
Private, 4-year, doctor's degreellt 120 18 18 36
Public, 4-year, master's degrees' 245 49 43 92
Private, 4-year, masier's degrees' 349 13 61 74
Public, 4-year, bachelor's degree 155 6 23 29
Private, 4-year, bachelor's degreef 1,362 3 86 89
Public, 2-year 1,327 23 188 211
Private, 2-year, not-for-profit 887 16 84 100
Private, 2-year, for-profit 891 12 98 110
Public, less-than-2-year 429 4 78 82
Private, less-than-2-year, not-for-profit 552 22 83 105
Private, less-than-2-year, for-profit 6,037 37 340 377

Total 12,868 339 1,194 1,533

Supplemental institutions+. 16,385 0 81 81

a/ l'hese institutions were schools that offered first-professional programs and had a first-professionai
enrollment greater than 75 in 1987.

h/ Thesv institutions were schools that offered programs up to doctorate level, had a combined first-
professional and graduate enrollment greater than 75 and had failed one or more of the inclusion criteria
for the above strata.

c/ These institutions were institutions that offered degrees or certificates up to post-baccalaureate or post-
ma.ster's level, had a combined first-professional and graduate enrollment greater than 75, and had failed
one or more of the inclusion criteria for the above strata.

d/ Thew institutions were institutions that offered programs up to the bachelor's level, and had failed one or
more of the inclusion criteria for the above strata.

e1 Supplemental institutions were selected from the 1987-88 institution file for Stafford loan programs.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 National Postsecondary
Student Aid Study.
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Table 2.3.2.Institution sample: Number of selfrepresenting and
nonselfrepresenting institutions from the entire frame, selfrepresenting NPSAS
PSUs and nonself-representing NPSAS PSUs

Entire Frame

Self-Representing
PSUs

Non-Self-Represmting PSUs

Number of Institutions: Number lir Institutions: I

1

Samphng Stratum

Number of
Self-Repre-

wining ln+ti-
nitwits

Self-Repre-
soiling

Non-Self-
Representing

Sell-Repre-
sentinb

I

Non-Sell-
Representing

Public, 4-rear, first
proks,ional,'

Private.4-year. first
professionaK

Public, 4-year, doctor's
degree'f

Private, 4-year, d000r's
degrcx.12.

Public, 4-year, master's
degree':

Private. 4-rear. master's
Jeff L..e

Public. 4-year. ti-1ior
degive

Private. 4-. cat . bachelor\
degi eel

Public. 2-)eai
Pro ate. 2-rear. nonpiolit
Private. ' .k-iir. for-profit
Public. less-than-2-vear
Privme. les+-than-'-vcar.

nonprofit
Private. 1ess-than-2-)ear.

tor-proht

38

41

6

4

22

17

1

3

13

14

12

4
15

37

17

14

19

14

27

1

3

0

10
,_
0
0
7

0

10

27

0

17

8

31

o

18

68
31
43
15

45

174

16

13

19

5

32

IN

10

14

45

1 I

14

31

10

17

1

6

0

1

17

4

44

75
4 I

41
3/
-,s,

154

1 otai 115 114 501 150 442

'4-acse institutions were schools that of kred Inst-prokssional mograms and had a first-proleysiiinal
enrollment pieater than 73 in 1987.

lit These institutions were schools that offered programs up to doctorate level, had a combined tirst
protessiimal and graduate enrollment greater than 75, and had faikd one or more of the nwlusion
criteria for the above, strata.
lhese institutions %tyre institutions that offered degrees or certiticiites up to post-baccalauicate or

nia-ak.;', level. kid a L. unthutcd lrist-puttessional and graduate enwthiwnt greater than 17t. and
had failed one or mire the inchision criteria fOr the above strata.
These insinution+ ere ii:stilutions that offered progianis up to the bachelor's k ci. and had tailed

Imo tr MI 're if the mchisit,n eritet ta ft if the above stiata.
1/4.111,111eincrita1 inhluthin- \tete d horn t1i I s in-40111ton hle tot Stailt,iel htall

Source: tJ.S. Department of Education. National Center tor Education Statistics. 1990 National P4 )..t.set;ondary
Student Aid Study.
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Table 2.3.3. Institution sample: Enrollment cutoff for self-reprtesemmg institutions from
entire frame and munpling intervals for in.stitutions in NPSAS PSUs

Sampling Stratum

EnnvIlment Cutoff for
Self-Reptesenting
Instinnions from

Entity Frame

!

Sampling Intervals for
institutions in 191-SAS

PSUs

_

Pub lie. 4-year. first-professionar# 24.000 10,742
, Private,4-year. first-professionaW 9.(XX) 13,201

Public. 4-year, doctor's &great. 24.(XX) --
Private. 4-year, dectrw's degree 9..810 7,873
Public. 4-year, master's degreov t 4.000 9,634
Private. 4-year, master's degree 6,000 10,1101
Public, 4-year. bachelor's degree 14.000 9.992
Private. 4-year, bacbehn's degree 6.0(X) 9.879
Public, 2-year 22.000 21.746
Private. 2-year. nonprofit 1.500 1,357
Private. 2year, for-pnrtir 1.900 1 ,Snri
Public. kmr-than 2-year 2.200 i .406
Private, kss-than-2-year. nonprofit 500 412
Private. km-than-2-year. for-profit 1.400 1.531

al These institutions were schools that offered first-protesstonal programs and had a first-
professional enrollment greater than 75 in 1987.
bt These institutions were schools that offered programs up to doctorate level, had a combined
first-prokssional and graduate enrollment greater than 75. and had tailed one or more of the
inclusion criteria for the above strata.
0 These institutions were institutions that offeml degrees or certificates up to post-haccalau-
reate or post-master's level, had a combined first-professional and graduate enrollment greater
than 75, and had failed one or more the inclusion criteria for the above strata.
d/ These institutions were insiitutions that offered programs up to the bachelor's level, and
had tailed one or more of the inclusion criteria for the above strata.
e/ Supplemental institutions were selected from the 1987-88 institution file for Stafford loan
programs.

Source: U.S. Department of Education. National Center tOr Education Statistics, 1990
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.

2.4 Institution Enlistment

%Vestal informed the Chief Administrator at the sampled institutions that their institution had been
selected and requested participation in the project. Non-response follow-up was done by telephone
with additional follow-up by phone for refusal conversion of those schools that initially declined
participation.
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2.4.1 Advance Packet Mailing

Introductory packages of NPSAS information were sent to the Chief Administrators of all

sampled institutions beginning June 8, 1989 and continuing on a flow basis over the next several

weeks. The mailout informed institutions of their selection for the study. Several other goals of this

initial mailing are described below.

A cover letter from NCES with the signature of Emerson Elliott, the Acting Commissioner,

described the study and its sample and requested the school's participation. It introduced Westat as

the contractor for the study and requested that the Chief Administrator appoint a coordinator to the

study and return to Westat an enclosed postcard on which the name of the coordinator was to he

written. The letter also provided the names and phone numbers of the NCES co-project officers and

the Westat director of survey operations if the institution coordinator had any questions about the

study.

In addition to this letter, materials were included which dizeribed details of the data collection

process, estimates of time commitments required by the study of the institution, a statement of

authorization and confidentiality, a summary brochure of the study, and a business reply postcard.

The postcard requested verification of the school's name and address, the name and title of the

appointed coordinator, identification of control (public; private, nonprofit; private, tOr-prolit) and

highest degree offered, and an egimate of 1989-90 undergraduate enrollment. The last three items

provided verification of information needed in order to select the sampling rates for each school. An

example of the advance packet is included in the Appendix.

2.4.2 Institution Partidpation Receipt Control System

The receipt system used to track the mailout and monitor the institutions participation throughout

the various components of the study was similar to the system used in the 1987 study. The system

included prelmded information about the sampled instituthms (e.g., institution name and Westat

assigned ID; participation status in the 1987 NPSAS, if relevant; level and control as reported to

IPEDS; sampling points; and several other pertinent variables). The system also provided blank

fields to report on an institution's 1990 participation status, any updates by the institution of the pre-

loaded variables, and many other institution-specific fields (coordinator name and institution sample

site. for example) which were used throughout the study.
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Upon receipt of the postage-paid postcards, operations staff entered both the date of receipt and
the information provided on the cards into the receipt system. Initial participation statuses
(participating or initial refusals) were assigned at this point. While most of the returned postcards
were filled in correctly, there were some problems. The most common of these were institutions not
understanding the terminology (institutions whose control should have been identified as "private, for-
profit" indicating they were a nonprofit institution because they had, in fact, never earned a profit);
institutions misreading the item cues ( < 2-year only" read without the less-than sign, as "2-year
only"); and lack of specificity in the item request (exactly what time frame was being referr0d to
when requesting an estimate of 1989-90 undergraduate enrollment). These problems were re:Aved
during further contacts with the institution.

It postm; stcr returns inchded a tOrwarding address or an address correction or operations staff
was able to determine a valid address through directory assistance or other sources, staff assigned a
re-mail stains. A new address label was then generated. the package Was re-mailed and the date of
the re-mail was entered. Postmaster returns for which no new address information could he obtained
were assigned a final non-participating status of non-locatable.

2.4.3 Institution Nonrespome Follow-up

A second mailing of enlistment materials and a brief reminder letter was prepare() and sent to
about 900 nonresponding institutions. This mailing began on June 30, 1989 and continued through
the first week of July.

On July 24, telephone follow-up began at Westat's Telephone Rearch Center (TRC) for
nonresponding institutions. Nine interviewers and one supervisor were trained in using the non-
response follow-up script to enlist institutions and obtain the requemed information. The four-hour
training session consisted of an overview of the project. a review of purposes and procedures for the
nonresponse follow-up, and administrative procedures. Role-play activities were performed with the
trainers playing the part of institution staff and the interviewers using the script to enlist institutions
and obtain the requested intOrmation Interviewer calk to institutions were monitored randomly over
the following week with small group discussions held, as necessary, to clarify procedures.

All calls were documented using standard TRC procedures. Problem cases were also
documented, reviewed by the supervisor and, if necessary, given to operations staff to resolve. All
cases receiving a finalized status from the TRC, whether participating or non-participating, were
returned to the operations area where updated statuses and information from the completed script were
entered into the receipt control system.
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returned to the operations area where updated statuses and information from the completed script were

entered mto the receipt control system.

Of the participating schools, approximately 71 percent were successfully enlisted by mail. (That

is. the return postcard was receival with the requested information, including the name of the

coordinator.) Successfid enlistment of institutions and identification of a NPSAS coordinator for the

remainder of the participating schools was completed by telephone followup. Table 2.4.1 displays the

source of institution enlistment by level and control.

2.4.4 In.stitution Coordinator Packet Mailing

As institutions were assigned a participating status and institution coordinators for the study were

identified packets of informational materials were mailed to coordinators. This mailing began on

September 8 and continued over the next month as additional institutions agreed to participate.

The coordinator packet included a cover letter to the coordinator, a copy of the packet of

materials sent to the Chief Administrator of the institution, an envelope containing student enrollment

list labels and kisiness reply labels, an institution-specific, computer-generated institution background

data verification (IBDV) sheet, enrollment list request information (variable depending on the

institution's level and the number of times it was to be sampled). a tape/diskette transmittal sheet (for

those schools wishing to send enrollment lists using this format), and a NPSAS folder used to hold all

of these materials.

Coordinators were given the telephone number for the NPSAS Information Line (an 800 number)

and asked to call if any of the information contained on the institution background data vet ification

sheet was incorrect, if there were any pmblems related to the request for enrollment lists, or if they

had any questions about the study.

Beginning on September 25, those institutions which had been mailed a coordinator packet but

had not yet callad in to Westat were contacted by the Telephone Research Center to verify receipt of

the package. Additionally, this call was used to verify the information printed on the 113DV, to

review enrollment list requests. and to prompt for August enrollment lists. if relevant. These calls

conti nuetl through October.

At participating institutions, approximately 51 percent of the persons appointed as NPSAS

coordinators were staff within the institution's financial aid office. Others appointed coordinators

were divided fairly evenly among CEOs/presidents/owners and the offices of admis.sions, the
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registrar, student atTairs and/or servicm and institutional research and planning. About 75 percent of

the participating institutions remained with the same coordinator through all phases of the study.

2.4.5 Refusal Conversion

Refusal conversion procedures for institutions assigned a status of initial refusal (IR) began in

September 1989 and, because schools could refuse to participate at any point during the study,
continued throughout the duration of the study. The bulk of the refusals were obtained during the

enlistment phase hut additional refusals occurred during initial coordinator contact, scheduling of field

visits, requests for additional sampling lists, and contact and scheduling for the Records Update Task.

The approach for handling refusal conversions during the enlistment phase of the study was

three-pronged, involving Telephone Research Center (TRC) statT trained for refusal conversion,

Westat senior operations staff, and NCES. Institutions which were assigned an "IR" status because

they returned an incomplete postcard with a note saying that they did not participate in the

Department of Education's financial aid programs and nonresponding institutions which were

suspected of being ineligible for NPSAS were given to trained TRC staff to initiate conveision and
determine eligibility. Institutions coded "IR" as a result of a letter to NCES or Emerson Elliott,

Acting Commissioner, in which they declined to participate or as a ratih of an 800 number phone
call in which the Chief Administrator or his appointee spoke with senior-level operations staff and

declined, were collated and reviewed by operations staff. Depending on the reason for the refusal

and the potential impact on the study if accepted, schools were either given a final refusal status,

turned over to NCES for refusal conversion or finalization of the refusal status, or divided among

senior level operations staff for refusal conversion. Senior operations staff did the refusal conversion.

2.5 Institution Participation Rates

The number of institutions that participated in NPSAS:90 are shown in table 2.5.1. The

weighted and unweighted response rates for institutions were computed as the ratio of the number of

institutions that completed the survey over the number of eligible institutions in the sample. Chapter

9 describes weighted and variance estimation procedures. Institutions that were regarded as ineligible
during the initial screening were not included in the denominator.

The overall unweighted response rate of all institutions was 91 percent, and the weighted

response rate was slightly lower at 86 percent. In general, the response rates for public institutions
were higher than those of private institutions. The unweighted response rates for public institutions

ranged between 92 and 95 percent, those for private institutions ranged between 85 and 92 percent.
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The weighted response rates for these school types were more variable, ranging from 89 percent to 96

percent thr private institutions, and 80 to 93 percent for public institutions. The sector with the

lowest response rate was private for-profit institutions, the response rate of which tended to be less

than 90 percent.

While unweighted response rates for certainty and non-certainty institutions were similar, the

weighted response rate for certainty institutions at 91 percent was higher than that of non-certainty

institutions at 86 percent.

Table 2.4.1. Source of Institution Enlistment Status for Participating Institutions

Control and Level of
Institution

Source

Returned Postcard Telephone Followup Total
,

Number of
Institutions

Percent of
Institutions

Number of
Institutions

Percent of
Institutions

Number of
Institutions

Percent of
Institutions

Total 798 70.6 332 29.4 1,130 100.0
. .

Public
,

Total 383 33.9 96 8.5 479 42.4 I

4-year doctoral 97 8.6 18 1.6 115 10.2 i

Other 4-year 100 8.8 13 1.2 113 10.0

2-year 141 12.5 48 4.2 189 16.7

Le Ns-than-2-year 45 4.0 17 1.5 62 5.5

Private, non-protit

Total 273 24.2 94 8.3 367 32.4
4-year doctoral 92 8.1 36 3.2 128 11.3

Other 4-year 114 10.1 32 2.8 146 12.9

2-year 47 4.2 12 1.1 59 5.2
Les.s-than-2-year 20 1.8 14 1.2 34 3.0

Private, for-profit

Total 142 12.6 142 12.6 284 25.2
4-year doctoral 0 0 2 .2 7 .2
Other 4-year 2 .2 2 .2 4 .4

/-year 47 3.7 30 2.7 72 6.4
Less-than-2 year 98 8.7 108 9.6 206 18.2
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Table 2.5.1. Institutional response rates: Number and percentage of institutions participating in NPSAS:90

Institutional Sector

Number of: Response Rates

Respondents Non-Respondents Unweighted Weighted

Public, less-than-2-year 62 3 95% 89%

Public, 2-year
1

i
I

189 16 92% 96%

Public, other 4-year 113 7 94% 92%

Public, doctoral 115 9 93% 93%

Private, not-for-profit, less
than 2-year 34 3 92% 93%

Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 59 10 86% 86%

Private, not-for-profit, other 4-
year 146 13 92% 88%

Private, not-for-profit, doctoral 128 12 91% 91%

Private, for-profit, less-than-2-
yvar

206 37 85% 80%

Private, for-profit, 2-year or more 78 8 91% 87%

Certainty institutions 259 26 91% 91%

Non-certainty institutions 871 92 90% 86%

Total 1,130 118 91% 86%

Source: U.S_ Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics. 1990 National PosiKecondary Student Aid Study.
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CHAPTER 3. STUDENT SAMPLING

This chapter discusses the selection of students within sampled institutions. In orderto obtain a
full-year sample of students, sampling was done in the fall (October 1989) and in three nonfall
periods (August 1989, February 1990, am! June 1990). Students were selected from all NPSAS:90
institutions during the fall sampling, but only a subsample of institutions were involved with the
nonfall sampling. The detailed sampling procedures and quality control processes are discussed
below.

3.1 Student Sampling

Student Eligibility

The first two stages of sampling in NPSAS:90 involved institutions and are discussed in Chapter
2. The third stage of sampling was the selection of students within sampled institutions. To be

eligible for NPSAS:90, a student must have attended an eligible institution during the 1989-90 school

year and been enrolled in one or more of the following: course(s) for credit; degree or formal award
program of at least three months duration; or occupationally or vocationally specific program of at
least three months duration. Students enrolled in a high school program were excluded regardless of

whether they satisfied the above conditions. The eligibility criteria for the student sample are
summarized in figure 3.1.1. These eligibility criteria encompassed nearly all postsecondary students.
The main exclusions were students in correspondence coursm or in programs of very short duration.

Sampling Procedure

The basic design for the sampling of students involved the following steps: collect lists of all
students enrolled in the academic year 1989-90 from the sampled schools, stratify students by
educational level (undergraduate, graduate, and tirst-professional) and by school type and control (10
strata), determine sampling rate per stratum to achieve the desired sample size, and apply rate to
select a systematic sample of students. Most lists were sorted by student last name in alphabetical
order. The expected sample size per stratum to achieve a total sample of about 70,000 students is
shown in table 11.1.

The actual implementation of this plan, however, was complicated by two issues. First, while
institutions could provide lists of students enrolkd in a particular term, they were unable to provide
unduplicaW lists of students enrolled in more than one term. In order to obtain a full-year sample of
students, sampling was done based on enrollment as of the following: August 1, 1989; October 15,
1989; Febniary 15, 1990; and June 15, 1990. Second, this sample design rerirtxl the co-operation
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of institutions in providing the number of students enrolled and separate lists of students enrolled in

undergraduate, graduate, or first-profmional programs. Quality control procedures were established

to ensure that intbrmation from institutions was updated and verified. For student% who transferred to

other institutions during the year, procedures were established for their correct classification. The

following sections of this chapter expand on these issues and discuss the procedures for drawing the

samples and quality control.
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Figure 3.1.1. Students eligible for NPSAS:90

Postsecondary students who had attended a NPSAS eligible
institution between
July 1, 1989 and June 30, 1990, and enrolled in one or
more of the following courses or programs:

course(s) for credit;

degree or formal award program of at least three
months duration; or

occupationally or vocationally specific program of at
least three months duration.

Regardless of the above attendance status, if a
student was also enrolled in a high school program,
the student was excluded.
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Table 3.1.1. Expected student mmple for NPSAS:90: Sample size for the full-year by institutional sector and

student educational level

Sector

Number of Students:

Total Undergraduate Graduate
First-

Professional_Institutional

Public, doctoral 12,886 7,036 3,650 2,200

Private, doctoral 15,933 9,543 2,590 3,800

Public, other 4-year 8,791 6,911 1,880

Private, other 4-year 9,590 7,710 1,880

Public, 2-year 7,530 7,530

Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 2,259 2,259

Private. for-profit, 2-year 2,710 2,710

Public, less-than-2-year 1,800 1,800

Private, not-for-profit, less-
than-2-year 1,500 1,500

Pr iv ate, for-profit, leSs-than-
2-year 7,201 7,201

1

Total Sampled 70,200 54,200 10,000 6,000

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 National Postsecondary

Student Aid Study.
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3.2 Selection of the Fait and Nonfafl samples or students

The Fall Sample

The fall sample of students was selected from October 15, 1989 enrollment lists. The students

from the enrollment lists were first stratified by level of education (first-profsional, graduate, and

undergraduate) and by the level and control of the institution they attended. The number of students

sampltxt per strata for the fall is shown in table 3.2.1. More than 60,000 students were sampled; of
which, approximately 46,000 were undergraduates, 8,700 were graduates, and 5,600 were first-

professional students.

The sampling rate used to select the fall sample of students was the ratio of the desired sample

size divided by the estimated number of students in the population per stratum. In order to calculate

this rate, the population size was initially estimated using intbrmation about the fall enrollment from

the WEDS IC and EF files. These estimates were updated and revised as contacts were made with

institutions and the final sampling rates were computed after the adjustments. It was estimated that
about 13 million students were enrolled in the fall; the estimated population size per sampling stratum
is shown in table 3.2.2.

Since participating institutions were not selected with equal probabilities, the within-institution

student sampling rate was the overall sampling rate described above divided by the probability of
selectine the institution. Mathematically, R, the within-institution sampling rate tbr students in
institution j stratum i is,

where ri is the overall ratio of sample size to population size in stratum i, and Pi is the probability of

selecting institution j in the early stages of sampling. The within-institution sampling rate for small

institutions was adjusti.xl so that the minimum number of students sampled per institution was

approximately 12 for the fall and 10 tbr nonfall. The sampling interval usai to draw the systematic
sample. l. is (1/Ki).

A large proportion of students in NPSAS:90 were samploi in the fail to ensure comparability

with NPSAS:87 which was conducted on a sample of fall students only. The large fall sample in
N1'SAS:90 helped to improve the precision of estimates of change between the two surveys. The
trade-off was that the precision for estimates for the full-year could be diminished. Because reliable

estimates of the number of students not enrolled in the fall were not available it was impossible to fine
tune the sampling rates to obtain optimal rates for fall and nonfall time periods.
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The Nonfall Sample

To ensure coverage of the nonfaH periods, additional samples of students were selected on

August 1. 1989; February 15, 1990; and June 15, 1990. The basic sampling scheme used tbr the

nonfall samples was similar to that of the fall sample. A total of about 14,000 students were planned

to be sampled and the expected number of sampled students per stratum is shown in table 3.2.3.

To minimize the administrative burden of institutions, mt all institutions that participated in the
fall were used for nonfall sampling. Instead, institutions were separated into subgroups and different

groups were sampled at different times. Table 3.2.4 shows the time periods in which different

subgroups were sampled. Institutions offering 4-year or 2-year programs were divided into two equal

groups. Group A institutions were samplal at all four sampling times. Group B institutions were
used for fall sampling only. Less-than-2-year institutions were subdivided into 4 groups so that more

institutions could be involved with nonfall sampling but fewer were used at all tbur sampling points'.

About 40 percent of the less-than-2-year institutions were classified as group A and these institutions

were sampled at all four sampling points. The remaining institutions were subdivided into three equal

groups. Group B institutions were sampled in October, February, and June. Group C institutions
were sampled in August and October. Group I) institutions were sampled in October only.

Like the fall sample, the nonfall students were selected using a stratifial systematic sampling

scheme. The overall sampling rate for students in each student stratum was the ratio of the desired

number of students in the sample over the number of students in the population. An adjustment
factor, B3, was included to account for the subsampling of institutions in the nonfall periods.

Mathematically, the within-institution nonfatl sampling rate for students in student stratum i and

institution j, is

R', = r', / (P,BA)

where r', is the overall nothll sampling rate for students in stratum Pi is the probability of selecting

institut ion and 13,, is the probability of including institution j at time 1. A minimum sample size of

10 students was imposed for the nonfat! sample.

Although sampling was done at four points in time, students were allowed only one chance of

being selected from each institution. To accomplish this, students sampled during the nonfall periods

were checked against the entire fall sampling list within the institution. Sampled nonfall students who

were on the fall sampling lists for the same institution were eliminated. Specifically, students

=From the experrence with NKSAS:87. almost h:df of the students from less than 2-year institutions were not enrolled in
the fill. Therefore. a lisrger sainple of less then two-year institutions was needed for the non-f:ill samples.
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sampled from the August list were checked against the entire sampling list for October. Those found

in the October list were deleted from the August sample. Likewise, students sampled in February
were checked against the October and the August lists; those samplexl in June were checked against

the August, October, and February lists. Students found in any prior sampling lists were deleted.

This checking was done across levels, so that, students who changed education level during the year

would still have only one chance of being selectml from the institution. Students enmlled at another

school during a non-sampled term were included in the study. For example, students selected from

the fall term at institution X could have been selecttx1 from institution Y in August, February, or
June.

The size of the June sample was rtAuced during actual data collection because of cost

considerations. Only less-than-2-year institutions were used to draw the student sample and the
sample size was reduced from about 200 less-than-2-year institutions to about 100 institutions, and

from about 2.000 students to 500 students. The reduction of the June sample introduced a slight
downward bias in estimates for students in 4-year and 2-year institutions, and increased the variability

in estimates of students in less-than-2-year schools. However. as meaningful an adjustment as
possible (based on the hest information available) was made to correct this, based on the number of
Pell grant recipients.
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Table 3.2.1. Student sample for NPSAS:90: Sample size for the fall sample by
institutional sector and student educational level

lnstitutionid Sector

Number of Students:

Total Undergraduate Graduate
First-Profes-

sional

}

I Public, doctoral
t

i

12.235 7,030 3,165 2.040

Private, doctoral 15,145 9,330 2,245 3,570

Public, other 4-year 8,400 6,770 1,630

Private, other 4-year 9,165 7,535 1.630

Public, 2-year 5,580 5,580

Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 1,675 1,675

Private, for-profit, 2-year 2,010 2,010

Public, l&ss-than-2-year 1,055 1,055

Private, not-for.profit, 1ess-than-
2-year 880 880

Private, for-protit, less-than-
2-year 4,225 4,225

Total Sampled 60,370 46,090 8,670 5,610

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.
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Table 3.2.2. Student sample for NPSAS:90: Estimated population size for fall
enmllment by institutional sector anti student educational level

Institution Level and Control

Number of Students in Thousands

Total Undergraduate Graduate
First-

Professional
.

Public, doctoral 3,300 2,550 650 100

Private, doctoral 1,195 760 300 135

Public, other 4-year 1,850 1,630 220

Private, other 4-year 1,320 1.200 120

Public, 2-year 4,075 4,075

Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 110 110

Private, for-profit, 2-year 200 200

Public, less-than-2-year 200 200

Private, not-for-profit, less- I

than-2-year 40 40

Privatl, for-profit, less-than-
2-year 400 400

Total 12,690 11,165 1,290 235

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.
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Table 3.2.3. Student sample for NPSAS:90: Expected number of students for the nontall
sample by ingitutional sector and student educational level

Institutional Sector

Number of Students:

Total Undergraduate Graduate
Firg-

Profmsional

Public, doctoral 1,125 360 560 205

Private, doctoral 1,400 695 400 305

Public, other 4-year 775 490 285

Private, other 4-year 845 560 285

Public, 2-year 2,625 2,625 I
:
I

Private, nonprofit. 2-year 790 790 I

I

Private. for-protit, 2-year 945 945

Public, less-than-2-year 960 960

Private, nonprofit, less-than-
2-year 810 810

Private, for-profit, less-than-
`-year 3.840 3,840

1 :a1 14,115 12,075 1,530 510

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.
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Table 3.2.4. Student sample for NPSAS:90: Sampling time points for groups of institutions

Level of Institution

Expected
'Number of
Participating
Institutions

Sampling Time Point

August October February June

4-year institutions
.

Group A 245 X X X XI'
Group a 244 X

2-year institutions
1

Group A 177 X X X Xe
Group B 176 X

Less-than-2-year institutions
1

Group A 149 X X X X
Group B 69 X X X
Group C 70 X X
Group D 70 X

_

a/ These institutions were not included in the actual June sample hmause of cost considerations.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center fot Education Statistks. 1990
Natitmal Postsectmdary Student Aid Study.

3.3 Quality Control and Problem Handling in the Sampling Proem

The sampling procedures described above depended upon knowledge about the institutions' level
and control, enrollment sizes at each student level (undergraduate, graduate, and first-professional),
and the cooperation from institutions in supplying lists of students enrolled for different levels of
studies during the four sampling periods. To ensure that the sampling specifications were strictly
followed, quality control procedures were established to update information and to resolve problems
associated with sampling from enrollment lists supplied by institutions.

Updating Information About Institution Characteristics

The primly source of information about an institution's level and control and enrollment size
was the 1987-88 1PEDS IC and Fall Enrollment (En files. These data formed the basis for the
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sampling of institutions. The data were further updated for sampled institutions during an initial

request for participation (postcard and CEO) and in subsequent contacts (for institution background

data verification and data collection scheduling). Institutions that were misclassified, or had changed

status between 1987-88 and 1988-89, were corrected. This process ensured that students were placed

in the proper sampling stratum and sampled at the appropriate rate. Less than 3 percent of the

institutions reported a different institutional classification than the original WEDS values.

An associated issue was the verification of enrollment counts, which tended to be more

problematic. To deal with this problem, institution-specific enrollment tolerance bounds were

establishal, for each student level. If the actual enrollment for any student level fell outside of the

tolerance bounds (+/- 20 percent of the expected enrollment), then the institutions were contacted to

verify the completens and accuracy of the lists. There were stveral lists that fell above or below the

boundaries set; however, after verifying the enrollment counts and ihe specifications for constructing

the lists, the problem was solved by replacing the lists with correct ehrollment lists or changing the

sampling rate. Once the actual enrollment was verified, the nominal sampling rate, for each student

level, was reviewed. lf the actual student level enrollments are such that Om wtai actuai

institution student sample size fell below 12 (for August and October) or 10 (for Februaty and June),

one or more of the nominal student level rates were changed to obtain the minimum total actual

sample size of 12 or 10.

Enrollment List Receipt and Processing

Because undergraduate, graduate and first-professional students were sampled at different rates,

institutions were requested to supply separate lists for each level when possible. There were some

institutions that could not supply lists in this format (two in the fall sample), or due to time

constraints, could not provide a list betbre the scheduled visit. In both casts, procedures were

developed to handle the situat;on.

in the first case, institutions sent one list with more than one student level with a variable to

designate the student's level and/or degree type and not sorted by level. These lists were referred to

as "mixed lists" and the sampling was done in two or three stages depending on the number of levels

combined in the list. The first stage of sampling began with the student level with the largest within-

institution sampling rate and then a sub-sample of the other student level(s) was selected. When the

student level was not present on the list, the sample was drawn at the undergraduate level rate.

In the latter case, whenever an institution could not send a list or could not send a list in a

feasible amount of time with respect to field scheduling of interviewer visits to institutions, the
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interviewer in the field did the sampling.' Once the interviewer obtained the enrollment list(s),

phone contact was made with a statistician at Westat to verify the actual enrollment, make changes in

the sampling rate (if necessary), and draw the sample. There were 25 institutions that required in-

field sampling and all were during the October and/or August sampling periods. After completing the

sampling procedure, the interviewer verified whether the list(s) used for sampling would be mailed to

Westat for further processing. It was of vital importance that we receive the October list from those
institutions that would he participating in subsequent sampling periods. The October list was

consideml the master list, and without it the unduplication process could not be completed. Of those
institutions that did not send lists, none participated in the February and June sampling.

Defining Nonfa II Sampling Dates

The nonfall sampling dates were spaced in approximately three to fotir month intervals such that

the vast majority of students, including those who might he enrolled in short three-month courses,

were included in the survey. These sampling dates, however, were less familiar to the institutions

than the fall date (October 15) which was used by other data collection programs such as IPEDS. To
avoid the problem that the sampling date might fall between school terms, and thus no students

enrolkd on a particular sampling date, institutions were told to report the student enrollment in close
proximity to the sampling date (i.e., on or about the specified date).

Institutional Partial Respome for Nunfall Sampling

Institutions that participated during the fall sample period but refused to participate during one or
more of the other sample periods were labeled as partial respondents. There were 75 partially

responding institutions and non-response adjustment factors were computed for these institutions. The

non-response adjustment factor, for time period t, is the sum of the enrollment (defined at the point of

sampling) in the eligible institutions divided by the sum of the e.ollment in the eligible and

participating institutitms. The non-response adjustment factors were constructed separately in classes
defined by institution level and control.

It should he noted that some institutions had only one registration during the year or they had no
enrollment for a particular sample period. For instance, some institutions did not have summer

programs. These institutions were considered eligible and participating. On the other hand,

institutions that had nonfall enrollment but refused to participate in the fail sample were not contacted
for nonfall sampling and were labeled as non-responding institutions.

'These institutions were contacted to re-iterate the request until it was no longer feasible.
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CHAPTER 4. INSTITUTIONAL RECORDS DATA COLLECTION

In this chapter, we describe the process of collecting student financial aid and other information

at our sample of 1,130 institutions. Data on individual students was obtained from registrar and

financial aid offices. Our field staff were sent to each school, where they recorded student data on a

record abstract. To organize their activities, field staff used an institution checklist. The next two
sections of this chapter describe the design of thtse two forms. Following that is a description of the

scheduling process, field staff recruitment and training, field visits, and receipt control.

4.1 Record Abstracts

The Record Abstract was the main data collection instrument for institution records data

collection. In designing the 1990 Abstract, two often competing goals had to be considered. The

first goal was continuity with the 1987 NPSAS. To use the data in time-series analyses, it was
essential that similar data be collected. Second, the Record Abstract needed to be revised and updated
to reflect the dynamic nature of the financial assistance programs. In revising the Record Abstract,

balancing these two goals was an overriding factor. A further amsideration in revising the Abstract

was to be sure the instrument served the objectives of the 1990 NPSAS which were to:

Obtain student charatieristics and periods of enrollments for students enrolled in
postsecondary education at any time in the 1989-90 NPSAS school year (July 1, 1989
through June 30, 1990)..

Obtain demographic chracteristics and locating information for all sampled students for the
1989-90 NPSAS school year.

Obtain enrollment information for all periods of postsecondary attendance for all sampled
students for the 1989-90 NPSAS school year.

Obtain all financial aid awards recorded in institutional records, including central and
departmental offices.

Obtain any budget data used in the &termination of eligibility for financial aid, including
Congressional Methodology and Pell allowable costs.

Obtain total financial aid awards received by these students for attendance during the 1989-90
NPSAS school year.
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Obtain information used to determine each student's eligibility for financial aid for the
1989-90 NPSAS school year.

To meet thm multiple objectives, considerable revision of the 1987 NPSAS Record Abstract was

necessary. For example, we dropped items referring to obsolete financial aid programs and added

items referring to newly created financial aid programs. Other revisions were based on the

recommendations of the federal Steering Committee and the Record Abstract Working Group, a

subgroup of the Steering Committee. Final revisions involved changes to both the structure and

content of the Record Abstract.

One key change was to group questions by content and likely source. This reformatting served

to simplify the data collection by creating a more natural flow. It also guided the data collectors to a

more thorough search of all possible sources of data.

The first major grouping of items included those whose source was most likely the office of the

registrar or admissions. Student- and parent-locating information (items 1 through 20). student

demographio (items 21 through 26) and enrollment status (items 27 through 38) were identified under

these headings and were grouped at the from end of the Abstract. The student- and parent-locating

information appeared on the first and last pages of the Record Abstract. This data was recorded first

and returned to Westat immediately for procmsing. The collection and early return from the field of

student-locating information was a critical factor in completing the student and parent teleph me

interviews.

The next major groups of items were those having to do with financial aid information.

Financial aid award information was grouped according to its source: Federal, State, Institutional,
VA/DOD, Other and Graduate or First-Professional. This layout encouraged a more thorough review

of all financial aid information including the most underreported awards in the 1987 NPSAS,

Graduate/First-Professional and VA/DOD awards. In this section and in the following budget

section, a new multiple-column format was used, because many schools have multiple award periods.

The next section on the form contains need analysis and budget data. Based on recommendations

from financial aid administrators and the Federal Steering Committee, information on the Institutional

budget and Expected Family Contribution (EFC) and a Congressional Methodology budget (CM), if

different from the Institutional budget, was collected along with the Pell budget and Student Aid Index

(SAD. The rationale behind this revision was that the Institutional budget better represented the

student's true cost of attendance.
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The final section of the Abstract contained data from financial aid applications. The source for
this data was the financial aid office. Data collectors first identified which application forms were
available in the student's tile. After identifying the form(s), a skip pattern was triggered allowing the

data collector to abstract information for just that form, ignoring the others. For the most common

aid application forms, the Abstract contained a template amtaining the data elements in the same

order in which they appear on the application documents.

4.2 institution Checklist

The Institution Checklist was a multi-purpose form used by the data wilector to compile school-

level data. The Checklist served as a guide for the initial meeting with the institution coordinator and

as a guide throughout the conduct of data collection at the school. The 17-page Checklist contained
the following information:

Preprinted intbrmation about the school.

Sample sizes by student level,

A reference for the specific location and nature of various record keeping systems at the
school,

School policies and procedura related to the calendar system, grading system, attendance
status, tuition, and financial aid information,

Documentation of any circumstances or procedures outside the realm of standard field

procedures as discussed in training, and

Name of the data collector and the dates of collection.

The Checklist for NPSAS 1990 was based on its 1987 counterpart. It was, however, modified in
length, degree of complexity, and content. The length of the Checklist was increased by four pages
over the 1987 instrument. All questions about school policy and procedures were asked about each

level of student rather than as general policy questions. This change resulted in information that was

more accurate and more useful to the data collector. The detail in each item was reduced. This

reduced the burden on the school coordinator while slightly increasing the work of the field staff.
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The completed Institution Checklist became a road map to be followed during data collection at

the institution. It directed the data collector to various sources and provided information essential to

the completion of the Abstract. Also, the Checklist was used by processing staff, upon receipt of

completed Record Abstracts, to seek clarification of data problems, such as missing data and

unclassified awards.

Detailed Look at the Checklist

The first page of the Checklist was created from the receipt control system and provided contact

and sampling information about the institution. All information provided on this sheet proved to be

useful to the data collectors. Of particular value was the variable named *SPECIAL PROCEDURES"

which briefly summarized any special arrangements made with the school during recruiting and

scheduling. Obviously, advance knowledge of the arrangements made for better-prepared data

collectors.

The next section of the Institution Checklist (pages 2 - 9) provided space to record the source and

location, by student level, for those records to be used to complete the Record Abstract. This was

necessary because at most traditional institutions the information requested in the Record Abstract was

likely to be found in different offica. For example, financial aid for graduate students is usually

administered and stored in a separate graduate financial aid office or in individual financial aid offices

within graduate departments. This is in wntrast to financial aid for undergraduates which is likely to

be processed by a central financial aid office.

The next section of the Checklist, "Institution Information" provided questions on school policy

and procedures to be asked of the school coordinator by the data collector. The questions were keyed

to specific items in the Abstract, and were used as a reference when completing certain sections of the

Record Abstract. As necessary, the questions were asked of each level of student--undergraduate,

graduate, and first-professional.

The next part of the Checklist focused on the school's aid programs. Data collectors discussed

with the school coordinator the various assistance and award programs in which the school

participated. This discussion alerted the data collector to the type of awards likely to be encountered

in the student records. It also provided an opportunity for clarification for awards not easily

categorized. This format was developed to reduce the use of the "other, specify" response by data

collectors in the Record Abstract.

Data collectors used the last section of the checklist to record procedural decisions made in the

field and other documentation of their data collection visits.
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4.3 Scheduling institution Visits

Institutional coordinators were mailed a scheduling package which included a cover letter to
coordinators and a Data Collection Scheduling Information sheet (Exhibit 4-1). This scheduling sheet

reminded the coordinators of enrollment list requests, identified the institution's enrollment counts and
its approximate fall sample sizes, and listed a proposed visit date for data collection. These dates
were based on an ideal schedule constructed in advance of this mailing. Also, included in this

package were final draft copies of the Institution Checklist and the Remird Abstract.
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Exhibit 4-1

ON NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID STUDY (1910 $PEW
DATA COMIC:ION SCIIIMUNG DMORMATION

spearmom LOCATVNI DATA:

Limed beim am Ole moordimor ismo and botkorios Wm*inkrosatioa se boo bud Im imoDatiol.

COMMA= NAM
naratrrom NAME;
ram
ary:
STA= ZIT

111111MPOPII.

IF ANY OF THIS INFORMATION a mamma PLEASE CALL THE NPSAS INFORMAINDPI LD1E

(I4009374218.)

ENROLLMENT UST REMININDIs

In September res reethed a packet of materials is a blue folder labeled 'STUDENT ENROUMENT LOT REounr.
This packet mouthed student eligtlifity information, movies of tiltakStat UM formats, aod dorm by which we would like

to main the Ws. In order for ne to maintain the anted study orbedok, it is very important fet IS VI Mein pm
etvoilseent fists am or berm the dams swilled.

IF YOU ANTICIPATE ANY DELAYS IN PROVIDING an OF ThE REQUESTED LISTS PLEASE CALL THE
NPSAS DIFORMATION LINE (1410-9374288) AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

THE STUDENT SAMPLE:

The previous packet also provided ow estimates of pur institution's 1989 Fall enrollment and asked that you inform us if
those figures differed signifitandy from your estimates. Shows below are the estimates of your institutioa's 1989 Fall
emollment that we =ready have on our rik as well as the aoproxima number Di students we 'Abe selecting.

1989 FALL ENROLLMENT ESTIMATES

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE

FIRST PROFESSIONAL:

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF
STUDENTS TO BE SELECTED

FALL DATA COLLECTION SCHEDULL

In early December, Westat led the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) W train
approximately 150 field representativa. Ooe of these representatives will thee visit you to review the Institution Checklist
and complete a Record Absuad for each sampled student. Shown below is the date on which we would like to have one of
otu field representatives begin data ecilledion at your institution and also an estimate of the number of days it might take
him/her to complete the abstracts.

visrr START DATE EXPECTED LENGTH OF VISIT:

IF IT WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE FOR US TO VISIT YOUR INSTITUTION ON THE DATE SPECIFIED ABOVE
PLEASE cA.11. THE NPSAS INFOMATION LINE it-300-937-82U) AND WE WILL TRY TO RESCHEDULE THE
MIT AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.
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All participating institutions were then called to confirm or revise the suggested date. These

follow-up phone calls began on October 30, 1989 and continued ibr approximately two weeks. After

the follow-up call was made, scheduled visit dates were confirmed with a letter to the school. The

establishei schedulm were flexible, though, and some were revised throughout the field period.

4.3.1 Creating an Ideal Master Schedule

All participating institutions and all institutions with a status of "initial refusal" were assigned to

a specific geographic cluster referred to as a field group. The field group represented the work load

of one data collector across the entire field period (December 1989 to March 1990). The intent of
assigning an institution to a particular field group was to reduce the amount of travel within a

particular assignment. For the 1990 NPSAS, 156 field groups were created. Each field group
contained between one and twelve institutions of various sizes, level and control.

Using scheduling calendars (Exhibit 4-2), all institutions within a particular field group were

assigned a preferred visit date. The dates assigned to each institution were based on travel distance

between schools, the most feasible travel plan for the entire field group, and the expected work load

at each institution. Work load was projeued based on the 1987 NPSAS and 1990 Field Test average
of 25 completed Record Abstracts per data mllector per day. The scheduling calendars identified

each institution by name and Wtat ID number. They also indicated the starting and anticipated
ending date for data collection at the institution. These calendars were used as the basis for

scheduling the institution visits. The calendars were revised and amended throughout the field period.

4.3.2 Scheduling Calls

Receipt of the scheduling package by the institution coordinator resulted in phone calls to Westat

operations statT from about 30 percent of the participating schools. All of these calls were to discuss

the suggested visit date. Those schools not responding to the mailing were telephoned to confirm the
suggested visit dates.
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Exhibit 4-2
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The scheduling calls began on October 30th and 98 percent were concluded by November 30th.
The remaining calls were wmpleted while the field period was under way.

Because of requests by institutions to rachedule, it became necessary to create approximately ten
additional field groups. When an institution's scheduling request could not he met by its field group,
it was assigned to one of the new field groups. In this way all schedule requests were fulfilled.

433 Scheduling Database

The data obtained about procedural aspects of the field visit and confirmed visit dates were
recorded on the Institution Scheduling Screening Guide. The information from the guide was entered
into our main institution receipt control system. Reports on this scheduling phase of the study were
generated from receipt mitrol on a weekly basis. The information obtained during the scheduling
contacts was used to produce two forms for the data wilector:

a Field Assignment Summary Sheet (Exhibit 4-3) which provided scheduling dates and times
for all scheduled schools in a particular field group, and

an Institution Information Sheet which provided information specific to the data collection to
be completed at eath school.

4.3.4 Confirmation Packets

As scheduled visit dates were confirmed, a confirmation package was assembled and mailed to
each coordinator. The mailing began the first week of December 1989 and continuej through the
second week of January 1990. This package included a letter specifying the date(s) of the visit and its
expected length and any special procedures that had been agreed upon. The letter provided the phone
number for the NPSAS Information Line. It also identified a person at Westat to be contacted if there
were any problems with or changes to the agreed upon dates. Included in the confirmation package
was the final version of the Record Abstract and the institution copy of the Student Sample Listing
Sheet which identified the students selected for participation in the study.
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Exhibit 4-3
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4.3.5 Re-scheduling

Approximately 25 percent of the participating institutions required a schedule change during the
fall data collection. About seven percent of participating schools required two or more schedule
changes. Schedule changes were necessary for a variety of reasons and usually were made at the
school's requt.

As scheduling changes took place, multiple updates were made. In the institution file, all
hard-copy forms having a scheduling date on them were updated. The scheduling variables in the
institution reveipt control tile were also updated to reflect the change. Finally, a new confirmation
letter was generated and sent to the institution coordinator. Copies of this letter were also sent to the
assigntxl data collector and the field supervisor and a copy was kept in the institution file. Field
supervisors were also alerted of schedule changes via phone calls from operations stati. They quickly
relayed this information to the appropriate data aillectors.

Over 75 percent of the data collection visits took place during January and February 1990. Over
half of the visits were scheduled between January 22nd and February 23rd.

4.4 Field Data Collection

The field data collection for the 1990 NPSAS sought school-reported stud at-level data as well as
locating information (local 3nd permanent addresses and phone numbers) for sampled students and
their parents. The field periods for data Mlection covered two periods of time. The first field
period, t9 collect fall records data for students sampled from summer and fall 1989 enrollment lists,
began December 7, 1989 and over 99 percent was completed by March 17, 1991. The second field
period had a dual purpose: 1) updating the fall records data previously collected. and 2) collecting
rainfall records data for students sr.pled from winter/spring and summer 1990 enrollment lists. This
data collectkin was conducted beginning August 19, 1990 and caintinued through November. Exhibit
4-4 provides the flow of data collection activities for the study.
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Exhibit 4-4
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Other Data Collection Materials

The data wilection instrument for both fall and nonfall records was the Record Abstract (see
section 4.2.1). Additional key materials used during records data mllection were the Student Sample
Listing Sheet(s) and the Institution Checklist (see sections 3.4 and 4.2.2, respectively). Several
additional materials, including disclosure notices, institution labels, and training information were
developed.

Disclosure Notice

For many schools, confidentiality of student records was a particularly important issue. For this
reason, the disclosure notice (Exhibit 4-5) was developed. The notice, briefly describing the study
and citing the regulations which permit access to student files without student notification or
permission, was inserted in each accessed student file at schools that had requested that this be done.
Approximately 66 percent of participating institutions requested use of the disclosure notice.

Institution Labels

For each participating institution, a set of preprinted labels was generated. The labels consiged
of the school name and a unique seven-digit identification number (ID). The first three digits
represented the primary sampling unit (PSU) in which the institution was located, the next three digits
were a unique school identifier, and the last digit was a check digit. Labels were also produced for
each sampled student at the institution and were to be placed on the completed Record Abstracts.
These labels included the sampled student's name and a thirteen-digit student ID. The first seven
digits represented the student's school and were in fact the same as the institution ID. The next digit
represented the sample month (August, Octoher, February or June) from which the student was
sampled. Digit 9 repraented the student's level, undergraduate, graduate or first-professional. The
next three digits represented the unique student ID and the last digit was a check digit. Both typn of
labels contained bar codes so incoming data could be quickly and accurately receipted using an optical
scanner.
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Exhibit 4-5

DISCLOSURE NOTICE

1990 NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID STUDY

Information from student records for this iLdividual(s) has been provided to

Westat, Inc., agent for the U.S. Department of Education. This discicGure statement fulfills

the requirements of 34 CFR 99.32(aX6) pursuant to the Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. 1232g).

This individual is included in the sample for the 1990 National Postsecondary

Student Aid Study and data from these records will be combined with others into statistical

summaries and tables. No individually identifiable information will be released in any

form.
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Field Group Assignment Sheet

This computer generated sheet listed the institutions assigned to a particular field group and

information about the schedule and work load at each school. The specific variables on this form

included:

the field group number, the school ID,
the name of the institution,
the city in which it was located,
the date on which data collection was scheduled to begin, and
the sample size for each level of student enrolled at the institution. This sheet summarized
the data collector's assignment over the wurse of the field period.

NPSAS Field Schedule Calendar

An updated Field Schedule Calendar (see seetion 4.3.1) was produced for each field group. The

calendar listed by name and WESID all schools in a particular field group having confirmed visit

dates. The calendar listed the beginning date of data collection for each scheduled school and
indicated the amount of time scheduled for the completion of data aillection. The calendar format

provided good visuai reference for the expected work load.

4.5 Supervisor Recruitment and Training

The requirements of the records data collection required an efficient, well-trained and organized

supervisory staff to facilitate field operations. Developing such a staff required organizing field

groups into geographical regions, hiring and training field supervisors and developing a field

reporting system.

Field Group Assignment

As discussed earlier, a fielg group represented a logical grouping of institutions based on

geographical location and expected length of data imilection. Each field group represented one data

collector's assignment. Eact field group was assigned a three digit ID; then, based on their location,
they were assigned to one of eight regions. Each region, except for Puerto Rico, represented between

18 and 25 field groups encompassing 3 to 13 states. The size ot' each region varied considerably

because of population densities and subsequent institution and student sampling. Puerto Rico, because

of its location, was designated its own region. The supervisor in Puerto Riai was responsible for

eight data collectors.
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Recruitment

Staffing needs were based on our previous experiences with large-scale field operations. These

indicated an optimal ratio of approximately twenty field data collectors per supervisor. Based on the

expected number of participating schools and the work load associated with these schools, we

estimated that the study would require approximately 170 data collectors. This necessitated the hiring

of eight supervisors.

Seven of the supervisors were distributed across the country (California, Florida, Maryland, New

Jersey, Texas and Wisconsin) and one suptvvisor was hired for assignments in Puerto Rico. This

structure made communication between field staff and supervisors more efficient (time zones became

a non-issue) and more cost-effective (the cost of telephone communication between supervisors and

field staff located in the same areas of the imuntry was less). Also, as supervisors were likely to

know potential data collectors in their area, recruiting efforts also benefitted from this structure.

All the supervisors hired for the 1990 NPSAS were experienced as supervisors on other

education studies, such as, the High School Transcript Study, the National Assessment of Educational

Progress and the 1990 NPSAS Pilot Test.

Supervisor Training

Supervisors attended a three-day training session (November 27, 28 and 29) at the Westat home

office. A supervisor's field manual was prepared and used as the basis for this training. This

training provided background information about the study, technical and procedural information about

the data collection (with a strong emphasis on the Institution Checklist and the Record Abstract) and

administrative information, including training on the Automated Survey Control System (ASCS) for

field reporting. The training involved interactive lecture as well as practice sessions with selected

training exercises. The supervisors were also trained for their expected rola as assistants to the lead

trainer during data collector training.

The Automated Survey Control System

Westat programming staff developed an Automated Survey Control System (ASCS) to track the

progress of field work tbr the institutional rewrds data collection. The system operated on compact

1BM-compatible personal computers located in each field supervisor's office. Each PC was connected

by phone lines to the Watat main office which would allow direct transmission of reports from the

field.
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ASCS was a menu-driven system that created and used two databases. One database kept records

on data collectors' expenses and production. The second data base recorded information on
institutions including name, WESID, type, control, scheduled visit date and date completed. ASCS

reports provided a general picture of the rate of completion in the field. It included production

reports by field group/data millector, numbers of Record Abstracts completed, and the date on whi, h

completed data was mailed from the field to Westat.

4.6 Data Collector Recruitment and Training

Field labor requirements were estimated to be approximately 170 field data collectors for a 12-
week field period. Training was held during December and January at four different sites, including

Puerto Rico, to allow adequate training of all staff and to reduce travel costs to and from training.

Recruitment

As soon as they were hired, field supervisors began recruiting data collectors. On October 16,

1989 the field director mailed to supervisors a package of materials which included:

a memo providing a brief project description and recruiting information;

a list of the states assigned to each of the eight NPSAS field regions;

a list from Westat field files of the available data collectors in each region;

copies of incoming data collector phone calls inquiring about project work;

copies of the field scheduling calendars indicating distribution and level of work in each
region; and

a list of all sampled schools in each region.

Most of the data collwors hired for the 1990 NPSAS came from Westat interviewer files.

About 70 percent of those hired had previous Westat experience as interviewers or data collectors and

approximately half of these had worked on the 1987 NPSAS.

Recruiting of data collectors for the 1990 NPSAS went smoothly, in large part due to the

experience of the field supervisors. By October 31, 1989 supervisors had hired 50 percent of the

required staff and by Thanksgiving, 98 percent of the staff had been hired.
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Ilost data collectors were assigned a specific field group and thus had some idea of their work

load over the entire field period. In seven of the eight regions, one or two data collectors were hired
as travelers/back-ups. They received no specific set of assignments but were hired with the

understanding that they would be available to work at any institution in the region where assistance

was required. Travelers were not hired in Puerto Rico because the work loal was considerably less

there than in other regions. Staff hired in Puerto Rico were willing to travel to lend assistance as

necessary.

The Field Manual

An Institution Data Collet/ion Field Manual served both as the basis for data collector training

and as a reference guide for the data collectors during the field period. The manual was based on

both the 1990 NPSAS Pilot Study Field Manual and the 1990 NPSAS Supervisor Manual. The

manual was developed over a two month period (mid-September to mid-November) by Westat project

staff and NCES. The manual included background information, a review of advance activities (from

institution enlistment through scheduling field visits), discussion of confidentiality and professional

ethics, the issue of quality oantrol, and administrative procedures. The manual included exhibits of

all advance materials as well as of all field forms.

The two most significant sections of the field manual were those providing descriptions of and

procedures for using the Institution Checklist and the Record Abstract. In each of these sections,

copies of the instruments were included along with item-by item specifications on completing each

item. Notes were included in the specifications to highlight certain suggestions or warnings based on

previous NPSAS experience. The section covering the Record Abstract included two examples of

data collection.

Other Training Materials

Numerous other materials were developed for use in training by the field staff. They included:

a scripted training guide;
training exercise; and
role-playing activities.
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Training

A training walk-through was held at Westat on November 15, 16 and 17. The walk-through

included all training staff and involved a complete presentation of data collector training and a

discussion of the trainers' role and responsibility at training. The walk-through also included practice

sessions with selected training exercises.

Four training sessions, each lasting four and one half days, were held for data collectors before

starting the field work. In November and December, three sessions were conducted as follows:

November 30 - December 4

December 7-11

December 14-18

Washington, D.C.
Regions 1, 2 and 3

New Orleans, LA
Region 4

Los Angeles, CA
Regions 5, 6 and 7

The fourth session, for region 8, Puerto Rico, was held in San Juan, Puerto Rico from January
15 through January 19, 1990.

The sessions began with an introductory welcoming meeting including opening remarks by the

Westat corporate officer, the national field director and, at the Washington and Los Angeles sessions,

key NCES staff. The remainder of training was patterned after the organization of the Field Manual

(Exhibit 4-6). Each day of training focused on one particular component of the study. Day one
provided background information about the study and the contacts with participating institutions to the

field visits. The second day focused on the field forms to be used for data collection with special

emphasis on the Institution Checklist. The third and fourth days of training provided an overview of

financial aid and the completion of the Record Abstract. The final day of training was used as a final
review and to discuss aoministrative tasks related to rale study.

The training sessions were led by Westat project staff who were supported by the field

supervisors. NASFAA staff members or a financial aid officer were available as resources during the
two days of training in which the Record Abstract was covered.
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The two basic training techniques used to cover field procedures and use of the field forms were

interactive lectures to the groups presented by the Westat trainers and various exercises and role-play

activities.

4.7 Field Visits

The field period for fall records data imllection involved over 1,000 visits to institutions, ninety

percent of which were completed from Decemba 1989 through February 1990. The data were
collected by one to three data collectors over field visits lasting from a day to five weeks, depending

on the work load at an institution.

Field Assignments

The last part of the last day of training was used to distribute and review field assignments with

the data collectors. The assignment packages included several field group-specific and

institution-specific forms. Each package included a scheduling calendar which indicated the starting

date and the duration of the visit for all scheduled schools in an assignment.

Data collectors reviewed the assignment packages with their supervisors at the end of training.

This pnwided a check against materials expected and materials received as well as a early warning of

any scheduling conflicts.

The forms included in the field assignment packages were updated, as necessary. throughout the

field period. For example, when a confirmed visit date was changed. field staff were alerted, by

phone, immediately. Also, as enrollment lists were received and the student sample selected, data

collectors were sent the multiple copies of the sample listing sheets.

Confirming Appointments and Preparing Materials

Data collectors telephoned institution coordinators to introduce themselves and to confirm the

visit date and arrangements. Field staff were instructixl to make these calls at least three days before

the visit. This provided the opportunity for the data collector to review the arrangements necessary to

ensure that the field visit ran smoothly.

Before going to an institution, the data collector organized the institution-specific materials for

the visit and counnxl out the necessary number of Record Abstracts and other supplies.
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Field Visits

Field visits lasted from one day to five weeks. While the majority of institutionswere willing to
provide the amount of time requested, some were not. For this small number of cases, a faster data
collection was accomplished by sending multiple data collectors to those schools.

Field Edits

Data collectorc were asked to edit completed materials, either before leaving an institution, or
before shipping materials to Westat. Two forms were developed to assist the field editing process,
the Locating Information Edit Checklist and the Record Abstrad Edit Checklist. The checklists
provided a spot check of the work done by the data vallector. This technique served to identify any
large-scale problems.

Supervisor Editing and Reporting

Supervisors scanned the work for overall aampleteness and the Record Abstracts for missing
data, adherence to skip patterns, and legibility. Any major errors were brought immediately to the
data collector's attention. Otherwise, this cursory edit of the data collector's work was relayed to him
during his telephone report to the supervisor.

The supervisors reported on completion rates and expenses in their region on a weekly basis via
the Automated Survey Control System. Telephone reports from the field staff to the supervisors
provided information to the supervisors which was then loaded into ASCS.

Schools That Did Their Own Abstracting

For the fall records data collection, only two schools asked to do the data wllection themselves.
One wanted to do only the financial aid section of the abstract. Each school was sent:

multiple copies of forms (Sample Listing Sheets, Record Abstracts and student labels),

a chapter from the field manual, and

a cover letter, including the NPSAS technical assistance number.
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Technical Support

Technical support for the field staff was provided by various members of the Westat project staff.

Field staff were instructed to use the 800 NPSAS Information Line to call the home office with

technical questions only after first attempting resolution through the appropriate field supervisor.

Documentation of these calls was recorded on the 1990 NPSAS Data Collection Technical Assistance

Log. This NCR form was used to record the source of the call (data collection staff, supervisor,

institution or other), the question or problem presented, and the resolution. Information from the

form was used to update the receipt control system, as warranted, (schedule changes, for example).

Copim of the form were then placed in the hard-copy institution file and placed in two different sets

of hinders, one organized by WESID and the other by date.

4.8 Receipt and Processing

Receipt Control

The 1990 NPSAS receipt amtrol system consisted of three files: a school-level, a student-level

and a batch file. Each file could be accessed for updates through a menu screen. The school-level

file was used to record the receipt date of the covers of the Record Abstracts for a completed school

and the entire package of forms and materials associated with a finished school. The cover pages of

the Abstract were always completed first by the field staff and were sent immediately to Westat for

procming so that the information which they annained could be loaded into the Student and Parent

CATI systems. When school-level files were received and had been logged into the receipt system as

such, the next step was to update the student-level file with both a receipt date and a batch date for

both the covers and the Record Abstracts for each sampled student in preparation for sending these

forms to data entry. The batch file indicated, for each batch number, the total number of forms

included in the batch, all the schools included in the batch, and the date the batch was sent to and

returned from data entry. Additionally, for quality control, the first and last student ID numbers in

the batch were recorded, thereby making it possible, to do a quick check for all forms.

Receipt and Scan Editing

In December 1989, clerical staff were hired and trained tc receive and process forms and

materials arriving from the field. Training focused on using the receipt control system. the process of

receipting incoming mail, and edit checks to be performed during the initial processing.

In January 1990. additional staff were hired to perform scan edits of the record abstract data

entry. The tasks to be performed by this staff were explained in a training session conducted by the
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project's data preparation supervisor. First, staff were to count the Record Abstracts and check them
against the batch checklist sheet for completenm. Second, the Abstracts were checked to see that
proper skip patterns had been followed and that the flow of the form was consistent with those
patterns. Third, individual quotion items were examined and coded for easier processing. Any
problems encountered, such as incorrect skips or items requiring calculation, were noted on problem
sheets and referred to supervisots for raolution.

Coding was verified for all cases during the first week of the operation. Fifty percent during the
second week and 10 percent during the remaining weeks.

Data Entry

Data entry was performed both by external contractors and Westat's data entry facilities.
Double-key verification was done for all data. For each batch sent to data entry, a machine readable
file was requested to allow for a higher level of control and easier verification.

When hatches were returned from data entry, the date returned was entered into receipt control.
Staff manually checked each returned hatch being sure that all forms indicated on the batch control
sheet had been returned. The batch folders were checkal against the accompanying data tape labels
to verify that each returned batch was represented by a tape. The tapes were then logged on a control
sheet which showed the data received, the tape identification number and the numbers of the hatches
on the tape label.

4.9 Nonfall Records Data Collection

Records data collection at those institutions from which a student sample was drawn from
February or June 1990 enrollment lists required an additional field visit. The second ticki period was
scheduled for the last week of August 1990 through November of 1990. It involved field visits to
over 500 institutions requiring a field staff of 57 data collectors and three field supervisors. The
second lick) period involved two major data collection tasks: completion of the Record Abstract for
nonfall sampled students and the update of financial aid information collected from institutions during
the first field period. Records data collection for the nonfat) sample was done the same way it was
done in the first field period, as described above. The Records Update Task is described in detail in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5. INSTITUTIONAL RECORDS UPDATE

This chapter describes the methods used to update the institutional records data for students
whose records were sampled in October.

5.1 Records Update Form

The Student Financial Records Update Form was designed to capture the dynamic nature of
financial aid award amounts over the course of an acalemic year. Using this form, field data
collectors could verify, correct, and update the financial aid award amounts collected earlier. The
records update task recorded any changes that had occurred in financial aid award amounts during the
award year (see Exhibit 5-1).

5.2 The Control List

To facilitate the organization of files required to complete the updates, all institutions were
provided a copy of the institution-specific control list. The mntrol list identified hy name, NPSAS
student ID and, if available, school ID all eligible students sampled in August and October of 1989.
The list could also he used as a check against completed update forms to be sure that all requestal
updates had been completed.

5.3 The Other Specify Awards Form

To verify the classification of unspecified awards and :o collect further information on them, an
Other Specify Award Sheet was created for each school. The form listed each award categorized as
"other" on any of the abstracts aimpleted at a school. It listed the award name, as recorded on the
abstract, and requested that the school identify the source, kind (need based or non-need based) and
type (grant or loan) of the award.
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5.4 Data collection

The data collection task for the Records Update ran concurrently with the records data collection

for Febnorv and June 1990 sampled students. The updating and nonfall collection tasks began in
August 1990 and were completed by January 1991. The records updates and the nonfall Record

Abstracts were completed either by trained data collectors or by institution staff.

5.4.1 The Project Update

Through the NPSAS Project Update, all participating institutions meived a reminder of the

Records Update Task in July 1990. In addition to providing a brief summary of the project, the

informatkm sheet reminded institution coordinators of the upcoming update and nonfall data collection

activity and indicated that additional materials were forthcoming.

5.4.2 Inionnatitm Packet

Those participating institutions not meeting the conditions for data collection by Westat field staff

(about 600 institutions) and those institutions that had previously indicated a preference for having the
data collection done by their own staff were mailed a Records Update Task/Nonfall Data Collection

Information packet. The packet included a letter from NCES which explained the importance of the

two activities and identified the time frame in which we hoped to receive completed updates (no later

than 0:tober 15, 1991). Also included in the package was an example of the Records Update Form
and instructions for completing the forms and returning them to Westat.

5.4.3 Telephone Scheduling Contacts

Those institutions using a Westat data collector were telephomi the week after the "NPSAS

News" (i.e., project update) was mailed. The purpose of this call was to discuss with the institution

coordinator the extent of the work involved with the update task and nonfaH data collection and to

schedule a date for on-site data collection. A confirmation letter was mailed to each coordinator.

Additionally, the NPSAS receipt control system was updated with this information.

5.4.4 Data Collector Training

Data collection at approximately 500 institutions required a field visit. Fifty seven data collectors

and three supervisors were used for this purpose. All field staff hired for the update task and nonfall
data collection activities had prior NPSAS experience from the earlier data collection field period.
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A one-day training session for the supervisors and a two-day training session for the data
collectors were held in Denver. Colorado on August 17, 18 and 19. The training plan consisted of a

variety of components. A Data Collector Field Manual based on the manual used for the first field

period, including revisions of content and form. A home study package was sent to each data

collector a week in advance of training. The last component of the training was the training sessions

themselves. Training consisted of interactive lecture, cognitive exercises related to the material

presented, and role-play activities. Data collector assignment packages were distributed and reviewed

at the end of training. These packages included the assignments scheduled for the first three weeks of

the field period.

5.4.5 Forms Mailing

in early September, update forms were sent to approximately 600 institutions. The package of

forms also included a wpy of the control list, an "other specify" awards list and instructions for

completing the forms. Some packets also included Record Abstracts for nonfall sampled students.

Record Abstracts were sent only to those schools which had a nonfall sample and had asked to

complete the Abstracts for thse students. Also included was a cover letter from the director of

survey operations describing the contents of the packet, reminding schools of the October 15
completion date, and providing mailing instructions for completed forms.
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Beginning in mid-September, calls to institutions were made to confirm receipt of the pack .ge.

At that time, a few schools requested a data collector, feeling that they could not meet the schedule.

5.4.6 Non-response Follow-up

In mid-October a mailing was sent to all institutions that had not yet returned completed Record
Abstracts or Record Update forms. By the end of the month, approximately 87 percent of
self-reporting institutions had returned completed data collection forms to Westat.

By the end of October, all institutions that had not yet returned completed abstracts or updates
were contacted by phone to discuss their progress with the forms, offer assistance as needed and
obtain an expected date of completion. By the end of November, compleled forms had been received
from about 98 percent of the participating institutions. After NCES review, the non-responding cases
were assigned a finalized non-rponding status.

5.4.7 Technical Assistance

For technical assistance, institutions were advised to call the toll-free NPSAS Information Line.
Technical questions were answered by either person who had trained field staff for the Records
Update Task or by the director of survey operations. Technical assistance calls were received from
more than 600 institutions. Of these institutions, about 65 percent called two or more times. In total,
approximately 1,100 technical assistance calls were received. The calls came both from institutions
that were self-reporting and data collectors at non-self-reporting institutions. Questions ranged from
the very general (what to do with the update forms) to technical questions about specific data items
(should the Stafford award amount listed on the update include procasing fees).
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5.5 Receipt Control

The main receipt control system was expanded to accommodate a new file and variables for the

activities associated with the update. As forms were received from the field, a date was entered into
the receipt system to indicate receipt of the materials. The student ID numbers on the forms were

then checked against those on the control list to verify that all expeiled forms had been received. The

number of forms received was entered into the receipt system. Discrepancies between the number of

forms expected and number actually received were submitted to operation's staff to resolve.

5.5.1 Scan Edit

As forms were received they were scan edited by data preparation staff for updates. If a form
had any changes or updates, a code was entered in the receipt writrol system to indicate that updates

had occurred. A different code was used when there were no changes. The update forms were also

checked for completeness and readability.

5.5.2 Data Entry

A personal computer laptop system was developed to enter data obtained from the Record Update

Task. Twelve laptop stations were used to enter and verify corrected or updated information from the

Record Update forms.

The laptop system pulled from the main receipt system those records received and marked with

updates. Casa were transmitted to the laptop stations on a school-by-school basis. Data entry staff
entered the information from the update sheets directly into the laptop system, in effect creating a new

data base. Soft ranga were internal to the system so any out-of-range updata required an override

by the entry person.

After entering all update data, the newly created data base file was transmitted to a supervisor

station for verification and correction. For the first several weeks of the procas, supervisors did 100
percent verification of the data entry staffs' work. This complete verification gradually tapered off to

about 10 percent, Once all changes were posted, the entire Record Update file was merged with the

Record Abstract file to create the Updated Record Abstract file.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDENT SURVEY

6.1 Objectives

The Student Survey collected self-reported data from students concerning education, costs,
financial aid and other sources of support, employment, and demographics. For first-time first-year
students questions were askt.%3 about student values, educational participation, and attitud.

For unaided, independent students, the survey was critical for obtaining information on their
financial characteristics. For these students institutional financial aid records were not available, and
the student was the primary source of information about sources of funding for education and educa-
tion-related expenses.

6.2 Instrument Design

A field test conducted during the summer of 1989 tested the application of the 1987 instrument in
a CAT! environment. Review of the results of the field test and consultation with the Steering
Committee produced recommendations which were incorporated into the 1990 Full Scale Student
Survey. These recommendations included the addition and deletion of data elements, and proposed
changes in interviewer training procedures, design of the CAT! system, and number of pre-loaded
data elements. The now of the instrument is shown in Figure 6.1.

During the field test, interviewers found that questions referring to parents were difficult for
students to answer especially in cases where parents were separated of divorced. Therefore, a
specific data element "parent status" was added to indicate whether both parents or one parent, if any,
would be designated as the "referent" parent for further qmstions. The "referent" parent was defined
as: "the parent with whom the student lived the most over the period from April 1988 through March
1989; or the parent who provided the most support from April 1988 through March 1989: or
provided the most support in the most recent year in which the student was supported by a parent."
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Figure 6.1 Student Population
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Wherever possible, data elements obtained during the records data oallection at the sampled

institution were used to *pre-load* the student data files. Students were then asked to verify

information such as date of birth, receipt of federal financial aid, and other demographic data. This

reduced the potential for data discrepancies and provided the opportunity to complete missing

information in the student data tile.

The item wordings are available as part of the electronic codebook. The ten major sections of

the CAT1 instrument are described below:

Section 1: School Enrollment including name of institution and enrollment period by term or
program of study during the NPSAS year, July 1, 1989 to June 30, 1990.

Section 2: Enrollment Status and CosM including respondent costs (e.g., tuition) and other
expenses and the nature of the respondent's enrollment (e.g., full-time status, credit
load).

Section 3: Financial Aid including grants, loans, and other types of aid.

Section 4: Other Sources of Support for educational expenses excluding financial aid such as
grams, loans, and fellowships.

Section 5: Employment which obtained information about respondent's employment during the
year including dates of employment, earnings, and type of job.

Section 6: Demographics and Plans collected data regarding race, education decisions, plans, and
community service.

Section 7: Parent Characteristics obtained information about the referent parent, socioeconomic
data, and the amount of financial support provided by parents.

Section 8: Dependency and Financial Status including questions to determine the respondent's
dependency status, assets, income, and taxw.

Section 9: Longitudinal Baseline Data was asked only of first-time first-year students and
obtained data regarding student values and educational participation.

Section 10: Locating Information included questions to assist in locating students at a
future time.

63 Staff Organization

The Telephone Research Center (TRC) operations were managed by a senior survey manager

who was supported by several assistant supervisors. These supervisors were responsible for
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manning, recruiting, and training the interviewing staff, organizing tracing operations, and reviewing

refusals.

6.4 Interviewer Training

Interviewer training was conducted from February 1990 through June 1990. During that period,

570 interviewers were trained. Interviewer training consisted of three individual 8-hour sessions, and

interviewers were trained in groups of 30 to 35 each. The sessions were led by a key member of the
project staff with the assistance of other project staff and staff from NCES. In addition, two to four

supervisors were assigned to each group to oversee the training activities of the interviewers.

The basic approach of the training program was to use scripts of the CATI questionnaire. Scripts

were presented by a project staff member using an "interactive* lecture technique that encouraged the

participation of the trainees. After the interactive lectures, role-plays were done in pairs. Each pair

of trainea aimpleted at least four scripted role-plays. With the first script one member of the pair

played the role of the interviewer while the other was respondent.

Training materials included the Interviewer's Manual, training scripts, and role-plays. The
Interviewer Manual provided explanations and instructions for each CATI screen and a description of

valid responses aml skip patterns. A glossary of terms related to the subject matter of the study was

also included.

6.5 Data Collection

Data collection started in March 1990 and continued through September 1990. The sample

consisted of 72,047 students with 54,633 undergraduates, 11,480 graduates, and 5,934 first-

professional students. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the number of students sampled, eligible for

NPSAS, and included in the final analysis files described in Chapter 8, by key characteristics.

Each student received a mailing consisting of a letter from the U.S. Department of Education, a

project information summary on the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study, and a student guide to

federal financial aid programs approximately one month prior to the first contact by an interviewer.

After the initial mailing, an operation was setup to process postmaster return information.

Over the course of the data collection, postmaster returns and remails represented ten percent of

all sampled students. A locator file was created containing a record for each sampled student with all
known address information collected from the Record Abstract. The file also recorded all remailing

dates and addresses and aided in the production of new mailing labels when needed.
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Generally postmaster returns were remailed to a forwarding address provided by the postal

service. Those with no available forwarding addresses were logged, and the data file was checked to
determine if additional locating information was available. If additional addressa were found, a
second package was mailed to the student.

Attempts to mail the advance package to students continued until no additional addrms

information was available. The mailing operation also processed requests for packages received from

the 800-number toll free operations and the CATI system.
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Figure 6.2

Number of Students Sampled, Number Eligible, and
Number-Included the Analysis File for NPSAS:90

Institutional Level
and Control Sampled Eligible

Included
in

Analysis
File

TOTAL 72,047 68,929 61,120

Public, < 2-year 1,364 1,165 948

Public, 2-year 7,551 7,180 5,377

Public, 4-year, no Ph.D. 10,054 9,844 8,672

Public, Ph.D. granting 14,326 13,970 12,520

Private, < 2-year 664 562 508

Private, 2-year 1,798 1,720 1,561

Private, 4-year, no Ph.D. 11,723 11,292 10,332

Private, Ph.D. granting 16,093 15,405 13,889

Proprietary, < 2-year 5,511 5,081 4,735

Proprietary, 2-year + 2,963 2,710 2,578

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Postsecondary Student Aid
Study, 1990.
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Figure 6:3

Number of Eligible Students Included in NPSAS:90 Analysis File

Student Characteristics
Education Level Eligible

1

Included in
Analysis File

Undergraduate 43,868 40,435
Graduate 11,126 9,178
First-professional 5,535 5,096
Unknown 8,400 6,411

Gender
Male 29,845 26,882
Female 35,893 32,536
Unknown 3,191 1,702

Race

,

American Indian 328 295
Asian/Pacific Islanders 2,600 2,210
Black 4,416 3,980
Hispanic 3,730 3,287
White 40,355 36,159
Unknown 15,189 15,189

Note: Based on institution records information, prior to
telephone interview.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for
Education Statistics, National Postsecondary Student Aid
Study, 1990.
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Telephone Center Operations

The survey operations manager was responsible for nxmitoring the flow of work in the TRC. On
a weekly basis the manager reviewed all scheduler queues and determined the rt..'st appropriate
allocsion of labor required to complete the available cases. Considerations in scheduling staff
included distribution of cases by time zone, appointments scheduled with respondents, and volume of
refusal conversion and tracing work.

Throughout the course of the data wIlection approximately 536,681 calls were placed by TRC
interviewers. Figure 6.4 shows that most telephone contacts were made on weekdays, with 33% of
the completes obtained between 6 and 9 p.m.

Figure 6.4 Distribution of completed cases by day and time.

Day/Time (EST) Percent of
Cases Compkied

Weekends 29%

9 am - noon 6%
1 pm - 5 pin 17%
6 pm 9 pm 5%
Other times 1%

Weekdays 71%

9 am - noon 10%
1 pm - 5 pm 23%
6 pm 9 pm 33%
Other times 5%

Total 100%

Contacting the Students

After locating the respondent at a telephone number, the interviewers worked to get the
respondent to complete the interview. If a student was unable to complete the interview at the
time of first contact, the interviewer attempted to schedule an appointment for a later time. If
the student was not available to schedule an appointment, the interviewer asked the person
who answered the telephone to determine the best time to try to call back.
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When the interviewer made initial contact.with the students, generally students were
willing to continue with the interview. In 5% of the cases, the student requested re-mailing of
the advance letter before continuing with the interview.

Result Codes

All attempts to wntact the students were recorded and result aldes were assigned to
monitor the data collection progress. In some cases the code was automatically assigned by
the CATI system and in other cases was directly entered by the interviewer.
The wdes used are as follows:

CO Completed interview.
DD Deceased.
IC Out of the Country.
Ill Ineligible - High school student.
IN Ineligible - Not a student.
IR Ineligible - Not at institution.
IS Ineligible - Sampling problem.
LE Final Language - Other than English - Unable to complete the interview in

English.
LP Final Language Problem - Unable to complete the interview due to a

hearing or speech problem.
MC Maximum Calls - The calling algorithm had been fulfilled and it included

some contact with the household.
NW Only located number was non-working.
NT Unable to contact the student.
PC Partial Complete - Interview completed through Section 3.
RB Final Refusal - Someone other than the student refused, e.g., the parent.
RF Final Refusal - Source of refusal not certain.
RS Final Refusal - The student refused to be interviewed or broke off during

the interview and refused to continue.
IF Not Located.

Refusals

When an initial refusal was recorded by an interviewer, the case was routed to a "review"
queue for refusal conversion. The case was scheduled.for re-contact in 14 days.
Interviewers were trained in refusal conversion procedures including ways to encourage
participation in the survey. Major reasons for refusals included:

Hostile about completing any survey (20%);

Negative feelings about this survey (14%);

Felt the survey was too long (10%),

Felt the survey was too personal (6%), and

Unwilling to state a reason (50%).
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6.6 Locating Students

The CATI data base contained all known telephone numbers and address information for a

student. This information included the student's local and permanent address and telephone

numbers, and parent locating data. If all available telephom numbers and addresses were

exhausted and no additional locating information was obtained through these contacts,

directory assistance calls were made using the available information.

Dirwory assistance calls were made first for the city of the permanent address. If

directory assistance had no listings, interviewers next requsted numbers for any family with

the last name in the town. If this was not successful, calls were made to the city of the local

address.

Students were generally willing to provide whatever locating information was requested

during the survey for further (=tact with parents or lung term re-contact at a later time. A

long term locating address was provided by students in over 86% of the cases where

information was requested.

Figure 6.5 shows the number of cases traced and located throughout the data collection

period. Of the cases located, 80% raulted in a completed interview.

6.7 Language Problems

Interviewers could classify a case as a language problem if the respondent did not speak

English or had a speech or hearing difficulties. All cass classified as language problems

were reviewed by a supervisor and re-called to determine if other household members could

translate to the student. Sparish speaking cases were referred to a Spanish-speaking

interviewer.
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6.8 Toll-Free 800 Number

The toll-free number was used if the student had no home telephone but could be reached

through the mail or friends and relatives. The student could call the number to complete the

interview. Also, the number was used as a contact point for students and parents who wished

to verify the legitimacy of the study and its purpose. Many calls received by the 800 number

were questions regarding financial aid programs. These calls were referred to the Department

of Education's information number for student financial aid programs.

6.9 Quality Control

Westat's TRes are equipped with silent monitoring equipment that enables supervisors to

listen to telephone interviews. Approximately 10 percent of interviewers' calls were

monitored in this way in order to verify that the interviewer was talking to the respondent and
completing the interview properly. An interviewer monitoring repon was completed for each

monitoring ssion. Supervisors discussed feedback from the monitoring sessions with each

interviewer and were available to respond to quations throughout the collection period.

6.10 Reports

Weekly reports were produced to track the daily status of work by main result, daily

callbacks, weekly productivity of individual interviewers, and response rates. Special reports

were generated as requested by project or NCES staff.

6.11 Results or Data Collection

Of the 72,047 sampled cases, 66,718 were eligible for the CAT1 interview. Among these

cases, 51,430 completed interviews were obtained. Weighted and unweighted response rates

are shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.7 shows the percentage of cass completed by month. Average administration
time for completed cases was 38.5 minutes. Times by section are given in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.6.--Student CATI response rates, by student characteristics
for NPSAS: 90

Eligii le Partkipating

Unweighted
student
response rate

Weighted
student
respoinx rate

Ali students 66,718 51,430 77% 76%

Institution type:
Less-than-2-year 6,480 3,872 60% 55%
2-year 10,538 7,765 74% 72%
4-year, non-PhD granting 20,955 16,719 80% 79%
PM granting 28,745 23,074 80% 80%

Institution control:
Public 31,029 24,529 79% 76%
Private, not-for-profit 28,178 22,170 79% 78%
Private, for-profit 7,511 4,731 63% 59%

Level and Control:
Public, less-than-2-year 1,082 790 73% 63%
Public, 2-year 6,723 4,912 73% 72 %
Public, 4-year, non PhD granting 9,622 7,720 80% 80%
Public, PhD granting 13.602 11,107 82% 81%
Private, Less-than-2year 511 295 58% 57%
Private, 2-year 1,662 1,280 77% 77%
Private, 4-year, non Phd granting 11,013 8,729 79% 78%
Private. PhD granting 14,992 11,866 79% 79%
Private, for-profit. less-than-2-year 4,887 2,787 57% 52 %
Private, for-protit, 2-year or more '7,6/4 1,944 74% 74%

Student Level (as sampkt1):
Undergraduate 50,489 38,321 76% 75 %
Graduate 10,519 8,471 81% 81%
First-professional 5,710 4,638 81% 81%

Aid and dependency status (based on Record Abstract)
Aided dependent 12,387 10,097 82% 82%
Aided independent 13,715 10,085 74% 72 %
Aided unknown 9,450 7,969 84% 85%
Not aided (23 or younger) 14,063 11,336 81% 80%
Not aided (24 or older) 15,304 11,895 78% 76 %
Not aided (age unknown) 1,799 48 3% 2%

Gender:
Male 28,901 23,145 80% 79%
Female 34,892 /7.917 80% 80%
Unknown .7.9/5 368 13% 12 %
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Figure 6.6.--Student CATI response rates, by student
characteristics for NPSAS: 90--continued

Eligib!: Participating

Unweighted
student
response rate

Weighted
student
revonse rate

Local Residence:
Campus Housing
Off campus (not with parents)
With Parents
With relatives (not spouse)
Not specified

11,542
18,375
6,339

199
30,263

9,673
14,290
4,814

126
22,527

84%
78%
76%
63%
74%

83%
76%
79%
67%
74%

Student Level (based on Record Alvtract):
Undergraduate: Freshmen (1st) 17,986 13,259 74% 74%
Undeigraduate: Sophomore (2nd) 9,420 7,392 78% 77%
Undergraduate: Junior (3rd) 6,960 5,606 81% 80%
Undergraduate: Senior (4th/5th) 8,421 6,790 81% 80%
Graduate: Masters 7,192 5,790 81% 80%
Graduate: Doctoral 1,211 999 82% 82%
Graduate: Unclassified 2,260 1,786 79% 79%
First-profmional 5,457 4,436 81% 82%
Unknown 7,811 5,372 69% 69%

Marital status:
Not married 35,757 27,899 78% 78%
Married 9.329 7,395 79% 78%
Separated 570 324 57% 59%
Unknown 21,062 15,812 75% 73%

Race/ethnicity:
American Indian 314 241 77% 71%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 2.428 1,881 77% 72%
Black, non-Hispanic 4,307 2,976 69% 66%
Hispanic 3,614 1,930 53% 58%
White, non-Hispunic 39,320 32,224 82% 80%
Unknown 1E745 12,178 73% 77%

Note: Some eligible students identified by institutions were not eligible for CATI became of the following
reasons: students deceasvd, out-of-country, never attended, still enrolled in high school, or not eligible
tbr NPSAS. Chapter 9 describes weighting and variance estimation procedures.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1990 National
Postsecondary Student Aid Study
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Figure 6.7 Percentage of completed cases by data collection month

Month of Data Collection Percentage of Cases

Completed

March 15%

April 27%

May 16%

June 19%

July 14%

August 7%

September 2%

Total 100%

Figure 6.8 CATI administration time, by section

Section Average Administration time in Minutes

1 2.6

2 9.4

3 5.1

4 3.8

5 6.3

6 5.4

7 2.4

8 2.9

9 11.2

10 1.5
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6.12 Data Preparation

The data base for the Student Survey contains six files as shown in Figure 6.9. Case level data is

include...1 in the BASE file for all sampled students. For interviewed students additional case level

intbrmation is contained in the HOME tile. Information from Section 9 - Longitudinal is in the

LONG tile. One record exists for each 'student who completed section 9 of the instrument. The

JOBS tile contains employment data tbr each student with one record per reported job. The SCHL

and TERM files include attendance and cost data fur schools and enrollment periods. Records exist

for each school and term reported by rpondents. The variable NPSAS1D links ail tiles.

Basic range and skip pattern editing was performed by the CATI system. Additional editing and

coding procedures are discussed in Chapter 8.

Preliminary data files were delivered to NCES in December 1990, and final data tapes were

delivered in June 1991. Tbe final student data tiles were also included on CD-ROM delivered in

October 1991.
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CHAPTER 7: PARENT SURVEY

7.1 Objectives

The Parent Survey was a supplemental data collection designed to obtain information from the

parents of primarily unaided, dependent students. The survey collected data regarding the costs and
financing of postsecondary education, and family financial, educational, and employment characteris-

tics.

7.2 In.trunwnt Design

The 1987 imstruments were used as the starting point for instrument design, and were modified for

CATI administration. Questionnaire development was a collaborative efkirt among NCES, the

Steering Committee, and Wwat.

Question sequenc throughout the Student Survey and during the introduction to the Parent
Survey determined the appropriate respondent or "refexent" parent. In cases of divorce or separation

of the parents, the "referent" parent was defined: "the parent with whom the student lived the most
over the period from April 1988 through March 1989. If the student did not reside with either parent

the referent parent was the parent who provided the most support from April 1988 through March

1989. If neither parent provided support from April 1988 through March 1989, the referent parent

was the parent who provided the most support in the most recent year in which the student waS
suppomd by a parent.

The parent interview contained five major sections as follows:

Parental supportincluding intOrmation about parental contributions and loans, and sources and
amtmnts of funding provided;

Dependentsobtained data regarding number of dependents, level in school, and amount paid
tin. tuition;

Employment and financial conditioncollected information about occupation, income, assets,
and taxes;

11 Demographicsincluding race, age, education, and sources of support for parental education;
and

Student's educationincluding familiarity with financial aid programs, reasons for not applying
for aid, and reasons why the student selected the sampled institution.
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7.3 Staff Organization

A survey manager was assigned to the survey to oversee telephone interviewing operations.

Several supervisors assisted the survey manager. The tracing supervisor was responsible for

organizing tracing activities including supervising the tracing interviewers. A second supervisor was

responsible for reviewing those cases that were placed in the "problem" and the initial refusal"

categories in order to determine the next appropriate course or action.

7.4 Interviewer Training

From October through November 1990, groups of interviewers were trained in eight hour

sessions. For interviewers who were new to Westat, an extra twelve hours of training time was

added in order to allow for instruction in general interviewing, CAT1 administration and a more

detailed discussion of the concepts in the questionnaire. Each of the sessions was conducted by either

the survey manager or the survey director with the assistance of a supervisor. During the Parent
Survey, 122 interviewers were trained.

Components or Training

Efforts were made to standardize each project training session. Thorough and explicit agendas

were developed for both the NPSAS experienced train= and the interviewers new to Westat to

indicate the order of events and materials to be used. All presentations were made using scripts, so
that the content and form of the information communicated could be controlled.

Our approach to the project training was based upon our prior experience with large CATI traini sg

sessions and included two basic training techniques: interactive lectures and dyad role-playing.

The basic approach of the training was to use scripts of the questionnaires to teach the concepts.

The first script was prmented hy the trainer using the interactive lecture technique. This script

presented the basic concepts of the questionnaire using an easy example. An overhead screen

attached to a portable computer and operated by the training assistant was used to demonstrate how

answers should be recorded in the questionnaires. Trainees were called upon to take the role of

interviewer and the trainer acted as respondent. While acting as respondent, the trainer emphasized

various points and provided specific instruction. Each trainee was assigned to a portable computer

and recorded their answers into a training version of the CAT1. They were instructed to check their
own recording against the correct recording on the overhead projector screen.
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More coinplicated examples and instructions were then presented to the group. Again the trainees
took the role of interviewer. and the trainer, using a script, played rspondent. The trainers' scripts
contained instructions to the leader to stop and have the group read certain setftions of the "Quation

by Question" Specifications in the Interviewer's Manual. All information that the trainer prented
was contained in the scripts.

The role-plays were done in pairs or dyads. Each pair completed six scripted interviews. With
the first script one member of the pair played the interviewer while the other was respondent. Then
with the next script, the trainees changed rola. All role-plays were done on CATI to provide
practice with the actual CATI program and allow the trainee to get a feel for the flow of the interview
without being interrupted.

Training Materials

Interview training was organized around three documents: The Interviewer Manual, training
scripts and role-plays.

Each interviewer was given an Interviewer Training Manual. This manual provided explanations
and instructions about all aspects of the interviewer's data collection activity. The first part of the
manual discussed the general specifications of the survey and the rules and techniques of interviewing.
This was followed by sections specific to the screening process for the Parent Survey and the
specifications for each question in the screening section of the interview. Instructions on the extended
interview covered the majority of this manual as specifications for every question were provided. A
glossary of terms related to the subject matter of the study was also included. The Interviewer's
Manual was in a loose-leaf notebook so pages (amid be changed easily.

The training for the NPSAS experienced interviewers contained two scripts: one covering the
interview and one discussing the screens ustx1 when contacting the parent. The training for the
NPSAS inexperienced interviewers contained five scripts: four of which discussed in detail various
scenarios which could occur and screens which could appear during an interview and one discussing
the parent contact screens. In addition role-plays were used in each training group to reinforce the
concepts discussed in the training. These were scripted interviews, with one interviewer acting as the
respinident and the other as the interviewer.

7.5 Data Colki:firm

The main data collection eftOrt for the Parent Survey began in Oetober 1990 and continued until
January 1991. The sample included parents or guardian of several subsets of the NPSAS student
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population. To be eligible for the parent survey, the student had to have been an undergraduate and

1ms than 30 years old and have completed the telpehone interview. There were approximately 30,640

undergraduates, less than 30 years old who completed the telephone interview. Further, students who

were independent, aided, and 25 years or older (unless the student was a first-time student) were

excluded from the parent survey. This reduced the number eligible for the parent survey to about

25,225. Due to budget constraints, however, parents of 22,366 student were initially sampled.
Further requirements to be included in the parent surveylisted in hierarchial order were that the

student was:

enrolled in school tbr the first time during the student survey (allapproximately 9,900); or
listed on sclwol records as a dependent of the parents and receiving federal financial aid but for
whom there was no intbrmation about the parent contribution to the students education (all--
approximately 3,600); or
non-first-time, first-year students listed as a dependent of the parent and unaided in the school
record (a subsample of about 7,100 out of 8,000); or
listed as independent and aided and less than 25 years old (a subsample of about 1,700 out of
3,100)

Among the initially sampled parents, about 21,900 were subsequently determined eligible for the

parent survey. Because the parent survey was intended primarily as a supplement to information
collected from the institution and the student telephone interviews, separate parent weights were not

developed. It would be possible, however, to develop one or more parent weights, adjusting for

parent non-response for the groups mentioned above using ratio adjustment procedures and based on

student sampling strata. Interpretation of estimates based on such adjustments, especially for parents

of other-than-first-year students, may be difficult.

Initially interviewers were instructed to contact the parent who was designated as the "referent"

parem in the Student Survey; however, either parent was an acceptable respondent for the Parent

Survey if participation depended on the accessibility of the parent.

Telephone Center Oper ttions

The survey was conducted from Westat's Telephone Research Centers (TRCs). The interviewing

stall consisted of a combination of experienced interviewers who worked on the Student Survey and

interviewers new to Westat. The Telephone Center supervisors were all experienced members of the

TRC staff and many had experience supervising the Student Survey.

Most of the telephone calls were made in the evenings and on weekends, as shown in Figure 7.1,

since this was the most appropriate time to contact working parents. However, there were many
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Contacting the Parents/Guardian

When an address for the parent was available, either from the student's Abstract or the Student
Survey, an advanced letter from the U.S. Department of Education preceded any telephone
contacting.

When a case was ready for contact, the interviewer selected the most appropriate telephone
number for the parent from those available. The interviewers were instructed to start with the
telephone number provided for the parent by the student during the Student Survey. As the telephone
numbers were called and eliminated, the interviewers selected the next best available telephone
number. Interviewers called referral numbers and all other available numbers listed in order to obtain
completed interviews. The case went into tracing when all numhers were finalized and none rulted
in a completed interview.

When contact was made with the parent or guardian, the interviewer attempted to wnduct the
interview. However, this was not always possible and callbacks with specific or general appointments
were made with the parents as appropriate.

Result Codes

Each attempt to contact the parent produced a result code. This code was in some cases
automatically assigned by CATI based on the information that was entered by the interviewer. In
other instances the interviewer had to select and assign the appropriate code. The result codes used
on the Parent Survey were similar to those used during the Student Survey.

The codes used are as follows:
CO Complete - The interview was completed with the parent.
DD Deceased - Parents are deceased.
IC Out of the Country
LE Final Language - Other than English - The parent was unable to complete the interview in

Eng I ish.

LP Final Language Problem - The parent could not complete the interview due to a hearing or
speech problem.

MC Maximum Calls - The calling algorithm had been fulfilled and it included some contact
with the household.

NI, Not at number - The respondent does not know parent, does not know how to reach the
parent or the parent could not be reached at a particular number.

PC Partial Complete - The interview was completed through Section 3 of the questionnaire.
RB Final Refusal - Someone other than the parent refused, for example the student or other

household member,
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RS Final Refusal The parent refused to be interviewed or broke otT during the interview and

refused to continue.

TF Not located

Refusals
All casa that were coded initial refusals by the interviewer were reviewed by a TRC supervisor.

This review resulted in the reassignment of the case to a refusal converter for recall in 14 days.

Refusal conversion training was conducted for interviewers in December, 1990 by experienced

supervisors. This training focused on methods to utilize when recontacting parents who rthsed to

participate or students who refused to provide information regarding their parents.

Major reasons for refusals included:

Invasion of Privacy--Some parents were opposed to answering questions in regard to personal
information. In some cases they declined the entire interview. In other cmes they were persuaded
to answer questions to which they felt comfortable raponding. Those questions they felt
uncomfortable answering were coded as refused.

Student was independent or the parent had no role in their education--Parents of students who were
independent and not aidtxl financially by the parent very often refused to answer the questions.
In some cases they were not even aware that the student had been attending a post-secondary
institution.

Parents of students who were refused financial aid or who did not need aid--Some parents of
students who were refused financial aid were bitter about not receiving the aid. Their comments
were of the "they did not help us, so why should we answer any questions". Also the parents of
the students who were able to meet the financial obligations of the student were of the opinion that
they could pay for their child's education and thus had no reason to participate in the survey.

ConfidentialityParents were concerned about where the information was going and how it WM
going to be usal. Some refused to answer questions over the phone. Many respondents stated
"Send something in writing and I will he happy to answer."

Anti-government--Some of the parents were opposed to the government spending tax dollars for
this study. Perhaps the timing of the study had something to do with this response.

Other examples of the types of refusals received on the parent survey included:

a Not interested

Too busy No time
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Interview took too long when the student in the same household was canal during the student
interview.

Student in same household refused for parent.

7.6 Locating Parents/Guardiuns

The purpose of the tracing effort on the Parent Survey was to identify a telephone number at which
we could interview the parent or guardian. The tracing sources used included Directory Assistance,
telephone books, and Digital Phonebook USA.

The tracing effort tbr the Parent Survey began in December, 1990. In the Student Survey a series of
quations identified the student's referent parent, their relationship to the student, their address and
telephone number. All numbers for the parent/guardian provided by the student were loaded into CAT1
as well as numbers from the student abstract indicating parent/guardian name and telephone number.

A group of experienced tracers who worked on the Student Survey were trained for Parent Tracing.
The tracing specifications for the Parent Survey divided the work into categories based on who had been
identified as the referent parent or guardian, and marital status of the parent. This distinction was made
because some cases required tracers with more experience (for example, the tracer might he contacting
the student or a divoroal parent who was not identified as the parent to be interviewed). During the
trainin:I all tracers learned the meaning of each field of information. It was important for them to
understand whether the locating information came from the Student Survey, the Abstract or the Parent
Survey.

Figure 7,2 shows the total number of cases traced and located over the course of the survey. Tracing
efforts were usually successful in locating parents.

7.7 Language Problems

Throughout the course of contacting parents, interviewers would reach respondents with hearing or
speech difliciihies as well as non-English speaking respondents. Westat trained all interviewers on
procedures for handling these situations. The interviewer would atwmpt to determine if another menTher
of the household was available to speak with. If no other English speaking adult was present the
interviewer coded the case a *Language Problem" and wrote a brief explanation identifying the specific
hearing, speech or language difficulty. This case was then entered into a queue which required
supervisory review through the utility program.
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In reviewing the cases the supervisor determined if the case should be called again by an interviewer

trained to handle language problems. It also allowed the supervisor the ability to rewde and finalize

these cases. lf, upon recontact with the parent, the interviewer determined that the parent could not

participate, the casa were assigned the final rult wdes of LP (hearing or speech problem) and LE

(non-English speaking problem).

7.8 Toll Free 800 Number

The ton tree 800 number %las used when the interviewer reached a parent but they would not continue

with the interview until they called to verify the legitimacy of the survey. If the parent caned the toll-free

800 number and wantal to continue with the interview, we had the ability to locate the case II) and have

an interviewer continue with the parent. The 800 number was.also used for cases where the only way

to reach the parent was for them to call Westat. These cases were recalled on a regular basis to see if

the parent received the mmage to call the 800 number and also to obtain another number where the

parent could be reached if one was available.

7.9 Quality Control

Monitoring quality control of the data collection effort was the responsibility of the project staff and

telephone supervisors. Monitoring the work of interviewers was the primary quality control procedure

using extension telephones and video displays linked to the interviewers' CRTs, supervisors monitored

about 1 0 percent of each interviewer's work.

Supervisors randomly select intervals of each interviewer's working time as a monitoring period. The

monitoring period includes whatever results the interviewer obtained for a minimum of 15 minutes.

Supervisors completal an interviewer monitoring report each time an interviewer was monitored. This

report was discussed with the interviewer to provide feedback when the monitoring period was over.

Data items that need to be corrected were recorded. At the end of each week a supervisor recorded in

the CAT1 System the total number of monitoring sheets for each interviewer. The cumulative total

appeared on a weekly report.

7.10 Reports

The management reports provided information regarding daily status of work by main result, daily

callback report, weekly productivity of individual interviewers, weekly calendar of number of telephone

calls made, and weekly response rate report.
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7.1 I Results of Data Collection

Of the 22,366 cases selected for the parent survey, 494 cases were ineligible. Among eligible cases

(21,872), completed interviews were obtained with 16,106 parents. Figure 7.3 shows the average

administration time of each sedion of the survey. Average administration time for the survey was 20.6

minutm The distribution of completed parem interviews by student institution type and dependency

status is shown in Figure 7.4. The weighted raponse rate for students' parents to the parent CAT! was

87 percent (weighted number of students' parents who participated divided by the weighted eligible

number of students' parents).

7.12 Data Preparation

The parent survey data base consists of six files as shown in Figure 7.5. This includes a BASE file

to define the case, and a separate file for each major section of instrument as follows: COST - Parent

Support; SUPP Dependents; F1NC - Employment and Financial Condition; DEMO - Demographics;

and A111 - Student's Education. The !words tbr a case are linked by NPSAS1D. Each sampled case

contains a BASE record. Additional records are present depending upon the sections of the instrument

completed by respondents.

The CAT1 system performed basic range and consistency editing thnnighout the interview. The

editing and coding procedures for the Parent Survey are dcribed in Chapter 8.

Preliminary data files were delivered to NCES in April 1991, and final files in June 1991. Parent data

were included on the CD-ROM delivered to NCES in October 1991.
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Figure 7.4

Number of Parents Selected for NPSAS:90 Parent
Survey, Number Eligible, and Number Participated

institutional Level
and Control Sampled Eligible Participated

Total 22,366 21,872 16,106

Public, < 2-year 357 349 247

Public, 2-year 2:313 2,266 1,609

Public, 4-year, no Ph.D. 3,500 3,450 2,643

Public, Ph.D. granting 4,106 4,032 3,085

Private, c 2-year4 157 149 95

Private, 2-year 817 792 622

Private, 4-year, no Ph.D. 3,716 3,634 2,808

Private, Ph.D. granting 4,534 4,375 3,179

Proprietary, < 2-year 1,812 1,783 1,090

Proprietary, 2-year + 1,054 1,042 728

Source: U.S. Depaiment of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study, 1990.
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CHAPTER 8: FILE CREATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

In this chapter we will review our procedures to edit and code data sets muffing from data

collection activities, and describe the development of the NPSAS analysis file. First, we will briefly
summarize the main characteristics of each of the NPSAS data tiles shown in Table 81.

The iastitutional records and awards file contains data on school and student characteristics

obtained through in-person record abstraction and a records update. Student information includes

personal characteristics, such as, gender, race, marital status, age, and financial characteristics,

including aid amounts, types and income data. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the collection of records
tile data.

The student survey file contains data obtained through telephone interviews of more than 51,000
enrolled postsecondary students. The data fall into ten categories: school enrollment, costs, financial
aid, other sources of support, employment, personal expectations, parental characteristics, dependency

status and income, demographic characteristics, and locating information. Chapter 7 dacribed the
student data collection.

The parent survey file contains the results from over 16,000 telephone interviews with a subset

of the student sample. Data in this tile include information on parental support, family size and
dependents, employment and financial condition, demographic characteristics, and student-related
information and family attitudes. Information on the parent data collection has been presented in
Chapter 7.

The analysis file contains a selected subset of variables from the previous three tiles. It is
intended as the key research data base for NPSAS:90. There are approximately 300 variables in this
file (and an equal number of source identifiers, one for each variablesee Section 8.3).

8.1 Editing

The purpose of Wiling is to achieve a consistent data set which is relatively free of obvious data
entry and other logical errors. Westat used both manual and automatic systems for editing the 1999
NPSAS

Generally the more complicated the survey instruments and the more numerous the data files, the
more editing is required. The amount of editing required is also a function of the type of data
collection used. For example, financial aid and registration information data were compiled from
school records on site by record abstractors, without the benefit of automatic editing control. These
data were subsequently enteral into the record abstract data file. No editing occurred on site, instead
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it was carrki out manually, following receipt at Westat's central office. In contrast, the student

telephone data collection used an automated computer editing system (CAT!) that guided the

interviewers through the intricate skip patterns and signaled when data were out of range or

inconsistent with prior responsa or other potential problems. Wherever possible, staff built in
automatic editing procedums to minimize the more time-consuming task of manual editing.

Tatar NTSAS data nits summary table

r-----

File Respondents

Maximum Number
of Observations Key Elements

7

Number
of Variables

. Institutional Records Data Institutions 68.599** Demographie,
Budget and
Application Data

431

1

. institutional Awards Data Institutions 403.477** Dates. Types and
updated amounts of
awards

,

32 I

_ Student Survey Data

,

PI)stsceimdary students 69,613** Demographic,
employment and
financial aid data

498

4. 3 Z I rein Survey Data Parents of
poststvondary stuikins

16.106 Parent

demographics.
sources of support.
and attitudes

241

.. Analysis File Integrated
Institution,
Student and Parent

-

61,120

_ ..

Full-year, updated
award amounts,
demographks,
budget and
application data

665

Note: **Institutional records data were collected for 68,599 students.
Telephone interview data were collected for 51,430 students and 16,106
parents. However, the institutional awards data file and the some of student
survey data files include multiple records per student. The student survey
data jobs file contains one record for each job--a total of 69,613 records.
The institutional awards data file contains one record for each award received
or institutional budget data element. Some students may have up to 32 records
in this file, which contains nearly 403,500 records.

801.1 Institutional Records Editing

As mentioned above, data from the record abstracts and update tiles were not edited using an

automated system. Prior to release of these tiles, editing was necmary to remove extreme outliers
and other data inconsistencies, especially for the financial aid award amounts. Because award data
were collected by award period, our first step was to edit the award period dates to assure that they
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did not overlap and that they matched the NPSAS award year (July 1989 - June .1990) as closely as

possible. To accomplish this the following edits were performed on the record abstract award data

for each award period:

correct ilysLai ppipt.ALABLIN1by checking dates for other awards collected during the
same term and the data for awards across terms for contiguous periods.

Correct awards with partially missing data by filling in with dams from other awards from
the same term for the same student, or with the modal perkxi derived from the matrix of
award periods. Awards with completely missing data remained missing.

Correct awardl that were ontskle of the NPSAS year (7/89 - 6/90), by checking tor
consistency with other awards collected under the same term for the same student and across
terms.

Correct budget variables with missing dates by using information from other budget variables
collected for the same ter m for the same students.

Once award period amounts were established, it was necessary to apply range edits to the award

amounts. These included. hut were not limited to:

Awards less than $10 were multiplied by 10 to ensure that the minimum awards were not
less than $10.

For awards with statutory maximum award amounts, the upper award limit was set to at lea.st
twice the known maximum since it is possible that a student might have two awards recorded
on their tile during one award year. For awards with no known maximum, stemleaf plots
and box-plots were used to display the distribution of the data. Extreme outlying values were
divided by either 10 or 100 to bring them within range.

For cost variables, minimums and maximums were wntrolled by statutory limits or by
acceptable ranges based on the College Board Cost Book. For example, transportation costs
were capped at $7,000 which is twice the highest listed transportation budget in the Cost
Book.

8.1.2 Student Survey Editing

Student Survey data were collected using the CATI system which performed range and skip

pattern checking as the interview progressed. Following the completitm of data collection, editing

programs were ton on the data tiles to:

verily ranges and skip patter» logic:
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check the integrity of the database (to determine that all records for a case were present);

agrect awards with partially missing dates; and

correct awards that were outside the NPSAS year.

Another major component of the post-interview editing was the incorporation of information

collected through interviewer comments into the data set. Due to the complexity of the interview and

the complicated skip patterns, it was not unannmon for respondents to provide inconsistent answers,

or to remember more information about school attendance, receipt of financial aid, or employment at

the end of the interview. When this occurred, the interviewer recorded the new information in a

comments" field.

Approximately 50% of the cases contained interviewer comments which required further

processing. Of thae cases, 40% resulted in updates to variables. Edit programs were run following

all item updates to assure the integrity of all skip patterns and ranges.

8.1.3 Parent Survey Editing

The CAT! sygem controlled range and skip pattern checking for the Parent Survey. The

interview was considerably shorter than the Student Survey and most skip pattern sequences were

straighttiwward. At the conclusion of data collection the following edits were performed:

checking all variable ranges;

verifying all skip sequencs; and

structural edits to determine the presence of all records for a case.

8.2 Coding

Coding is the assignment of logical values or categories to survey responses which are not

automatically coded in the survey, such as open-ended questions. Coding maximizes the use and

flexibility of variables on a tile, by simplifying unwieldy numbers of rponses. For example, coding
is required for student occupation and industry classifications which can take on a large number of

values. On the NPSAS Student Survey file, students reported over 100 different occupations. To

make this data more amenable to analysis, students were sorted into 38 standardized job categories,
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such as engineers, service workers, teachers, following a widely-accepted standard list of
occupations! By so doing, a file user can more easily analyze student employment characteristics.

Another example of wding is the reporting of "Other Aid" on the record abstract and records
update files. Where possible, these unspecified types of aid were reassigned to specific types of aid.
For example, an entry in "Other Aid" could have been SLS. Since it is likely that this was meant to
be the abbreviation for the Supplemental Loans for Students programSLS. This aid record would be
changed to signify receipt of an SLS. Clearly, there are risks, and loss of information, during coding
procedures. In the example above, it is also possible the SLS was in the records as SSL, and meant
a Stafford Student Loan. Where the choice is ambiguous, we have placed the other aid into the
broadest possible aid category, such as need-based federal loans.

8.2.1 Institutional Records

The following coding changes were made to selected variables on the Institutional Records

Missing codes were standardized, such that, -9 indicates missing and -1 indicates legitimate
skips.

The frequency distributions of the following variables were reviewed and outlying values
were set to missing: Q32A I Q32A2 Q32B1 Q32C2 Q34B Q34C Q34DF Q34DT Q34DTTF
Q35CF Q35CT Q35CTTF

Coding checks were applied to the following variables:

-- Q27 - sample term, if missing, sampling information was used.

-- Q29 - program of study, if missing, program of study is derived as follows. Students who
either received Pell or attended a 2-year or less school were classified as undergraduates
(Q29=4). For other students, sampling information was used to replace missing.

-- Q30 - undergraduate level was set to legitimate skip for graduate students.

Q3I and Q32 - SAT/ACT scores. SAT scores greater than 800 or less than 200, and ACT
scores less than zero or greater than 36 were set to missing. Q31C was edited according to
whether there were valid data in Q32 after the range edit.

2Standard occupational and industry codes (SOC and SIC) have been developed by the Census
Bureau for use with their employment surveys.
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-- Q37 and Q38 GPA scores. GPA scora in Q37 were checked against Q38 GPA scale for
consistency. For example, if Q38 = I (GPA rated on a 4-point scale) and Q37A or Q378
were not between 0 to 4, then Q37A or Q378 were set to missing.

Q58--Q69. Responses to these items were edited to conform with the availability of budget
information in the awards tile.

Q71--Q76 aid application forms. Q71A--Q71G, and Q72 were edited to conform with the
availability of data in Q73-Q76. For cases with completely no valid responses to the
questions on an application form, responses were set to -I (skip). For cases with partially
completed application forms, the remaining missing cases were set to -9.

8.2.2 Student CATI File

The coding process had multiple stages. Literal strings from open-ended responses to questions

were sorted, and only unique strings were selected for autocoding. The file of all unique strings was

matched against prior coded rpons. For example, "accountant" would be mr'zhed with exact as

well as inexact spellings in the coding process. Unique strings not coded by the software were placed

in a manual coding :id review tile. Coders reviewed these strings and entered the appropriate codes.

The software applied these codes to all identical strings in the coding film

Coding schemes were based upon CIP (A Classification of Instructional Programs), SOC

(Standard Occupational Classification Manual), SIC (Standard Industrial Classification Manual), and

IPEDS. Other specify responss were reviewed by coders and when possible reclassified into existing

response categories.

The following variables were coded on the Student Survey files:

Other specify rmponses;

Parent occupation;

Student industry and occupation tier all reported jobs:

School name;

Student occupation for future career; and

Program of studies or major.
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8.2.3 Parent CATI File

The coding procedure for the Parent Survey was identical to the process described for the

Student data set.

The following variables were coded on the Parent Survey tiles:

Other specify responses;

Parent occupation; and

Parent industry.

8.3 The NPSAS Analysis File

Our key objective for this file was to provide NPSAS data users and researchers with sufficient

and accurate information to meet most of their analytical needs. The resulting NPSAS analysis file

contains about 300 transformed variables, concentrating on student demographics and financial aid

characteristics. To create this file, we applied several modifications to the edited NPSAS raw data
files. The most important of these were:

Caret idly selecting and deriving a comprehensive, though abridged, set of analysis
variables;

Summing the award data from the updated record abstract and student CAT1 raw files across
award periods to derive full-year award amounts;

Using secondary data sources, when available from within NPSAS to fill in missing data
and to confirm data which exceeded acceptable lin

Establishing editing ranges which conform to statutory rules, when they exist, such as the
annual limits on Stafford Student Loans which vary by academic level;

Establishing imputation rules for variables which, after primary and other sources are used,
contain five percent or more cases missing.

To assist locating variables of interest, we arrayed the approximately 300 variables on this file
into 12 categories (see Table 8.2):

student characteristics, including age, race, and gender;

school characteristics, including type and control;
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enrollment characteristics, including attendance status, admissions test scores, grade point
average, and academic level;

schooling costs, including both student-reported and allowable costs for computing aid

eligibility;

student financial resources, including scholarships, waivers, loans and employment;

family financial resources, including contribution and loans;

aid eligibility characteristics, including dependency status and seltxted application variables;

full-year award amounts for specific award typa, such as Pell Grants, State grants, private
scholarships, or institutional loans;

award combinations and aid ratios, including receipt of specific packages and indicators of
grant to loan ratios;

source indicators tin every variable, which denote the source tiles and imputations used when
creating each variable; and

other variables, including weights and sampling stratum.

8.3.1 Variable Selection and Development

Wmtat provided NCES with an initial list of variables for inclusion in the analysis tile.

Following NCES approval of the final set of variables, Westat drafted an initial set of specifications

fin- these variables.
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Derivation of most of these variables was relatively straightforward. However, there were

some decisions and assumptions that had to be made before arriving at the final derivation algorithm

for certain variables. Some of these decisions were generally applicable to many variables. For

example, certain student characteristics, such as marital status or dependency status can change during

a school year. For clarity and consistency, we classified each student by the characteristic as it was

at the initial sampled term. The same applied to type and control. Whether or not a student

transferred to a different school during the year, only one type and control was indicated on the

analysis tile. While the full-year award amounts combine awards at all schools auended', only the

type and control of the samplml school appears on the analysis tile.

Student Costs

One of the more difficult sets of variables to create were those related to students' education

costs, i.e., their tuition. room and hoard, and other expenses. While seemingly obvious, there are
four different sets of costs collected through NPSAS and these create some problems of selection and

definition for the analysis file. The four sets are: student-reported costs, Pell budget, the

Congressional Methodology budget, and the institutional budget. The last three are costs which are

used to compute aid eligibility.'

When creating these cost variables, Westat adhered to two principles:

First, a researcher should be able to determine approximately a student's basic, unadiuAed
cost items (tuition and fees, room and board, and miscellaneous) and to differentiate
residence status (in or out of state) and local residence (on or off campus).

Second. a researcher should be able to determine the main budget or budgets i;sed to
tktertnine a student's aid eligibility.

To meet these priaciples, we have provided about two dozen different cost componem variables,
0;vided into three groups:

'For students who attended multiple schools during the year, the full-year award amounts are comprised of awards
reported by the sAmpkd school from the updated Record Abstracts file as well as student reported award data for all other
school trim) the Student CATI data.

in need analysis, aid eligibility is ei,ual to thc difference hetwwn cost of atkutdanee and expected family contribution.
Therefore, thc level of cost of attendance assigned to an individual student is critical to the level of aid eligibility. In the
law, certain allowances are set for various components of cost of auendance (these are the so-called "allowable costs") For
example, in the Congressional Milhodology the allowance for room and board costs cannot be lower than SI ,500 for a

student living with his parents and having no dependents. The Pell budget, in contrast, sets an allowable cost for room,
board, hooks, supplies, transportation. and Iniaccilanams expenstm for this same type of student at a maximum of $1,700.
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student-reported costs (with tuition and fees checked against reeord abstract data, see Chart
8.1.)

Pell allowable costs

Congressional Methodology allowable costs, through which schools certify eligibility for and
award campus-based federal aid, Stafford Loan and other institutional support'.

Award Flags and Source Flags

(Men analysts need to know only about the presence or absence of an award, rather than the
actual amount of the award. Thus, for each award amount variable included in the derived variable
tile, we addal a corresponding award flag based on the award amount. For four variables (PELL,
STAFFORD,. PLUS, and SLS), the award Hag can have three values: 1 if no aid of that type was
received, 2 J some amount l'ss than the maximum was received, and 3 if the maximum award %Va.%

received. The remaining award flags were aH dichotomous, taking the value 1 if a non-zero award
was receivW, and 2 if no award was received.

A source tlag was created to corresoond with each analysis variable in the ahalysis tile, so that
analysts may determine how the analysis tile is based on the separate raw data files (the record
abstracts and the student and parent surveys). The flag variable denotes which survey forin was used
to supply the data (or that a combination of tOrms was used), and whether the data was adjusted (e.g.,
because an award amount exceedLx1 the federal maximum for a single year). In those cases where
data were either imputed from other variables in the analysis variable or acquired from Pell program
data, the source flag takes the value "9." A complete list of the codes used tor the source flags is
provided below.

0=Missing, no imputation pertOri.
I =Record Abstract, not adjusted
2=Record Abstract, adjusted
3=Student Survey, not adjusted
4=Student Survey, adjusted
5=Parent Survey, not adjusted
6= Parent Survey, adjusted
7= More than one source, not adjusted
8=More titan one source, adjusted
9= Imputed from other variables

snough in a small number of cases schools also use their Own institutional budgets, most use the
CM budget. As a result, we have excluded these institutional budget elements from the analysis file.
Rather, we have included a variable which identifies when the institutional budget and the CM budget
are the same.
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8.3.2 Full-Year Award Amounts

While the raw data files contain information on costs and financial aid for individual terms, the
derived variable file focuses on full-year amounts. This has several advantages:

Federal regulations (such as award maximums) are often based on a full year;

The number of variables (or cases) required is greatly reduced, and does not vary from One
student to another; and

The issue of differing term lengths (e.g., semester versus quarter) has less relevance, since
there is less variation in the length of an academic year.

Full-year amounts were created in several stages. First, each term was examined for

correspondence with the NPSAS year, and all terms falling entirely outside of that time period (July

1989 to June 1990) were excluded. Seamd, tbr each individual financial aid award category (or cost

category), the sum across all terms was calculated. Third, full-year totals were adjusted to
correspond with federal regulations on financial aid awards, especially with regard to award

maximums. This was done to prevent misinterpretation of the data. It is possible for a student's
financial aid awards to be timed so that awards for two years appear within the single NPSAS year,

deceptively making it appear that the student received an overaward. To prevent such
misunderstandings, the data were adjusted.

8.3.3 Secondary Data Sourevs

In the case of financial aid award amounts, the record abstract was treated as the primary source

of data. Thus, data from the student and rirent surveys were not included in the sums except in the
following cases:

If a student attended more than one school in the NPSAS year, the record abstract provided
data only for the sampled school. Data on financial awards at the non-sampled schools were
taken from the student survey.

For 330 cases, no record abstract data were collectal. When available, student survey data
were used for all terms for these cases.

For a few award categories, the student or parent surveys were used to check the possibility
that an institution's record data may not have included all awards. These categories were
graduate assistantships and fellowships (graduate aid was more difficult to identify from
institutional records, because the award data were not necessarily kept in a single location),
PLUS loans (on the assumption that a school may have been less well informed about parent
loans than about direct aid to the student), and other aid (e.g., from businesses or fraternal
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organizations) that may have been paid directly to the student without notifying the
institution. For these categories, the amounts reported on the record abstracts were
compared to those on the student or parent surveys, and the higher amount was used.

Sometimes, combinations of the above ruls were followed. For example. graduate

assistantships and fellowships reconled on the record abstract were compared to those on the student

survey for the sampled school, and then additional assistantships or fellowships were included in the

sum if the student attended more than one school in the NPSAS year.

For 4.628 students, there was a need to combine record abstract data on awards and student

survey data, because the student survey included additional schools not covered in the record abstract.

However, award categories in the student survey did not correspond exactly to those in the record.
abstract. From the start, the record abstract was planned to he the primary source of financial aid
data, so less detail was collected on the type of awards when conducfing the student survey. For
example. the record abstract collected data separately for teaching assistantships and research

assistantships. while the student survey grouped both types of assistantships together. Rather than

trying to apportion the student data among teaching and research assistantships. an extra variable
(ASTAMT) was created to include all assistantships where the type of assistantship was unknown.
(Sometimes the institutional records failed to distinguish the type of assistantship, so amounts reported
within ASTAMT may come from either the record abstract or the student survey.) More generally,

however, student data were only used when the type of aid could be clearly specified. Thus, in the
case of students who attended more than one school during the NPSAS year, there is a possibility that

some students' aid will be understated in the full-year amounts because the exact type of aid could not
he determined from the student survey.

Another variable (OTHSCAMT) was created that includes all final:vial aid reported in the
student surveys for non-sampled schools attended in the NPSAS year. This variable may be used as a
partial check on the importance of the non-sampled schools to the total aid amount (TOTAID).
However, the two variables are not fully comparable, and a detailed comparison would require the

use of the raw student survey data. There may be cases where OTHSCAMT inclutks aid not
included in TOTAlD (because of an inability to determine the proper aid category in the student
survey data) or where TOTAlD includes additional edits of the award amounts not used for

OTHSCAMT. (For example. an award amount may look reasonable when examined alone, yet push
the student's total full-year amount above the maximum for a single year when added to the record
abstract data. In such a case, the full-year amount Nas adjusted to correspond with federal

regulations, hut no adjustment was made to OTHSCAMT.)
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8.3.4 Editing Ranges

Three major types of edits were performed on the full-year financial aid award amounts. First,

if full-year totals exceeded the one-year maximum awards for a financial aid category, the award

amounts were adjusted accordingly. The most likely reason for an award amount exceeding the

maximum is that a student received awards for two separate years within the dates set for the NPSAS
year. Thus, award amounts were often divided by two if that appeared a likely explanation for the

discrepancy. In other cases, the problem appeared to he a problem with the location of the decimal

point, and in still other cases the award amount was reset to the maximum. A second edit that was

used for some federal aid categories was to compare the student's aid amounts with the student's

financial msts, since federal awards are often restricted to not exceed costs. This edit was not always

applied, especially if it would have reduced financial aid amounts excessively. A final edit was of

award minimums; some aid amounts that appeared excessively low (i.e., below $50 or $100) were

adjusted upward based on criteria provided by NCES.

Some special edits were used for particular types of aid. Pell award amounts were taken from
the Pell program film, and divided by two if they exceeded the annual maximum of $2,300.

However, if the institutional records showed a higher Pen award than the Pen program film, the
discrepancy was interpreted as an initial Pell grant that had later been denied--(i.e., the institution is
liable for the difference), and the excs funds were considered as institutional need-based aid. (To
such students, however, it still appears that they received a Pen grant.) The maximum Stafford award

amount depended on student level; also, student survey data were examined to determine whether a
student might have changed status (e.g., changed undergraduate level) at some point in the NPSAS
year. Perkins award amounts were compared against a list of schools authorized for Perkins loans; if
a school was not authorized for Perkins loans and the student had not also attended another school in

the NPSAS year (where the Perkins loan might have been legitimate), the Perkins award amount was
reclassified as other federal aid. Similarly, campus-based aid at schools not in the campus-based

program was reclassified as other faleral aid if students had not attended more than One school during
the NPSAS year. PLUS awards were examined to see if the surveyed parent said no PLUS loan was
received or if the student was independent, and were rad to zero if either condition were true.

8.3.5 Stutistkal Imputation

NCES specified that 17 selected analysis variables should have no more than five percent
missing cases. After using information from all appropriate secondary sources, there remained eight
variables which required some statistical imputation. Statistical imputation generally takes two forms
-- regression-based or hot deck. Table 83 summarizes the variables and methods used for

imputation, and additional tables in Appendix C detail the imputation results for each imputed
variable.



Table 8.3.--Summar I,1ti%tio IW imputatiom for the NPSAS:90 derived sariaNe file

Variables
Total

numhei

Data from:

Number
missing

Percent
missing

Number
imputed Method of imputation

Reo.rd
ails( 1 .t. I

Student
survey Other

I Student charactenstics

AGE 61.120 11.676 48.056 31 1,357 2.2 0 None
1 M ARITAL 61.120 9.764 49.703 -- 1,653 2.7 0 None

HSDEG 61.120 9.599 47.535 -- 3,986 6.5 3.986 Hot Deck
GENDER 61.120 11.800 47.618 -- 1,702 2.8 0 None
LOCALRES 61.120 6.613 50.691 -- 3,816 6.2 3,816 Hot Deck
CTZNSHP 61.120 12,501 47.150 245 1.216 2.0 0 None
RACE -___-_--- 61,120 7.995 45.801 2,967 4,357 7.1 4,357 Hot Deck

III Enrollment vanables

PROGTYP 61.120 60.790 306 24 0 0.0 0 None
L1GRDLVL 46.788 40.435 3.637 -- 2.716 5.8 2,716 Hot Deck
GPA 61,120 48,195 -- 4.897 8,028 13.1 0 None-
ATTEND 61.120 57,944 153 2 3.021 4.9 0 None

IV Costs

TUITCOST 61,120 - 2.615 58.205 300 0.5 0 None

VII Aid eligibility variables

DEPEND 61.120 40.362 1.602 18,986 170 0.4 0 None
EFC1 61.120 29,270 -- 32.850 52.7 0 None
SA1 13,253 702 -- 12,251 300 2,3 300 Regression
DEP1NC 26.232 9.523 4.242 5,554 6,913 29.2 6.913 Regmsion/Hot Deck
INDEPINC 34.718 10.831 7,150 921 15.816 45.6 15,816 Regression/Hot Deck

* Variables uith more than percent missing stele imputed EFCI is.o. only mailable for students sith financial application data in institution records. A composite variable was created
based on either ESC I. if milable. In EFC usiw thc CM foimola f -1 this table. DEPINC and INDEPINC were considered "moaang" if the respondent did not provide a point estimate for
140 ast)usted ro-. IllY See Appendis C and the electronic :osfeb,.ok for additional information on the data imputations
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CHAPTER 9. WEIGHTS AND VARIANCE ESTIMATION

This chapter describes issues of weighting, variance atimation, and coverage of the NPSAS:90
sampla. Four sets of weight variables were developed for NPSAS:90--the institutitm-level weights,
the student abstract weights, the student-level weights, and the unduplicated student weights. ln
addition, a set of 35 replicate weights was developed for variance estimation purposes. The adequacy
of the cmerage of institutions and students within institutions were also evaluated as discussed in this
chapter.

9.1 Weighting

NPSAS:90 atimation weights were produced for the analysis of data from the record abstract
data and for the merged recmd abstract and student questionnaire data. The parent data are a
supplemental source of information and not used to produce estimates and, for this reason, no
estimation weights have been attached to this sample. Thae weights can be used to make national
estimata of the number of students who were enrolled in postsecondary education in the school year
1989-90.

The methods used for producing the weights and for estimating the sampling variability of the
estimates are described in the following sections. The weighting scheme for the abstract records is
discussal first. The abstract weights are then used in the development of the student quationnaire
weights .-he replication method used to produce estimates of variance for NPSAS:90 are then
discusse

9.1.1 Institution-level Weights

The first stage of forming the estimation weights for any of the files involves using a weight
appropriate for the sampling of institutions. Institutions were sampled with probabilities proportional
to a measure of size assigned to the institution within the institutional sampling strata defined in
Chapter 2. This probability also included the component associated with the sampling of PSU's, if
the institution was not a self-representing institution sampled from the entire frame.

The inverse of this probability is the base institution weight. For notational convenience, we
win refer to this weight as 1Whik , where h indicates the PSU, j is the institutional stratum, and k is
the particular institutim. This general notation can he used to include all sampled institutions,
including those selected from the Pell file and the supplemental sampling from the Stafford Loan file.
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The institution weight is the inverse of the probability of selecting the institution for the sample,

however, the entire sample of institutions was only used for the October data collection. Subsamples

of institutions were selected for the other three time periods. To reflect the sampling across time

periods, a subscript, t, is added to the institution weight for the time period.

Thus, the base institution weight is INV60 For t=October, the institution weight is the same as

since all institutions were included in the October sampling. For the other time periods, the

base institution weight was simply multiplied by the number of institutions in the stratum divided by

the number of institutions sampled for the time period.

Because the estimatm of students are atTected by the sampling variability associated with

sampling institutions, we used a ratio adjustment procedure to reduce the variance in the estimates

from this sampling stage. This adjustment was done by forming the ratio of the number of students

by level (undergraduate, graduate, and first-profsional) in the IPEDS Institution Characteristics (IC)

and Fall Enrollment (EF) files to the estimated number of students using only the sampled and

participating institutions. Thus, the enrollment data from IPEDS was used to reduce the variance

from sampling institutions.

This ratio adjustment not only reduced the variance from sampling institutions, hut it also was a

nonresponse adjustment. The ratio can be thought of as having two components. The first

component is the ratio of the number of students in the universe file (IPEDS) divided by the number

of students estimated from the sampled institutions. The second component is nonresponse adjust-

ment: it is the number of students estimated from the sampled institutions divided by the number of

students estimated from the participating institutions.

For some sectors of the institutional frame, the match between the IPEDS tiles and the NPSAS

sampled institutions was less than perfect. For example, some of the institutions sampled from the

Pell and Stafford Loan fileti did not match the 1PEDS file. For all nonmatching institutions, a

separate adjustment for institution level nonresponse was computed. The adjustment used was the

weightal number of eligible institutions sampled divided by the weighted number of institutions

participating.

For ease of presentation we will refer to the adjusted institution weight as IW. This weight

incorporates all of the adjustments done for both the matched and nonmatched institutions. It should

be noted that some institutions that were originally sampled for the June 1990 data collection time

period were dropped due to cost comiderations. Because no students were sampled in June 1990 for

some types of institutions, this elimination produces a potential bias. For other types of institutions
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which were just subsampled at a lower rate than planned, the impact was to increase the variance of

the estimates.

9.1.2 Student Abstract Weighting

Within each sampled, participating institution, enrollment lists were obtained and samples of

students selmted by student level. Because samples were selected from more than one enrollment list

at a subsample of institutions, we begin by describing the basic student abstract weighting procedure

and then elaborate on how this was used for multiple enrollment lists.

For each institution list, a computer tile was created that contained the number of students listed

and the number of students sampled, by student level (undergraduae, graduate, and first-
professional). Within each of the levels (student strata for sampling purposes), a systematic sample

of students was selected using a sampling interval computed based upon ihe previous stages of

sampling.

Therefore, the sampling weight for this stage of sampling was just the number of students listed

divided by the number of students sampled per stratum. The abstract weight taking account of both

the institution and student sampling is AWh", where AW is 1W times the ratio of the number of listed

students to sampled students in student-level stratum I.

The weighting for each time period used basically the same procedure. For October, the

abstract hase weights were computed exactly as described above. For the other time periods, the base

weights were computed using the same procedures, hut only those students who were not listed on

previous enrollment lists were retained. The probability of selection was still the number of students

listed (for the specific time period) divided by the number of students sampled (not the retained

sample size).

Student abstracts were not completed for all of the sampled students and this nonresponse was

handled by adjusting the weights for the students with completed abstracts. The nonresponse

adjustment was the ratio of tne number of eligible students divided by the number of students with

completed abstracts. This ratio was computed by institution, student level, and time period. For

most of the institutions, student level, and time periods, the ratio was equal to unity, i.e., all

responded and there was no need tbr adjustment. If the ratio was not equal to unity and the number

of eligible students was less than 30, then institutions were ambined to create large enough

subgroups to insure stable nonresponse adjustments.
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At this stage, the student abstract weights had been subject to several different adjustments.

The overall impact on the weights arising from these adjustments varied depending upon the

institution, the student level, and the time period for data collection. The distribution of the weights

was examined to determine if the combined effect on any of the weights wouki create a few cases

with very large weights.

The distribution of the weights was examined within institution stratum, student level, and time

period. Weights that were significantly greater than the mean weight for the group were reviewed for

their impact on the variance of the estimates. Weights that were significantly greater than three times

the mean weight for the group were trimmed. The trimming was done by reducing the weights of the

cases with the largest weights to three times the mean weight and redistributing the difference so that

the total sum of the weights for the group was unchanged by the trimming. Only a few strata and a

few cases within each stratum were affected by the trimming.

After completing this phase of the weighting, examination of the results suggwed that the

enrollment lists of students from the time periods other than October was smaller than expected. This

shortfall, which did not affect the sample size because we adjusted sampling rates, was particularly

noticeable for the private, for-profit and not-for-profit, less-than-2-year institutions.

After examining, WEDS estimates, Pell grant disbursements, and other information, the

difference/between the actual and expected number of students from the time periods was assumed

to be related to undercoverage of enrolled students in these types of institutions for the nonfatl data

collection efforts. In other words, it was assumed that some of the enrollment lists did not contain all

the enrolled students. Based tin this reasoning, a coverage adjustment was made for the nonfatl

students in these types of institutions.

The coverage adjustment factor was based on the institutional s*:-..itum and it was only applied to

students sampled from the nonfall time period. For 2-year private for-profit, and not-for-profit

institutions, the factor was 3.0. For the less-than-2-year for-profit institutions the factor was 1.8 and

for the less-than-2-year, not-for-profit institutions the factor was 1.4. Thme factors were empirically

derived by examining the estimated number of students who received Pell Grants in these types of

instittltiolls.

A final stage of post-stratified ratio adjustments were made to bring the estimates from NPSAS

into align with the estimates of the numbers from the Pell Grant file. The number of Pell Grant

recipients by level and control of institution and amount of award (Pen grant award amount) was

obtained by NCES.
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The estimates correspomling to the Pell Grant file counts of recipients were made based on the

adjusted abstract weights. The ratio of the Pell Grant.totals to the NPSAS estimates was formed for

each cell. These ratios were then applied to each Pell grant recipient on the NPSAS file to bring the

estimates from NPSAS into ctmformance with those from the Pell Grant totals. These ratios are

shown in table 9.1.1.

If the ratio of the totals to the estimates exceeded 2 or was less than .5, then the ratios were set

at this maximum or minimum value. These restrictions were used to limit the size of the adjustment.

These adjustments also caused the final estimates to differ slightly from the reported numbers in the

Pell Grant file. This adjustment was made to all Pell grant recipients, regardless of the time of

enrollment or their student aid status. The idea was to correct the entire tile for design imperfections

by this type of adjustment. The only data on which there were reliable totals for the full year was

from the Pell Grant tile. hence, these ratios were usetl to adjust all Pell grant recipients identified in

the NPSAS tile.

Following the post-stratification weight adjustment, the ratio of the total StatThrd loan amount

from NPSAS to the StafThrd Loan program estimated disbursements was .96 ($8.25 billion vs. $8.56

billion). The ratio of total PLUS amount from NPSAS to the PLUS loan program estimated

dishursement was .99 ($7.19 million vs. $7.29 million). The ratio of total SLS amount from NPSAS

to the SLS loan program estimated disbursement was .85 ($1.47 billion vs. $1.25 billiont.

9.1.3 Student Questionnaire Weighting

The student record abstract file is useful for some types of analysis, but more in-depth analysis

may rely on data from other sources such as the response of the students to the student questionnaire.

NCES identified a tile of 61,120 sampled students for which there was sufficient data for most of

these types of analyses. Weights were created to support the analysis of the responses on this tile of

students. This file is referred to as the derived variable or analysis.file, because these students were

kept for other types of analyses.

The weighting procedures tOr the analysis tile also began with the base weights from the

institutional and student sampling within institution procedures, as outlincli for the student abstract

'Note: For the Stafford Loan and PLUS programs, estimated disbursements are about 90% of loan volume
cimunitments. For the SLS program for 1989-90, estimated disbursements are about 80% of loan
conmutments.
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data above. These are appropriate because the institution and student sampling stages pertain to both

the record abstract and the telephone interview data collection activities.

The weighting and trimming of the weights were completed using the same *lila as used in the

abstract weighting. The same rules were used, but, because the response patterns were different for

the record abstracts and the analysis file, the application of the rules involved different values.

The nonresponse adjustment for the analysis tile was very different from that used thr the

record abstract. There were two reasons thr the difference. First, for nearly all the cases in the

analysis file, some abstract record data were available to classify the students into homogeneous

groups. For the record ahstract weighting, no other data source was available.

Second, students were retained in the analysis tile differentially depending on some

characteristics of the students. For example, aided students thr whom more extensive record abstract
data were available, were more likely to he retained in the tile than students with little record abstract

data. If the nonresponse adjustment did not take the selection criteria into account, then the estimates

could be subject to substantial biases.

Student nonrespome adjustment cells were set up within each institution kvel and control, by

the thllowing student level characteristics: student level, fall enrollment status, receipt of aid, and

dependency status. For each cell, the ratio of the weighted estimate of the number of students from

the entire file to the estimated number in the analysis tile was computed. This ratio was then applied

to the respondents in the analysis file to account for nonresponse.

Thu next two steps in the weighting were adjustments based on the undercoverage of the

students in private 2-year and less-than-2-year institutions and based on the estimates of the number of

l'ell recipients. The procedures used for these two steps were identical to those used thr the record

abstract file. The ra;:o adjustments thr the last step of this process are shown in table 9.2.1.

9.1.4 Unduplkated Student Weights

The weights for both the record abstract data and the analysis tile can be used to produce

estimates of the number of students who enrolled in an institution during the 1989-90 school year. If

a student enrolled in more than one institution during the year, then that student would be counted

(wee for each institution they attended.

This method of counting students is not unusual. For evunple, all of the institution-based

samples or censuses, like IPEDS, use this same method. However, another method which estinlates



the students uniquely, regardless of the number of institutions they attended during the year can be
approximated from the NPSAS data base.

The unduplicattxl estimate is somewhat experimental and was done to further explore some of
the issues. The weight was based on the response of the student to a question on the student

questionnaire. Students who indicated that they hal attended more than one institution during the

1989-90 school year were flagged. Explicit weighting that involved the chances of being selected at
other institutions were difficult to develop, but a simple adjustment of the weights accomplished much

of the needed modification. If the student was flagged as attending more than one institution in the
year. then that student's weight was divided by two.

The vPights from this procedure are not exact reflections of the probabilities of selection.

Some of thL, shortcomings of this method are: many students may have attended more than two
institutions during the year; the probability of being sampled at both institutions is not identical; and,
the student might be enrolled at the institutions at different levels (undergraduate and then graduate).

Despite these potential shortcomings of the approach, the basic method should give a good
approximation of the extent of the problem of students being enrolled in more than one institution
during the same school year. The estimated percentage of students enrolled in more than one
institution in the school year are shown in table 9.3.1 by the institution level and control and the
student level.
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Table 9.1.1 Ratio adjustment for abstract estimates based on yell counts, by level and control of institution and Pell grant award amount

Level and control

Pell Award Amount

5I-S299 5300-5599 5600-5899
S900-

SI .199
$1,200-
51,499

$I ,500-
$1,799

S1,800-
$2,199

$2,I00-
$2,299 $2,300

Public, less-than 2-year 2.02 1.21 0.76 0.71 0.45 1.15 1.75 0.72 0.93
Public, 2-year 1.51 1.30 0.94 1.04 1.08 0.97 0.78 0.85 0.59
Public, 4-year 0.95 0.97 0.96 0 94 0.99 0.94 0.84 1.03 0.85
Nonprofit, less-than 2-year 2.28 2.07 1.20 1.53 1.24 0.50 0.37 5.71 1.24
Nonprofit, 2-year 1.10 1.03 0.74 0.99 0.93 1.51 1.07 0.74 1.05
Nonprofit, 4-year 1 07 1.02 1.13 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.96 1.06 1.00
For-profit, less-than-2-year 1.54 1.52 1.41 1.30 1.04 1.01 1.52 1.18 0.86
For-profit, 2-year or more 0.63 1.37 0.92 1.34 0.82 0.82 0.86 0.64 0.79

Note: The minimum adjustment was 0.50, the maximum adjustment was 2.0.

Table 9.2.1. Ratio adjustment fur student analysis file based on Pell grant counts, by level and control of institution and Pell grant award amount

Level and control

Pell Award Amount

51-5299 5300-5599 S600-5899
$900-
51,199

S1,200-
SI ,499

S1,500-
$1,799

$1,800-
$2,199

$2,100-
52,299 $2,30.:

_

Public, less-than-2-year 0.97 1.04 0.67 0.71 0.42 1.10 1.75 0.74 0.91
Public, 2-year 1.33 1.24 0.86 1.00 1.01 0.93 0.73 0.84 0.49
Public. 4-year 0.93 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.98 0,94 0 84 1.03 0.85
Nonprofit, less-than-2-year 2.28 7.07 1 31 1.53 1.26 0.50 0.36 6.40 1.28
Nonprofit, 2-year 0 99 1.10 0.75 1.03 0.93 1.44 I 02 0 72 1.07
Nonprofit, 4-year 1.07 1.03 1.12 0 98 0.96 0.99 0.96 1.06 1.00
For-profit, less-than-2-year 1 58 1.44 1.35 1.32 1.00 1.05 1.48 1.21 0.89
For-profit. 2-year or more 0.59 1.48 0.94 1.30 0.67 0.86 0.88 0.67 0.82

Note The minimum adlustment was 0.50, the maximum adjustment was 2.0.
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Table 9.3.1.--Estimated percentage of students enrolled in more than one postsecondary institution during 1989-90

Level and control Undergraduate Graduate
First-

Professional

Public, less-than-2-year
Public, 2-year

4.23%
6.03%

Public, other 4-year 5.05% 5.79%
Public, PhD-granting 4.94% 3.68% 1.20%
Not-for-profit, less-than-2-year 1.65%
Not-for-profit, 2-year 6.39%
Not-for-profit, other 4-year 5.13% 5.08%
Not-for-profit, PhD-granting 4.53% 2.61% 1.33%
For-profit, less-than-2 year 1.23%
For-profit, 2-year or more 1.97% 0.00% 1.66%

Total 5.11% 4.00% 1.29%



9.2 Variance Estimation

The NPSAS sample daign is very complex, involving several stages, clustering, and stratifica-

tion of the units. In these types of wmplex sample designs, exact methods for computing variances

are difficult to formulate theoretically and even more difficult to practically implement. For these

reasons, other methods of atimating the variability of the estimates from NPSAS have been

developed.

A replication method of variance atimation known as repeated jackknife replication has been

used for NPSAS:90. In essence, the sample has been partitioned into 35 replicats and the estimation

procedures for the full sample were repeated for each of the replicates. The procedure used to divide

the sample into the 35 replicates and the method used to compute the sampling errors from the

replicate estimates defines the replication method.

In the NPSAS:90, the same replication procedure was used as in the 1987 study. Each of the 34

non-self-representing strata were assigned to a variance estimation stratum and Puerto Rico, the new
sell-representing PSU, was assigned to the 35th variance estimation stratum. The other self-

representing PSU's were allocated to the same variance estimation stratum used in 1987.

Within each of the 35 variance estimation stratum, the sampled units (PSU's, institutions, or

students depending on which was the primary sampling unit in the stratum) were divided into pairs of

roughly equal size. Replicates were then created by randomly dropping one unit from a variance

estimation stratum and doubling the weight for the other unit in the stratum. Since there were 35
variance estimation strata, 35 replicate.s were formed.

For each replicate. the same estimation procedures used tOr the full sample were applied. This

included the ratio adjustment at the institutional level, the coverage adjustments. and all levels of

poststratification. Because of the complexity of the sample &sign and estimation procedures. the

number of replicate ratio adjustments and weights that were computed in order to mimic the full

sample procedures was quite large. In some instances, the final staga of poststratification to the

number of Pell recipients by the Pell amounts were based on a relatively small number of records.

Some collapsing to avoid null cells was necessary in these cases.

Replicate weights were created tOr the abstract tile and the analysis tile. These weights, used in

cmiunction with the full sample weights, were used to compute estimates of the sampling errors of

the e timates. Then, the !K2 option of WESVAR, the SAS procedure developed by Westat, was used

to compute sampling errors.
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Another method of computing sampling errors involves approximating the estimator by the linear
terms of a Taylor seris expansion. This linear approximation is then used in an ultimate cluster
variance estimation formula to estimate the sampling variance of the estimates. This procedure is
typically referred to as the Taylor series method.

NCES has developed a wmputer program, called CTAB (current version is CTAI39), to estimate
sampling errors using the Taylor seria method. To facilitate the estimation of sampling errors for
this program, we created two variables needed for its implemention. These variables were called
STRATUM and PSU, and were defined by sorting and pairing the institutions by their final
classification of level and control.

9.2.1 Estimates or Sampling Error

Sampling errors were estimated using both WESVAR and C-TAB. In general, the estimates of
sampling errors produced by WESVAR are smaller than those computed using C-TAB. The lower
sampling errors from WESVAR may be attributed to the fact that replicates used in WESVAR
account for all the stages of estimation. In particular, the ratio adjustments and poststratification
adjustments were included for each replicate. The C-TAB procedure does not account for these
nonlinear estimation procedures. Because the impact of these adjustment procedures is to reduce the
sampling error, it is reassuring that the WESVAR estimates of sampling error are smaller than those
from C-TAB. Furthermore, it is typically true that the impact of the adjustments is less for sampling
errors of rare characteristics and for continuous variables than for other estimates.

Table 9.4.1 gives the estimates by race, Hispanic origin, and stratum (level and control of
institution) by student level. The first column is the estimated percent of all students, then the
columns give standard errors of the estimates computed from C-TAB and WESVAR. and finally the
ratio between C-TAB and WESVAR standard error. The estimates and standard errors are given for
undergraduate, graduate, and tirst-profssional students.

Table 9.5.1 summarizes the atimated design effects for categorical data. The table shows the
unweighted number of statistics from which the summaries were computed (N) and the 25th, 50th
(median), and 75th percentile of the estimated design effects. 'The percentiles were chosen to give a
measure of the average design etlect and the variability in the design effects. Means and standard
deviations were examined, hut they tended to distort the picture because of the presence of outliers.

The median design effect is 5.5, and the design effect is relatively ctmsistent even when the
estimates are only computed within subdomains (such as those defined by race). The first subdomain
in the table is formed by dividing the estimate into three groups depending upon the size of the
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estimate. If the estimate is less than 20 percent it falls into the first category, estimates between 20

and 60 percent fall into the second category, and estimates bigger than 60 percent fall into the third

category. The other subdomains presented in the table have the obvious definitions.

The dmsign effects are relatively large irrespective of the subdomain examined. Since NPSAS

was specifically daigned to provide reliable estimates for some rare characteristics of the population

of postsecondary students, the large design effect is not surprising. The design objective was to

insure that the sampling errors for certain statistics were small enough to support the required

s.nalysis, even if this required samples that were relatively inefficient for estimates of characteristics

that were not rare. The standard errors of specific statistics are small, suggesting that the NPSAS

design achieved this goal.
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Table 9.4.1. Estimates and standard errors for categorical data in NPSAS

Categories

Race

American Indian

Asian

Black

Estimated
% of All
Students

0.68

4.10

8 94

Unde

C-TAB
SE

0.07

0.28

0.60

Hispanic 7.37 0.50

White 66.44 0.90

Hispanic
Yes 7.01 0.49
No 74.84 0.72

Stratum

< 2-year 1.24 0.29

Public, 2-year 36.69 1.56

Public, other 4-year 12 35 0 90

Public, Ph.D. 15 95 1.29

Private, < 2-year 0.39 0.10

Private, 2-year 1.06 0.12

Private, other 4-year 7.86 0.46

Pivate, Ph.D. 4.51 0.35

Proprietary, < 2-year 4.95 0.48

Proprietary, 2-year 2.54 0.33

;raduate Graduate First-Professional

WESVAR
SE

WIC
Ratio

Estimated
% of All
Students

C-TAB
SE

WESVAR
SE

W/C
Ratio

Estimated
% of All
Students

C-TAB
SE

WESVAR
SE

W/C
Ratio

0.08 1.18 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.25 0.01** 0.00 0.00 ...

0.20 0.72 0.92 0.06 0.04 0.69 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.85

0.66 1.10 0.57 0.05 0.04 0.76 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.53

0.35 0.69 0.47 0.04 0.03 0.73 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.74

0.80 0.89 8.85 0.46 0.15 0.32 1.34 0.10 0.02 0.20

0.32 0.66 0.44 0.04 0.03 0.74 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.71
0.47 0.65 9.54 0.49 0.16 0.32 1.42 0.10 0.02 0.23

0.29 0.98

0.41 0.26

0.48 0.53 2.24 0.23 0.09 0.39

0 43 0 11 4.88 0.51 0.14 0.27 0.63 0.06 0.01 0.10

0.09 0.89

0.05 0.38

0.26 0.56 1.13 0.14 0.'5 1.04

0.22 0.62 2.60 0.18 0 11 0.60 0 96 0.09 0.01 0.13

0.15 0.32

0.09 0.28 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.02

Not.e, this summary was updated to reflect corrections made to the file.
** Because the percentage of American Indians is so small, the ratio between WESVAR and C-TAB is not r)ven.
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Tahk 9.5.1. Decign effects ror categorical data in NPSAS

N Q1 (25%) Median Q3 (75%) 1

iAll 568 3.0 5.5 9.9 I

Estimate Groups
1

Low - < 20 percent 486 2.8 5.1 9.8 I20 - < 60 percent
60+ percent

66
16

5.5
2.8

7.6
5.0

10.9 I
1

10.3 i

1 Sample Size
1

i
I

l< 2.000 71 1,3 3.1 4.9 12,000 - < 10,000 121 2.0 4.2 10310.000 i 376 4.1 6.3 10.3
1
1Race
I

American Indian V 2.6 4.4 5.8 1Asian 72 2.5 3.9 6.1
Black 72 4.7 10.3 15.6Other 72 3.4 6.2 10.4White 72 4.3 7,6 12.1

Hispanic

Yes 73 3.5 6, 9.9
Stratum

Public. < 2-year 63 2.9 7.1 16.0
Public, 2-year 63 2.9 5.8 10.3Public, other 4-year 63 3.2 6.4 10.3
Public. Ph.D. or first prof. 63 3.2 3,9 ti.0
Povate. non-profit < 2-year 63 7,3 5.0 10.3
Private. non-profit 2-year 63 1.3 2.5 5.9
Pilvate. non-prollt other 4-year 63 3.1 5.5 10. 1
Private, non-profit Ph.D. or first prof. 63 2.7 4.3 5.9
Private. fig-profit < 2-year 63 2.6 3.7 8.1

o aic. torprotit 2-ear of vreater 63 2.5 3.6 7.9

9.3 Coverage Issues

An important issue for every survey is the coverage of the target population. i.e., the extent to
which portions of the population for which inferences are desired have been included in the sampling
frame. If units (students or institutions) are excluded from ihe sampling frame, then they have no
chance of being in the sample. Inferenm; intended for the entire population are actually valid only
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for that portion of the population which is included in the sampling frame, unless adjustments are

made to account for the undercoverage.

Estimmed totals are less than the expected totals when some portions of the population are

excluded from the sampling frame. For example. if postseeondary institutions in urban areas were

undercovered in NPSAS. then estimates of the number o students from urban areas would be less

than expected. Means and proportions may also differ from the expected values, depending on the

extent of undercoverage and the difference.. in the characteristics of the covered and omittml

populations. For example, if part-time students were undercovered in NPSAS and the cost of

attendance for these students were substantially lower than for other students, then the estimated mean

cost of attendance from NPSAS would he greater than expected.

The coverage of postsecondary students in NPSAS:90 can be divided into two separate issues: the

coverage o postsecondary institutions and the etwerage of postsecondary students within those

institutions. In both cases. undercoventge can arise for a number of reasons. For example.

undercoverage ;night exist due to the t011owing:

the frame from which the sample of institutions was selected may exclude some types of
institutions.

the institutions which have recently been established may he excluded,

Ow list of students provided by the institutitms may not include off-campus students. and

the list of nonfall students may be matched incorrectly against the list of previously enrolled
students.

9.3.1 Institutional Coverage

The coverage of institutions for NPSAS:90 is analyzed below using data from IPEDS and the

Pull Grant Institution tiles. We conclude that there is no evidence of a large bias associated with

undercoverage of institutions. hut that the issue of eligibility of institutions for NPSAS needs further

study. The conclusions are tentative due to otht.. errors that confound the analysis, especially the

evaluation with respect ttl the Pell

The comparisons below examine the coverage of postsecondary students as the result of the

completeness of the sampling frame ot' institutions. In other words, the number of students is used :is

!,, sure ot the completeness ot coverage. If a few large institutions were excluded from the
samplin t! frame of institutions, the undercoverage of students might be worse than the exclusion ofa
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larger number of small institutions. Because of the analytic importance of the level and control of the

institution, the wverage is examined separately by these characteristics.

IPEDS Comparisons

One of the sources that can be used to evaluate the coverage of institutions in NPSAS:90 is the

1PEDS IC file for 1989-90. Two important factors must be considered when evaluating institutional

coverage using the IPEDS file. First, since the 1987-88 1PEDS IC was used as the primary source

for the sampling frame for NPSAS:90, our assessment of the aaverage with respect to the 1989-90

file might overestimate the coverage of NPSAS:90. However, the IC file underwent major changes

between the 1987-88 tile and the 1989-90 file and this suggests that the assessment is worthwhile.

The 1987-88 tile consisted of about 12,100 institutions while the 1989-90 file had under 10,91:*,

including about 10,300 institutions that were on both tiles. Less than 500 new institutions were added

and 1,800 were deleted between the those years. The deletions were concentrated in the less-than-2-

year institutions.

Second, the 1PEDS IC tile is not absolutely complete for either year and should not be

considered to contain the "true" values. The comparisons against the IC file are informative, but not

definitive. The suspected lack of completeness of institutions in IPEDS prompted the use of the Pell

and Stafford loan files for the construction of the sampling frame originally. Of course, no complete-

ly accurate count of postsecondary institutions exists, and IPEDS was used because it was considered

to be the most complete and accurate national tile.

The following types of institutions were deleted from the IC file before the analysis:

institutions outside the 50 states, D.C., or Puerto Rico,

institutions that were only systems offices,

federal institutions (mainly service academies), except for Indian schools,

a few institutions that had only correspondence students, and

institutions that had no undergraduate students, (those with only graduate or first-professionals

enrollal).

In all, about 200 institutions were excluded for one or more of the reasons above. Only data on fall,

undergraduate students are used in this analysis.
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Comparing the undergraduate enrollments from the IC tile to the estimated number based on the
sampled NPSAS institutions is one measure of institutional coverage. The ratio of the estimated
enrollment from the sampled institutions to the universe mint is 1.01 (1.07 when the unmatched

institutions are also included in the total), indicating that overall there is no apparent undercoverage.
However, the ratios for the following types of institutions are under 90 percent: public, less-than-2-
year (.75); private, not-for-protit, less-than-2-year (.74); private, not-for-protit, 2-year (.80); private,
for-protit, less-than-2-year (.85); and private, for-profit, 2-year or more (.84). The sampling errors
tir the first three categories are probably substantial because the sample size for each category is
relatively small.

These lower ratios can be attributed to three factors: new institutions on the IC tile that were not
included in 1987-88 IPEDS, the inability to ma:ch institutions because of name changes and other
assorted matching problems, and sampling errors in the estimates. The first of the three factors is
associated with institutional undercoverage. In general, the undert.vverage of institutions, even in the
tiw-pmfit sector, does not appear to he severe from this perspective.

The undercoverage can be viewed differently by ratricting the ratios from the NPSAS sample to
those institutions which were designated as being eligible for NPSAS. The three main reasons for
ineligibility in NPSAS:90 were: institutions only had programs lasting less than 3 months or 300
clock hours, institutions only offered correspondence programs. and institutions only offered GED
and/or remedial courses.

Comparing the estimates from the eligible institutions to the sampled institutions shows the
importance of the eligibility rules. especially for some of the categories of institutions. Overall, the
ratio of the estimated total enrollment dropped 6 percent. The categories in which the ratio Was less
than 98 percem were: private, not-for-profit, less-than-2-year (.58); private, not-for-profit. 2-year
(.89): private, for-profit, less-than-2- year (.63); private for-profit, 2-year or more (.75). and the
unmatched category (.51).

Thus, the eligibility of institutions had a more significant impact on the estimated enrollment

than the coverage problems with mpect to IPEDS, especially tilt- the private 2-year and las-than-2-
year sectors. Almost all the institutions from the other sectors were eligible. The unmatched
institutions also included a large proportion of ineligible institutions.

Institutional coverage with respect to IPEDS can also he examined by basing the estimates on the
institutions that participated in NPSAS:90. The weights used to produce these estimates were ihe base
weights multiplied by a nonresponse ratio adjustment factor. The estimates of undergraduates tir
most categories of institutions were larger than the estimates based on the eligible institutions. The
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categories of institutions where the estimates decreased (public, 2-year; public, doctorate-granting;

private, not-for-profit, 4-year; and private, not-for-profit, doctorate-granting) are those which contain

the majority of students.

Another way of viewing the impact of the sampling and weighting of the institutions for

NPSAS:90 is by computing the ratio of the estimates of the number of undergraduates from the

participating institutions to the counts from the universe (see table 9.6.1).

Table 9.6.1.Ratias of the estimated weighted number of undergraduates. in NPSAS eligible
institutions to the number or undergraduates as reported in IPEDS

1PEDS Institution Level and Control Ratio

Public, le.ss-than-2-year 0.98
Public, 2-year 0.98
Public, other 4-year 0.99
Public, doctorate-granting 1.00
Private, not-for-profit, less-than-2-year 0.52
Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 0.88
Private, not-tbr-profit, other 4-year 0.98
Private, not-for-profit doctorate-granting 0.99
Private, ftir-profit. less-than-2-year 0.59
Private, for-protn, 2-year or inure 0. 74

These ratios highlight the fact that, even after adjusting the weights. the private (both for-protit

and not-for-profit). less-than-2-year and 2-year institutions are below the IPEDS totals. Because the

sample size and the population size of the not-for-prolit sector is small, the major problem is in the

for-protit sector. In this sector, the main reason for the decrease in the estimates was the eligibility

of the institutions, not institutional coverage.

Pell Grant File Comparismis

The other data source that can be used most easily to examine the institutional coverage in

NPSAS:90 is the file of institutions participating in the Pell Grant program. The 1989-90 Pell
Institution tile (a preliminary tile created January 28, 1991 and provided to us by the Pell Grant

Branch) was used for this evaluation. The file contains the number of recipients and the expenditures

for each institution participating in the Pell Grant program.
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This evaluation was conducted using the same procedures as used with the IPEDS comparison.

The sampled NPSAS institutions were matched to the Pell Grant institution file and the characteristia

from the Pell file were used to produce the estimates. Once again, these estimats do not reflect data

collected in NPSAS:90; nor do they match the students sampled for NPSAS:90 with a file of Pe li

grant recipients. The Pell Grant institution file only contains institution-level aggregates for each

institution. The estimates will not corrspond to any of the estimates derived from NPSAS:90 tbr
this reason. The tables should only be used to evaluate the coverage of institutions.

The evaluation of institutional coverage is complicated somewhat because of the errors
associated with matching institutions between the two files. The IPEDS matching was much simpler

because the institutions had a common identifier on them. Matching was further complicated by the

fact that the two data systems have different administrative rules that confound the matching process.

For example, a single institution may report for institutions located in more than one locafion in one

file. but all the locations may report separately in the other file.

The overall impact of the matching errors suggests that the institutional wverage for NPSAS:90

is worse than it actually is. This conclusion is based on the assumption that errors from the inability
to match institutions that are the same exceals the error of matching institutions that are not the same.

The assumption seems reasonable and is tentatively supported by the fact that students with Pell grants

were found in 46 institutions that remained unmatched dpite several levels of review.

The Pell Grant Institution tile contained nearly 9,000 institutions, but only 6,873 of them have

Pell grant recipients. During the matching process, a NPSAS sampled institution could he matched to
an institution on the Pell tile irrespective of whether Pell grants were awarded at the institution in

1989-90. A total of 181 sampled institutions matched to those on the tile without Pell grant recipients

and 116 of those sampled institutions participated in NPSAS:90.

The ratios of the sampled institutions (both recipients and expenditura) to the universe are

shown in table 9.7.1. MI of the ratios exceed .80, except the public, less-than-2- year; the private,
not-fig-profit, less-than-2-year; and the private, not-for-profit, 2-year. These three categories account

for only 3 percent of the number of recipients, indicating that both sampling error and matching

erroN could account for a substantial portion of the apparent problem.
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Table 9.7.1--Ratio of NPSAS estimates to Pell grant program totals, by
institution level and control

Pell Institution Level and Control

Ratio of Sample to Pell
Universe

Recipients Expenditure :

Public, less-than-2-year 0.75 I 0.69 I

Public, 2-year 0.91 0.89
Public, other 4-year 1.01 0.95
Public, Ph.D. granting 0.89 0.84
Private, not-for-profit, less-than-2-year 0.43 0.40
Private, not-for-profit, 2-year 0.66 0.68
Private, not-for-profit, other 4-year 1.02 0.92
Private, not-for-profit Ph.D. granting 0.92 0.89
Private, for-profit, less-than-2-ymtr 0.93 1.00
Private, for-profit, 2-year or more 0.87 O. 83

The ratios suggest that the problem is not especially concentrated in one or a few categories, but
rather evenly distributed over all the categories which have a substantial number of Pell grant
recipients. The ratios for the total number of recipients and expenditures are 0.91 and 0.88,
respectively.

Given the fact that the ratios are relatively consistent across categories of level and control, two

hypotheses seem feasible. One possibility is that NPSAS:90 does not fully cover eligible institutions

in the Pell file, but this underwverage is not very dependent on the level and control of the institu-

tion. A second hypothesis is that the consistency of the ratios indicate that matching error is greater
than undercoverage, but the matching error is not much more pronounced in one category of
institution than another.

Without eliminating the matching error, it is not possible to distinguish among competing
hypotheses to explain the ratios. Having worked with the files of institutions, we tend to believe that
matching error is a significant problem and nuy obscure the ability to see coverage problems.

The estimates thr the eligible sampled NPSAS institutions were also examined. Since an
institution with Pell grant recipients should be eligible for NPSAS in all but 3 few circumstances, the
close correspondence between the estimates was expected. The only category that posed a new

problem was the private thr-profit, less-than-2-year institutions. The number of recipients decreased
by about 6 percent due to eligibility requirements.
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Table 9.8.1 shows the ratios of the estimates from the participating institutions to the universe,

and gives a more complde view of the institutional coverage.

Table 9.8.1.Ratios of the Pell grant estimata from NPSAS participating institutions to
the Pell giant universe

Pell Institution Level and Contrul

_

Ratio of Sample to Pell
Universe

Recipients I Expenditure
-

Public, less-than-2-year 0.89 0.81
Public, 2-year 0.91 0.89
Public, 4-year 1.12 1.05
Public, 5-year or more 0.85 0.80
Private, not-for-protit, less-than-2-year 0.55 0.59
Private, not-for-protit, 2-year 0.80 0.82
Private, not-for-profit, 4-year 0.80 0.70
Private, not-for-protit, 5-year or more 0.88 0.86
Private, tbr-protit, less-than-2-year 1.01 1.02
Private. for-profit, 2-year or more 0.99 0.93

These ratios again reveal that the analysis does not suggest undercoverage in specific categories

of institutions, but a more consistent trend across categories. The nonrponse adjustment. which was
based on enrollment counts rather than Pell recipients or awards, has made considerable

improvements in the estimates. The private for-profit, less-than-2-year category, which is the

category thought most likely to suffer from institutional undercoverage, has ratios exceeding 1.00.

This supports the notion that matching error and sampling error--rather than undercoverage--are more
likely to be the reasons for the low ratios noted earlier.

9.3.2 Within Institution Coverage

The other potential source for coverage errors is the enrollment list provided by the institution
tin- sampling purposes. As noted earlier, some segments of the student population could have been
inadvertently omitted from the list. Such omissions may he associated with certain types of students.
such as students who take courses off-campus, those enrolled in continuing cxhication programs, part-
time students, etc.
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The coverage of the student lists is wmpounded by the need to cover students across the entire

school year. Thus, the list of students who were enrolled in October 1989 could have been very
complete and accurate, but if the lists provided for the other time periods were not complete then

undercoverage would still be a problem. The exclusion of certain types of schools from the June
sampling ineans that those students who were not enrolled in the school earlier in the year were not

covered by NPSAS:90. The decision to exclude this sampling was based partially on the assumption

that the udercoverage from this source would be minimal.

The evaluation of the undercoverage of the enrollment lists used for sampling students for

NPSAS:90 is very difficult to accomplish. Conceptually. the undercoverage for a specific institution

coukl be evaluated by taking the enrollment lists supplied by the institution, extracting a unique (each

student listed only once) enrollment list for the year. and comparing this list to a known complete

count for the school year. Unfortunately, this is not possible; in part, because an accurate

unduplicated headcount of students enrolkd at any time during a given period (e.g., enrolled at

anytime between July 1. 1989 and June 30. 1990) for each postsectmdary institution does not exist.

The first problem is that only 53 of the 1.130 participating institutions were sampled and
provided lists for all four time periods. This reduction in the number of lists required from the

schools was done by design to ease the burden on the responding institutions. The elimination of

some .4 the sample from the June sample means that complete enrollment lists for the entire year are

not available for virtually any of the 4-year institutions.

A second pr(Iblem is that the enrollment lists provided by the institutions are not easily matched.

Maim ot the lists %kere provided only in hard-copy format and the order of listing was different from

one :iine period to the next. The production of a unique list from this source would be extremely

error-prone and expensive.

An alternative to matching is to compute estimates of the number of students based on the

sampled students. This approach is attractive. hut errors made in matching the students sampled (the

unduplication done during the sampling process) would be included in these estimates and the sample

errors on the totals would he relatively large for many institutions.

130th of these approaches to evaleatitm presume that a compte. accurate, unduplicated head

count of the number of students enr lhxl in the institution is available for comparison purposes. Even

this is not, in general, the case. The ilnly count; which purport to he complete unduplicated head

counts are now available from WEDS. However, the IPEDS procedure for obtaining these counts is

new and has not yet been evaluakd.
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As a result of these difficulties, quantitative evidence on the within-imaitution coverage for
NPSAS:90 is not available. Evaluation efforts using the available data raises more issues than it
resolves. The potential for undeNoverage in estimates due to the enrollment lists is real and needs to
he addressed. In addition to examining the data collection sourcc of errors, efforts to evaluate other
head counts for postsecondary institutions would be most useful.
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CHAPTER 10. SUMMARY OF ME 1990 NPSAS FIELD TEST

A field test, in general, serves to test alternative procedures or instruments that might be used in
a full-scale survey. For example, a field test can be used to test the effect of a range of monetary
incentives on response rate or to validate the phrasing of a particular survey item or to judge the
overall reliability of responses. Results from the 1990 NPSAS field test served as the basis for some
specific decisions about the full-scale survey. (See Figure 10.1 for a summary of field test results and
Figure 10.2 for the basic elements of the field test design.) The specific purposes of the 1990 NPSAS
Field Test (FT) were to:

examine the reactions of participating institutkms to the overall objectives,
sampling strategies, data collection procedures, and plans for testing new
students in the full-scale NPSAS, based on a pretest of nine institutions;

develop field WI cohorts for new students and for seniors, to be used in
related future NCES longitudinal studies;

improve the comprehensiveness and accuracy of financial aid data
collected by the record abstractors for graduate and first-professional
students

test the effectivenem of computer aided telephone interviewing When
surveying postsecondary students

improve methods of obtaining college entrance exam test scores or other
standardized measures of ability .
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Figure 10.1--NPSAS:90 Field Tw Results

Procedure or Design Issue Teccted Result

. Pretest/clinical trials 1. Succemfully identified problems with
overall design that were confirmed through
the field test.

... Develop Cohorts for First-Time Students 2. Schools could not accurately identify new
students since they do not uniformly
request transfer information.

.. Record Abstraction tbr Graduate/
Professional Students

3. Data from individual grahate departments
should be sought.

4. Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing 4. Very succmful method of obtaining student
and parent information, if good training,
rigorous locating procedum, and careful

administration.

. Obtaining Standardized Test Scores 5. If tmt scores unavailable, schools could
offer "drop-in" testing sites to
accommodate a students' scheduls.
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Figure 10.2- -NPSAS:90 Field Test Design

Survey Design Component Description
,

Frame IPEDS Postsecondary Institutions

Sample Selection

I

1

Institutions sampled from eight geographic
areas

A purposive sample of 75 schools (see
Figure 1)

Sample Size

I

I

i
1

;

Ft, FY 2,753
Seniors 1,036
Graduate 502
First-Prof. 210

4,501Total

Instruments CATI survey instruments with 10 main
sections:

school enrollment
enrollment status and costs

-- financial aid
other sources of support

-- employment
-- demographics and plans
-- parent characteristics
-- student dependency and financial

status
-- longitudinal baseline data

locating information

!

,
1

,

Data Collection Scripted and role-played training approach
Record abstractors and 96 telephone

interviewers
Overall response rate: 73 percent

1

1

1

Data Processing Data entry

Reports Field Tmt Methodology Report
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Pretest

For the pretest prior to developing materials for the field test, we selected a purposive sample of

nine postsecondary institutions, based on location, type and control, size and calendat system. Two

schools had also participated in the previous NPSAS, enabling thme trials to examine the effect of

earlier surveys on current data collection methods. (See table 10.1 for a summary of pretest school

characteristics.)

Table 10.1--Schools in Pretest

Control Level Location Calendar System Enrollment Visit Date

Public, 4-year doctoral MD 4-1-4 4,500 1/25/89
Private, 4-year doctoral DC Semester 6,700 115189

Public, othor 4-year WV Quarter 3,900 12/19/88

Public, other 4-year PA Semester 7,200 2/2/89
Public, other 4-year VA Semester 3,300 12115/88

Private, other 4-year MD Semester 1,900 1118/89

Public, 2-year MD Semesier 13,000 12114/88

Private, for-profit, 2-year MD Trimmster 480 12(20/88

Private, for-profit, less-than-2-year MD Program-specific 45 2/21/89

NPSAS staff contacted sampled schools and made arrangements for site visits, to be conducted

jointly by Westat and NCES. Participants were assured that no data would be collected during these

trials, only discussions and reviews of data collection procedures.

Site visits took the form of discussion sessions, led by Westat staff, which explored the views of

school staff on the best means to wilect data in several areas. Major points of agreement on these

subjects are summarized below:

Enrollment Lists and lleadeounts

Accurate headcounts should he obtained from the registrar or the director of institutional
research, or the party reponsible for completion of the school's IPEDS and MAP forms.

Most schools (6 of 9) could supply printed lists of students, if given a month's notice.
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Traditional calendar schools typically finalize their enrollment lists by the first week in
,October or March. Other schools generally have continuous registration, hut usually
update their enrollment lists after the third class meeting.

It is probably impractical to require unduplicated lists from any but the most
technologically-sophisticated institutions.

Current Addresses for Students and Parents

Generally, institutions felt confident of identifying a currently enrolled student's permanent
address, hut less confident of tracking a student's local off-campus address. Gradui.tes
might best be tracked through the alumni office.

Parents' address(es) are not regularly collectal by the institution. For aided, dependent
students one source win be the aid application. For nonaided students, older students,
independent students, and others, the task of identifying an address for a parent, it' none is
available through the student, will he more difficult.

Record Abstract Data Collection

Generally, schools have a central financial aid office which has computer access to most
financial aid data fiir each student. Some key exceptions to aid data availability include:
graduate assistantships which are not defined as aid and, as a result, may only appear on
records in the individual graduate departments; veteran's benefits which is recorded by
the veterans benefits coordinator at the school; and private scholarshiRs which are not
reported to the school.
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Since schools issue 95 percent of their awards by the beginning of the fall term, major
data tmllection could occur in the fall. Full data collection would, however, require an
update later in the year.

Testing or Obtaining Test Scores for New Students

Schools amid not guarantee accurate identification of first-time, first-year (new) students
because they do not ascertain previous postsecondary attendance, unless credits are
transferred.

Aside from identification, 4-year schools could easily provide test scores for their new
students hut 2-year and less-than-2-year schools, which do not require these tmts for
admissions, would likely not have scores available.

For those for whom test stx)res are unavailable, testing on campus appears to be a
somewhat intractable alternative. Schools suggested that students would not show up for
tests even if monetary incentives were offered and that many students who work while in
school simply have no time to take these tests. The only positive suggestion was to otTer a
"drop-in" tat site which could accommodate students at their convenience.

Developing Field Test Cohorts

Initially, NPSAS:90 was to form the basis for two longitudinal cohorts, one for beginning

students, the other for graduating seniors. Budget constraints, however, required the postponement of

testing and developing a senior cohort. Thus, the field test obitxtive in this area was narrowed to a
determination of a school's ability to identify first-time, first-year students, i.e., those that had never

before attended postsecondary education.

Even before carrying out the regular field test, the pretest revealed that schools could not

unequivocally identify FT-FY students. Each of the institutions felt that they could identify students

who were attending their institution for the first time. However, previous postsecondary attendance

would only be known if the student was transferring credit. Representatives from traditional 4-year

schools were confident that the majority of their first-time students were either new to postsecondary

education or would report credit transfers, but allowed that many exceptions could be found. The

less-than-2-year and 2-year institutions do not even ask about previous postsecondary education.

Community colleges especially would have trouble with this item since many of their students are

college graduates taking courses for enrichment.
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Our recommendation based on the pretest results was to obtain our sample of FT-FY students
from 4-year schools only. We did not test this finding in the regular field test as we believed that the
trial findings would clearly be borne out.

Abstracting Financial Aid Data for Graduate and First-Professional Students

For this part of the field test, we analyzed the difficulties in collecting financial aid data for
G&FP students by testing a sample of 708. Based on the 1987 NPSAS experience, it was expected
that special efforts would be necessary to obtain complete aid data for these students. Toward this
end, our data collectors were instructed to visit departmental and other noncentral offices at the
instimiivn e.,1 ensure complete coverage of potential sources of aid data. Data collectors reported high
kvels ,,)i'caoperation at the schools in obtaining aid data from these noncentral offices. Therefore, it
is unlikely that our data collection method needs to be modified.

However, based on data oallectors' comments, the record abstract instrument could be improved
in three ways:

within the institutional Aid section, allow abstractors to record specific names for "need-
based grants," "non-need-based nonfederal scholarships" and "other-specify;"

separate the reporting of assistantships and scholarships from the institutional aid section;
and

eliminate the possible response "not specified" because it proved not useful.
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Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI)

How well would CATI work when administering the NPSAS survey? What improvements could

he made for the full-scale survey? It was necessary to obtain answers to these quations in the field

test. because NPSAS:90 was to be administered solely by phone. There were three areas for which

we identified specific improvements:

training

locating

administering

Training

The CATI training program used scripts of the CATI questionnaire and portable computers to

teach concepts to the 96 interviewers we trained. The first script was presented by a project staff

member using an interactive role-playing technique whereby trainees take the role of interviewer and

the lecturer acts as respondent, emphasizing various points and providing specific instruction when

necessary. As the trainees recorded their answers into the CATI screens, they were instructed to

check their recordings against the correct recording on one of two overhead electro-screens. Mold

complicated examples and instruction were then prmented. Again the trainees took the role of

interviewer, and a member of the project staff, using a script, played rmpondent. Interspersed with

the scripts were exercises designed to reinforce some of the more difficult concepts in the
questionnaire. After the interactive lectures, role-plays were done in pairs. Each pair of interviewers

completed at least two scripted role-plays. With the first script one member of the pair played the

role of interviewer while the other was respondent. The trainm changed roles with the next script.

The purpose of the role-plays was to provide additional practice with the CAT1 questionnaire and

allow the trainee to get a feel for the flow of the interview without being interrupted.

Telephone interviewers reported that role-playing exercises were the most useful part of training

for actual interviewing. We recommend that this aspect of training be enhanced for the full-scale

study and that exercises be developed using actual examples from the field test of both typical and

unusual situations.

We also recommend that consideration be given to developing a Spanish version of the student

CAT1 survey for administration to students in Puerto Rico.
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Loading

There were significant problems locating students fiw the field test. Of the 4,501 sampled

students eligible for the student survey, 373, or 8.3 percent, were unlocatable. An additional 42 were
ineligible, 426 were refusals, and 404 were other nonresponses, leaving 3,256 completed interviews.

The unlocatables could not be reached at any of the phone numbers provided by the school or thri;ugh

directory assistance. For 200 of these a commercial locating service was engaged to search for

additional locating information. This, however, proved ineffective rulting in only 12 new

completes.

We could not use DMV searching, generally the most effective in tracing, because date of birth

was not generally available in the field tat. This will not be the case in the full-scale study and so
should help reduce the percentage unlocatables.

We therefore recommend using a combination of commercial locating and DMV search services

to maximize our full-scale study respmse rate.

Administering

The student survey of NPSAS:90 was conducted using CATI. Through CATI, the survey

instrument is programmed using specialized software and program-controlled displays .ire produced

which guide the interviewer through the questionnaire. The data file is created as the telephone
interviewer enters responses during the interview. With CATI, minimal additional editing of the data

is required prior to tile production, and folkiwup calls to respondents for critical item retrieval are not
necessary.

All skip patterns and range, format and consistency edits are programmed into the system. The

interviewer can immediately ask the rpondent to clarify or correct responses that the computer flags

as questionable. For example, in Section 3 of the Student Survey an error masage is displayed for

the interviewer if more than a 10 percent discrepancy exists between total financial aid figures

reported by the rapondent (e.g., total grants) and the total calculated by the computer based upon

prior respondent-reported amounts (e.g., how much for each scholarship or grant). Then the
interviewer can explain the discrepancy to the respondent, who can reconcile the int-ormation

immediately.

Other features of the CATI system include: (1) a data dictionary/codebook with variables

ranges, formats, record layouts, and labels; (2) capability to create and procs hierarchical file

structures to eliminate data redundancy and conserve computer resources; (3) a scheduler system to
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manage the flow and assignment of cases to interviewers by time zone, appointment, etc.; (4)

automatic audit file creation to ensure that if an interview is prematurely terminated and later

restarted, all data entered during the previous interview attempt can be retrieved; and (5) a screen

library containing the survey instrument.

The following recommendations are based on our phone interviewers' experience with Student

Survey CAT1 interviewing:

matrit screens should be used to collect and verify information where possible in the
men(' ince, cost and employment sections of the Student Survey instrument;

when available, selected data obtained on the Record Abstract should be loaded into the
CAT! system to drive skip patterns by eliminating the duplicate collection of information
already available on the Abstract;

precoded categories should be used wherever possible to avoid open-ended responses or
literal responsa that need to he coded later; and

tbr the full-scale study proxy items should be asked of respondents who cannot provide
detailed 1040 tax form information.

Obtaining Ability Measures

Another purpose of the field test was to test methods of obtaining college entrance exam scores

or other standardized measures of ability.

Specifically we examined two areas:

the availability of SAT/ACT scora for FT-FY students; and

failing this, the ability of institutions, using monetary incentives, to attract first-time
students to take an Aptitude Test.

Availability of SAT/ACT Scores

The pretest also revealed that only 4-year schools could easily or at all provide entrance exam
scores. The 4-year doctoral and other 4-year institutions that require and/or collect these scores
would have no problem providing them to data collectors. They are usually not kept in the computer
tiles, but could he obtained by searching hardcopy in the admissions office. The 2-year and less-than-
2-year schools do not require SAT/ACT scors for admission, although if a student provides one it
would probably be in the tilt%

Therefore, we decided to assume availability at 4-year schools and to test the effect of monetary
incentive on aptitude test taking at 2-year and less-than-2-year schools only.
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Administer NPSAS Aptitude Test (NAT) to FIrst-lime Students

The goal of this portion of the field test was to administer an aptitude test (the so-called NAT) to
approximately 1,300 first-year first-time students .aud to tat response rates using monetary incentiva.
This tat was to serve as a substitute measure of ability for those students who bld not taken or did
not report college entrance exam scores (e.g., SAT, ACT). Most of these students without st.vra are
likely to be enrolled in 2-year and less-than-2-year schools that usually do not require SAT or ACT
scores for admission. Consequently, we drew our sami-4v from them.

We sampled 1,534 students in 2-year and less-than-2-year schools and offered either no incentive
or a $10 or $20 incentive to each to appear for an Aptitude Test. Our overall raponse rate was an
unexpectedly low 40 percent, yielding only 607 completed tests. Response rates by ince.nive level
were: 33 percent for no incentive, 31 percent for $10, and 55 percent for $20. We ft: TT' that a
large number of appointments for test administration were made and then broken. The level of
broken appointments suggests that a substantial share of students were averse to taking these tests
given the incentives offered.

An analysis of response rate controlling for class time (whether taken during class or otherwise)
and institutional control (public vs. private) yielded the following atimated response rates by
incentive level:

Estimated Probability
of Response Sample Group

47% All
34% No incentive
39% $10 incentive
68% $20 incentive

We did not achieve the anticipated number of test takers due to a very low mponse rate. To
maximize response, we would recommend two modifications:

offer only a $20 incentive; and

seek institutional support to permit students to take test during class time.

Even with these measures it is likely that we would not meet NCES' response rate standards.
Therefore, we would recommend weighing the ants of obtaining higher response rates against the
benefits of ability tting.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OI I -R1 01 HD VSSISTANT SlCRFtRY
I oi I DUCA I ION AI RI SI- ARUI AND IMPROVI N

National Center for Education Statistics

June, 1989

Dear Chief Administrator:

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the U.S. Department of
Education is continuing the National Postseconfty Student Aid Study (NPSAS), a major
national study on student financial aid. The first NMAS was conducted during the 1986-
87 school year and involved more than 1,000 postsecondary institutions. In response to the
continuing need for the comprehensive data provided by NPSAS, Congress has legislated
that the study will be repeated every three years.

NCES will conduct the second cycle of NPSAS during the 1989-90 school year. A number
of enhancements have been made to the design of this second NPSAS, including coverage
of students who attend school at all different points of time throughout the year, and
enhanced collection of graduate and first-professional student information. In addition,
first-time students and graduating seniors will rovide base year data for subsequent
longitudinal studies. Further details of the 1* # NPSAS design are presented in the
enclosed Study Summary.

The 1990 NPSAS will involve about 1,200 postsecondary education institutions and about
70,000 students. Your institution has been selected to participate in the study this year.
As a NPSAS participant your institution will receive a copy of summary reports and
tabulations. Because of the way in which the sample of institutions was selected, your
participation is very important to the success of this effort

We are writing to request that you appoint a coordinator to serve as a point of contact for
the 1990 NPSAS. Staff from Westat, Inc., our contractor, will work with your coordinator
to arrange for data collection in an efficient and convenient manner at your institution.
Enclosed is a postcard on which to provide your coordinator's name and title.

During the study, a NPSAS representative will be available to visit your institution to assist
with data collection. Your institution will be asked to provide lists of students enrolled
during the 1989-90 school year from which a sample can be drawn, and to provide certain
data on the sampled students. Further details of the data collection process, our assurance
of confidentiality of the data, and estimates of time commitments of your institution during
the study are contained in the enclosedvinformation materials.

We appreciate your cooperation. If you have any questions about the study or our
procedures, please contact either the Westat Director of Survey Operations,
Ms. Diane VVard (800-937-8288) or one of the NCES Co-Project Officers, Dr. Sandra
Garcia (202-357-6597) or Mr. Gerald Malitz (202-357-6364).

Enclosures

Emerson 3. Elliott
Acting Commissioner

2o3
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2.0208
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1990 NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID STUDY

(1990 NPSAS)

Conducted by Westat, Inc.
for the National Center for Education Statistics,

U.S. Department of Education

The professional organizations listed below endorse the

1990 National Postsecondary Student Aid Stu.iy and encourage
their members to cooperate a this important study.

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO)

National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA)

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)

American Council on Education (ACE)

Council of Graduate Schools (CGS)

Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS)

National Association of Accredited Cosmetology Schools (NAACS)

National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (NATTS)

National Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities (NIICU)



1990 NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID STUDY
INSTITUTION INFORMATION SHEET

The 1990 National Postsecondaiy Student Aid Study will be conducted during the
1989-90 school year. Included in the 1990 NPSAS will be record data collection at about
1,300 postseconelary institutions and surveys of approximately 70,000 students, and 26,000
parents of students. NCES' contractor, Westat, will provide field staff to carry out the data
collection activities at your institution. Listed below is a summary of activities we would
like to complete at your institution during this study. We will work with your appointed
coordinator to:

Verify institution type and control, and enrollment information;

Obtain enrollment lists for specified enrollment periods so that we can select a
sample of students from these lists;

Identify the best sources of locating information for all selected students and
parents so that we can contact them for the student and parent surveys;

Identify first-time first-year students so that we can obtain their SAT/ACT
score or administer an assessment test;

Identify sources for detailed demographic and academic information that we
will collect for all sampled students; and

Identify sources for financial aid information that we will collect for all sampled
students who received aid for the 1989-90 school year.

These activities may differ somewhat according to your type of institution, your
method of recordkeeping, and the degree to which you wish to rely upon Westat's field staff
for collecting data under your supervision. Public reporting for your mstitution
coordinator's part of this collection of information is estimated to vary from 8 to 40 hours
per institution, with an average of 24 hours per institution over the duration of the study.
This includes time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and
maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.
Send comments regarding this burden .imate or any other aspect of this collection of
information, including suggestions for 14ducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of
Education; Information Management and Compliance Division, Washington, D.C. 20202-
4651; and to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project 1850-
0631, Washington, DC 20503.

We will work with your coordinator to devise a plan that will accomodate your
preferences as much as possible while maintaining consistent and efficient data collection
procedures.



§ 99.31

an eligible student if so requested by
the student's Parents-
t20 11 SC. 1232gsbNIP and sbe3nA»

2131 Prior consent for disclosure not
required.

(a) An educational agency or institu-
tion may disclose personally identifi-
able information from the education
records of a student without the writ-
ten consent of the parent of the stu-
dent or the eligible student if the cns-
assure 15

(1) To other school official& includ-
Ins teachers, within the educatkmal
Institution or local educational agency
who have been determined by the
agency or institution to have legiti-
mate educational interestz

(2) To officials of another school cw
school system in which the student
seeks or Intends to enroll, subject to
the requirements set forth in I

(3) Subieet to the condltkoss set
forth in 99.35. to authorized repre-
sentatives of:

(1) The Comptroller General of the
United States,

WI The Secretary.
(11I) The Commissioner. the Director

of the National Institute of Education.
or the Assistant Secretary for Educa-
tion. or

(iv) State educational authoritiez
(4) In connection with financial aid

for which a student hu implied or
which a student has receive* Pro-
ruled. That personally identifiable in-
formation from the education reciwds
of the student may be disclosed only
u may be necemare for such Purr/owl
sic

(1) To determine the eligibility of the
student for financial aid.

OD To determine the amount of the
financial aid.

(111) To determine the conditions
which will be imposed regarding the ft-
nancial aid. or

( Iv ) To enforce the terms or condi-
tions of the financial sict

(5) To State and local officials or au-
thorities to whom information Is spe-
cifically required to be reported or dis-
closed pursuant to State statute adopt-
ed prior to November 19. 1974. This
subparagraph applies only to statutes
which require that specific Informs-

Title 45Pobile %Num Sobel, 4--1/soorr, -4 of Hod* end Nemo Semites

dale and does not apply to statutes
which permit but do not reqdre
closure. Nothing in this paragraph
shall prevent a State from further
limiting the number or type of State
or local officials to whom discbsums
are made under this subparagraph:

18) To organizations conducting
studies for. or on behalf of. educotism-
al agencies or Institutions for the put-
pose of develoolne. ealidatinill or ad-
ministering predictive tests, adininis-
tering student aid program& and im-
proving Instructioix Provided, That
the etudes are conducted in manner
which will not permit the personal
identification of students and their
parents by individuals other than rep-
resentatives of the Organillation and
the information will be chsstroyed
when rm longer needed for the pur-
poses for which the study was con-
ductest the term -organizations" In-
cludes, but is not limited to. Federal.
State and local agencies. and inde-
pemlent organizations:

(7) To accrediting organizations in
order to carry out their accrediting
functions:

(8) To parents of a dependent stu-
dent. as defined in section 152 of the
internal Revenue Coda of 1954:

(9) To comply with a judicial order
or lawfully issued subpoena; Provided.
That the educational agency or insti-
tution makes a reasonable effort to
notify the parent of the student or the
eligible student of the order or subpoe-
na in advance of compliance there-
with: and

(10) To appropriate parties in a
health or safety emergency subject to
the conditions set forth in I 99.31.

(b) This section shall not be con-
strued to require or preclude disci°.
sure of any personally Identifiable in-
formation from the educstion retorib
of a student by an educational agency
or Institution to the perties set forth
in parograph (a) of this section.
;20 U.S.C. 12325sbn

9132 Reran, of reeve's' and diselosums
reeulied to be maintained.

a) An educational agency or institu-
tion shall for each request for and
each disclosure of personally Mental-

retards of a etudes. abstain a record
kept with the educes= rem& of the
student which indicates

(1) The parties who have requested
or obtained personally identifiable in-
formation from the educatkin records
of the student. and

(2) The °legitimate interests these
parties had In requesting or obtaining
the information.

(b) Paragraph (a) of this section
does not apply:

(I) To requests by or disclosure to a
parent of a student or an eligible stu-
dent;

On To requests by or disclosures to
school anklets imder 99.31fax 1 t

U there is written consent of a
parent of student or an eligible A*
dent, or

(Iv) To requests for or disclosure of
directory information under I 99.37.

(c) The record of remade and disclo-
sures may be inspect&

(1) By the parent of the ettrAent or
the eligible student.

(ID By the school official and his or
her assistants who are responeible for
the custody of the records. and

(3) For the purpose of auditing the
recordkeeping pro:ad/nes of the edu-
cational agency or butitution by the
parties authorised in. and under the
conditions set forth in I 99.31fan1i
and at
21 U.S.C. 12325111X4nA»

141 PR 241170. June 17. 1971 as amended at
42 PR 400. Jan. 21 19711

fan Limitation ono redisciesure.
(a) An educational agency or institu-

Lion may disclose personally identifi-
able information from the education
records of a student only on the condi-
Lion that the party to whom the infor-
mation is disclosed will not discioee
the information to any other party
without the prior written consent of
the parent of the student or the eligi-
ble student. except that the personally
identifiable information which is dis-
closed to an institution. &Sena or or-
ganization msy be ued by its of(icers,
employees and openly, but only for the
mrposee for which the disclosure was
mid .

lb, Paragraph la) of this section
does not preclude an agency or institu-
tinet ro two, Afe na4rta nprvetnn the !Arm I' t.

§ 09.34

liable information under I 09.31 with
the understanding that the inform-
lion will be reinselosed to other portico
under that section; Provided. That the
recorditeeping requirements of I 99.32
art met with respect to each of those
parties.

(c) An educstional agency or inetito-
tion shall. except for the disclosure of
directory information under II 99.31.
inform the party to whom a disclosure
is mode of the requirement set forth
in paragraph (a) of thin section.
120 RAC 12314sbnixillsa



1990 NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID STUDY

AUTHORIZATION AND CONFIDENTIALITY

The NPSAS was designed and is being conducted by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES), U.S. Department of Education in compliance with the mandate
stated in section 406(g) and of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA), as amended, P.L.

100-297 (Hawkins-Stafford education amendments of 1988), subsection i:

As of March 30. 1990. and not less than every 3 years thereafter. the Center shall
conduct a national study and survey of financial aid in accordance with the
provisions of section 1303(c) of the Higher Edwation Amendments of
1986...Concurrent with each survey. the Center shall conduct longitudinal studies of
freshmen and graduating students concerning access, choice. persistence. progress,
curriculum and attainment...

As part of this study NCES' contractor, Westat, Inc. of Rockville, Maryland has
been authorized to collect information on selected students from institutional records. The grant

of this authority is made pursuant to the provisions of the Family Education Rights and Privacy
Act of 1976 (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. I232g). FERPA allows the release of institutional record
information to the Secretary of Education or his agent without prior consent of survey
members, in connection with the "enforcement of Federal legal requirements" [20 U.S.C. 1232g
(b) (3) J. Since the National Center for Education Statistics is an authorized representative of

the Secretary of Education, compliance with NCES' official request for information constitutes

compliance with the Federal Education Law (406) cited above.

P.L. 100-297 also established new confidentiality requirements for NCES.

Requirements are that all records on individuals must be kept confidential by NCES and its
contractors under penalty of law; disclosure is punishable by up to 5 years incarceration and/or
up to a $250,000 fine. A plan for assuring the confidentiality of this project has been
developed by NCES and Westat. This plan includes signed confidentiality agreements obtained

from all personnel who will have access to individual identifiers, personnel training regarding
the meaning of confidentiality, and controlled access to computes files.

A copy of the relevant sections of FERPA is shown on the reverse side for your
review. Should you have any additional concerns, please contact one of the NCES Co-Project
Officers, Dr. Sandra Garcia (202) 357-6597 or Mr. Gerald Malitz (202) 357-6364.



Dear Student,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
l'OR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT

Febniary 1990

You have been selected to partic*ate in a study to Marmite how ru and your family are fmancing your education. This

study, the Natimal Postsecondary Student Aki Study, is being cmiducted by Westat, a national research company located

in the Washington, D.C. area, for the United States Departmentof Education. The resuks will be used to help determine

future Federal policy regartrmg stmlent fmamial aid.

Westat will contact ru by phone in the near future in caller to ask you some questions concerning your experiences in

securing financial aid, your experiences wkh rmanckd aW programs, and the effects financing your education has had on

you and your family. Since during the course of the intenkw we will be asking ware questions about your income and

expenses, k may he/p to shorten the interview to have your financial records available when we call.

New gukklines put forth in the 1988 revisions to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (5 CFR Part 1320) require that the

estimated number of burden hours must be &splayed on each data collection instrument or relayed to the respondent in

some way. Therefore, we are providing you with the following required statement.

Public reporting burden for this collection of infonnedion is estimated to vary from 2010 4 0 minutes per response,

with an averfte of 30 minutes per response, incluthng the time for reviewing instructions, searching aiming data

sources, gathering and maintaining the data nee*4 and cmnplabsg and reviewing the collection of infonnation.
Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including
sugesdons for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Education, Informoion Management and
Compliance Division, Washington, AC 20202-4451; and to the Office of Management and Budge, Paperwork
Reduction Project 18504634 Washington, D.0 20501

We want to assure you that under Federal law all information obtained from the National Postsecondary Student Aid
Study will be kept strictly confidential and cannot be disclosed or released to your school or any otkr group or individual.

In fact:

All 4a-motion which would permit identification 4 individuals will be regarded as strictly confidential, will be used

ordy for pwposes of the saidA and will not be disclosed or released to anyother group or individual. All information

obtained by the study will be combined and reported only in statistical form. This study is authorized by law (20
U.S. C 1221e.1). While pm we not rewired to respon4 your cooperation is needed to make the results of this survey

comprehensive, accurate and timely.

If you have any questions about the study prkw to Westat calling you, or if you would like to set up an appointment to be
interviewed, please call Westat's toll free number 1-800-937-8288 .

Thank you veiy much for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Emenon1. Elliou
Acting Commissioner

P.S. In order to ensure that you receive this letter, copies may have been scut to more than onc address.

kc 2n741
y
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HOW WILL THE 1990 NPSA.S BE CONDUCTED?

Between December 1989 and March 1990, interviewers visited 1,150 of
the nation's 12,000 postsecondary institutions. These institutions represent
all types of postsecondary school= public, private, 2-year, 4-year, large, and
small. Intervkwers collected enrollment and financial aid data kw 60,000
students. Similar infmmation from 10,000 students who were enrolled in the
1989-90 school year (but not in the fall) win be conceit& Beginning in the
spring 1990, Westat, Inc., a national research company, wall interview 70,000
students and 27,000 parents by telephom

The 1990 NPSAS also includes a longitutlinal compownt. It will study
the possnale effects of student aid, changes in family rmancial situations over
time, yogreas through school, and chants in education and employment
goals and aspirations. First-time students in 1990 NPSAS will provide base
year data for a followup study to be conducted at two-year intervals,
beginning in 1992.

All information collected during the study which would permit
identification of individuals will be kept strictly confidential, will be used only
for purposes of the study, and will not be disclosed or released to any other
group or inclividual. Federal laws with penalties up to $250,000 and 5-year
prison terms protect NPSAS data. All information obtained by the study will
be combined and reported only in statistical form.

NEED MORE INFORMATION ON NPSAS?

Please contact Dr. Andrew G. Malizio, (202) 357-6448 or Dr. C. Dennis
Carroll, (202) 357-6774, Longitudinal ;;;,udies Branch, National Center for
Educatkna Statistics, 555 New Jersey Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20208-
5651 Or contact the NPSAS Operations Office at Westat, Inc., (toll-free), at
14800) 937-8288.

NEED MORE INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDENT AID?

Please call the:
Federal Studem Aid Infos maks Center

(toll-free) 14800 333-4636
(9:00 am. 5:30 p.m., Eastern Time)

Mon. Fri.



WHAT IS THE NATIONAL POSTSECONDARY STUDENT AID tiTUDY?

The National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS) is the most
comprehensive nationwide study of how students and their families pay for
postsecondary education. It includes nationally representative samples of
imdergraduates, graduates, and first-professional students; students attending
less than 2-year institutions, 2- to 3-year schook, 4-year colleges, and major
univenities. Students who receive financial aid, as well as those who do not
receive aid, and their parents participate in NPSAS. Results of the study are
used to help determine future Federal policy regarding student fmancial aid.
The National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education,
conducts the study every three years.

The lint NPSAS was conducted during the 1986-87 school year. Data
were gatkred from about 1,100 colleges, universities, and other
postsecondary institutions; 43,000 students; and 13,000 parents. These data
provided information on the cost of postsecondary education, the distrthution
of financial aid, and the characteristics of both aided and nonaided students
and their families. The first of two major reports, Undetgrathwte Financing
of Postmcondwy Educaikm and Student Financing of Graduate and
Professional Education, has been published.

111111111111114k ......=mas.
About 46 percent of the 11.2 million undergraduate students enrolled in
the fall qf 1986 received some type of financial aid. The average amount
of aid awarded to full-time, full-year undergraduates was about $3,800.
Amounts varied conskkrably depending on the type of schools that

udents at tended.

About 57 percent of the 1.3 million graduate and r Int-professional
students enrolled in the fall of 1 9 -J6 received some type of financial aid
The average amount of aid awarded to full-fime posibaccalaureate
students enrolled was about $9,600. The amounts of aid awarded,
however, varied considerably depending on the type of schools and
students' programs.

WIIAT IS NPSAS TRYINGTh FIND OUT?

More than 13 million students were enrolled at postsecondary institutions
in fall 1989. During the 1989-90 school year, more than $26 billion in
financial aid (from Federal and State governments, and institutions) will be
awarded to students to help meet their education expenses. Information
collected as part of 1990 NPSAS will address such questions as:

What arc the costs to sttulents and their families of obtaining
postsecondary education?

How do students and families pay for postsecondary education?

Why do some students from apparently similar backgrounds receive
more financial aid than other students?

How much have students and families borrowed to pay for
postsecondary education?

What are the family characteristics of aided and nonaided students?

How do aided and nonaidcd students compare on total resources
available for educatkm and other expenses?

How do costs and financial aid influence students' choice of schools and
majors?

How have costs and financial aid packages changed since the 1986-87
school year?

Why do some stadents and families not apply for financial aid?

Do aided and nonaidcd students complete their programs?
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Appendix B

Analysis Variables Specifications
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APPENDIX B. Information on NPSAS:90 Derived Variable; and Analysis File

The following variables are contained on the derived variable file on the mtricted-aceess compact disk. For
more information on how thew variables were defined, users should refer to the electronic codebook, which is
available on the compact disk. Contact the Statistical Standards and Methodology Division. Masi of the
variables on the derived variable file are availabk in the NPSAS:90 Table Generation Software, available while
supplims last from NCES. Otherwise, the NPSAS:90 and the NPSAS:87 Table Generation systems (CD-ROM)
ale available tat $23 each] fmm the Superintendent of Documents, PO Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-
7954. NPSAS:87 is stock #065-000-00471-2; and NPSAS:90 is stock #065-00472-1.

NPSASID 'MPSAS student ID based on PSU sort'
/ PSKEEPWT 'Weight'
/ PSU 'Probability sampling unit'
/ CONTROL 'Institution control'

/ LEVEL 'Institution type'
/ OFCON1 'Institution type and control (summary)'

/ AFFILTN 'Institutional affiliation'
DATASRC 'Data sources available'

/ AGE 'Age as of 12/31/89'
/ MARITAL 'Marital status'
/ tiSDEG 'High school degree or equivalent'
/ GENDER 'Gender of student'

/ LOCALRES 'Local residence'
/ CTZNSHP 'Citizenship'
/ RACE 'Race/ethnicity'

RACE2 'Race/ethnicity not incl. Hispanic'
/ HISPANIC 'Hispanic origin'
/ PARLOAN 'Total loans from parents'
/ APPLYNSH 'Number of schools student applied to'
/ ACCEPTAT 'Num of schls to which student was acceptd'
/ RELIGION 'Religion'
/ STUOCC1 'Occupation primary spell'
/ STUIND1 'IndUstry - primary spell'
/ CHOICE 'Was sample school first choice'

/ OFERDFA1 'Financial aid importance'

/ DISTANCE 'Sample school distance from perm home'
/ MAJORS 'Major field or study'

AVEEXP 'Average monthly household expenses'
/ ACTVDUTY 'Currently on active duty'
/ VETERAN 'Veteran of U.S. armed forces'

/ DISABLTY 'Any disabilities'
COMMSERV 'Ever done community service'

/ COMSERHR 'Hrs per week doing community service'
/ PROGTYP 'Type of degree program'

/ UGROLVL1 'UndergradUate level'
/ GPA 'Cumulative GPA'

/ GPACAT 'Cumulative GPA (categories)'
/ LENGTHCL 'Length of progrm for clock-hr students'
/ HRSPERWK 'Clock hrs requiredlweek at sample scht'
/ CREDHRS 'Credit hours at sample school'
/ ATTEND 'FT/PT attendance status at sample schl'
/ NOENROLL 'Num of periods enrolled at sample schl'

NOSCH 'Number of schools attended'
/ SATV 'SAT score-verbal'

/ SATM 'SAT score-math'
SAITOTAL 'SAT svore-combined'

/ ACT 'AC1 score'

/ ATTNSTAT 'Attendance status'
/ COMPT087 'Comparable to NPSAS 87 sample'

/ ENLEN 'Length of enrollment'
/ PSTSECYR 'Year first enrolled in postsec educ'
/ TOTCOST 'Total student costs'
/ TUITCOST 'Total tuition and fees'
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ROOMCOST 'Room and board'
OTHRMCST 'Other room costs'

/ BOOKCOST 'Books and supplies'
OTNRCOST 'Other educational expenses'
OFFCOST 'Other off-campus costs'

/ INJURIS 'In jurisdiction for tuition'
PELLTU1T 'Pell budget: tuition and fees'

/ PELLROOM 'Pell budget: room, board, books, etc.'

/ PELLCHIL 'Pelt budget: child care'
/ PELLNAND 'Pell budget: handicapped'
/ DITUIT 'Congressional Methodology (CM) tuition and fees'
/ CRBOOKS 'CM books and supplies'

/ CRROOM 'CM room and board'

/ CMTRANS 'CM transportation'

/ CMMISC 'CM miscellaneous'
CROPNONT 'CM dppendent,

/ CMHANDCP 'CM handicapped'

/ ENROL188 'Institution enrollment in 1988'

/ CMCOSTS 'CM total costs'
/ CRBUDGET 'CM non-tuition/fees total costs'
/ CSTPERFC 'Ratio of totat CM costs to EFC'
/ AWYCWS 'Received any Coll Work-Study'

CUSAMT 'Total College Work-Study (amount)'
/ SCHOLSHP 'Received scholarship/asstship'
/ SCNOLAMT 'Total schotarship/ssstship (amount)'
/ WAIVER 'Tuition waivers and discounts'
/ WAIVAPIT 'Total tuition waivers'
/ SPSEMP 'Spouse employed'
/ SPSINC 'Spmuse's income'

/ EMPLPRD 'Employment period (summer, term, both)'
/ CWSPERNO 'Total Coll Work-Study earned'
/ WKINC 'Total student earnings from work'
/ WKINCCAL 'Total student earnings from work in 1989'
/ EVRBORW 'Hove borrowed for undergrsd education'
/ BORAMT1 'Amount borrowed for undergrad education'

/ BORAMT2 'Amount borrowed for grad ea/cation'
/ STILLOWE 'Still owe money for education'
/ OWEAMT 'Amount student still owes'

/ STCAVPLN 'Used prepay/tent or savings plan'
SAVBONDS 'Used U.S. Savings Bonds'

EXEDCOL 'Highest level expected to complete'
/ PARMAR 'Parent's marital status'

/ REFPAR 'Referent parent'
/ REFCONTR 'Referent parent amt of contribution'
/ REFLOAN 'Referent parent amt of loan'
/ NREFCON 'Won-referent parent contribution'
/ NREFLOAN 'Non-referent parent amt of loan'
/ REF1NC88 'Income of referent parent in 1988'
/ REF1NC89 'Income of referent parent in 1989'
/ PARCONTR 'Total contribution from parents'
/ REFSIK 'Referent parent provided support-in-kind'

/ EDSAV1NG 'Referent parent used money from ed savings'
/ EDTRUST 'Referent parent used money from trust fund'

/ NOTFORED 'Referent parent used money from othr savings'

/ BORROW 'Referent parent borrowed (not mortgage)'
/ SECMORG 'Referent parent took out second mortgage'
/ RFINANC 'Referent parent refinanced any real estate'
/ MOREJOBS 'Referent parent took additional job'

MOREHRS 'Referent parent worked more hours per week'
/ CURINC 'Referent parent teed regular job income'

SELLASET 'Referent parent sold assets'
/ RETFUNDS 'Referent parent used retirement funde'
/ OTHFUNDS 'Referent parent used any other funds'
/ PLUSLOAN 'Referent parent obtained a PLUS loan'
/ STATLOAN 'Referent parent got state-sponsored loan'
/ SCHLLOAN 'Referent parent got school-sponsored loan'

/ SIGNLOAN 'Referent parent obtained a signature loan'
/ HOMELOAN 'Referent parent obtained hcae equity loan'
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/ CREDLOAN 'Referent parent obtained a line of credit'

/ L1FELOAN 'Referent parent loan against life insurance'
COMMLOAM 'Referent parent obtained commercial loan'

/ UNORLOAN 'Undergraduate student level'

/ SMAELOAM 'Referent parent got Family Ed Ln (Sallie Mae)'

/ RETRLOAM 'Referent parent loan against retirement fund'

/ OTMRLOAN 'Referent parent obtained any other loan'
/ PREPAY 'Referent parent used tuition prepayment plan'

/ BONDPROG 'Referent parent in U.S. Ed Savings Bond program'
/ DADEDUC 'Father's highest level of education'

MOMEDUC 'Mother's highest level of edUcation°

/ DADTRADE 'Father's trade school length'
MOMTRADE 'Mother's trade school length'

/ DAOUNIV 'Father's amt of college education'
/ MOMUN1V 'Mother's aet of college education'

/ DEPEND 'Dependency status'

/ EFC3 'Expected family contribution ccompositeY
/ SA1 'Student aid index'

/ WOMFMCS1 'CM ccst-EFC'

/ PELLOIFF 'Pell max - SAI'
/ DEPINC 'Dependent student's 1958 family AG1'

/ INDEPINC 'Independent stud/spouse's 1988 AGI'
/ FAMIMC '1988 AG!'

/ FAMFARM 'Family farm'

/ FARMVAL 'Value of family farm'
/ APPFORM 'Primary application used'
/ FEDTAXES 'federal taxes paid'

/ UNTAXINC 'Untaxed income'
FANNUN 'Number in family'

/ POSTED 'Number in postsecondary education'
OTMERTAX 'Allowance for state/other taxes'

/ AIDSRC1 'Title IV based source of financial aid'
/ AIDSkC2 'Source of financial aid'
/ A1DPACK 'Type of financial aid package'

FEDPACK 'Type of Federal aid package'
/ PELLPACK 'Type of aid package containing Pell'

/ STAFPACX 'Type of aid pack containing Stafford'
LOAMPACK 'Type of loan package'
MMSTAT1 'July 1989 enroll/employ status'

/ MNSTAT2 'August 1989 enroit/employ status'
/ MNSTAT3 'September 1989 enroit/employ status'
/ MNSTAT4 'October 1989 enroll/employ status'
/ MNSTAT5 'November 1989 enroli/employ status'
/ MNSTAT6 'December 1989 enroll/employ status'
/ MNSTATT 'January 1990 enroll/employ status'
/ MNs74418 'February 1990 enroli/employ status'
/ MNSTAT9 'March 1990 enroll/employ status'
/ mwSTAT10 'April 1990 enrott/employ status'
/ MNsTAT11 'May 1990 enroll/employ status'
/ MNSTAT12 'June 1990 enroll/employ status'

IPEDS2 '1PEDS ID for second school attended'
/ 1PEDS3 'IPEDS ID for third school attended'
/ 1PEDS4 '1PEDS ID for fourth school attended'
/ ANYAID 'Student receive any aid'

/ OTHSCAID 'Student receive aid at other schools'

/ PELL 'Student receive Pell Grant'

SEOG 'Student receive SEOG grant'

/ CWSP 'Student receive CUSP award'
/ PERKINS 'Student receive Perkins Loan'
/ STAFFORD 'Student receive Stafford Loan'
/ PLUS 'Student receive PLUS loan'
/ SLS 'Student receive SIS loan'

/ 1CL 'Student receive ICL loan'
OTHERFED 'Student receive other Federal aid'

/ TITLEIV 'Student receive Title IV aid'
/ FEDAID 'Student receive any Federal aid'

/ T4LOAN1 'Student rec any Title IV In but Pais'
/ T4LOAN2 'Student rec any Title IV In inc PLUS'
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/ FEDLOAN1 'Student rec any Fed loan but VA/DOD'

/ FEDLOAN2 'Student rec any Fed loan Inc VA/D00'

/ CAMPUS 'Student receive campus based aid'

/ INSTITUT 'Student rec any institutional aid'

INCWSFL 'Student receive institutional CWS'

/ IHNEEDFL 'Student rec inst Need Based aid'

/ INNONDFL 'Student rec inst non-Need Based aid'
/ INNONDF 'Student rec inst non-Need Based grant'

/ INNEDF 'Student rec inst Need Based grant'

/ STATE 'Student receive any state aid'

/ STNEEDFL 'Student rec state Need Based aid'

/ STWONDFL 'Student rec state non-Need Based aid'
/ SSIG 'Student receive SSIG'
/ OTHER 'Student receive any other aid'

/ TEACHAST 'Student receive teaching assistship,
/ RESAST 'Student receive research assistship'

/ ASTSHP 'Student receive assistantship-type unkn,
/ FELLSMP 'Student receive fellowship'

/ TRNSMP 'Student receive traineeship'

/ OTHGRAD 'Student receive other grad award'
/ TOTGRNI 'Student receive any grant'

/ TOTLN 'Student receive any loan'

/ IOTA 'Student receive any work study'

/ OTHERCAT 'Student rec other aid (not grt,ln,CUS)'

NFEDA1D 'Student receive non-Federal aid,

/ FEDGRT 'Student receive Federal grant'

/ NFEDGRT 'Student receive non-Federat grant'

/ FEDLN 'Student receive Federal loan'

/ NFEDLN 'Student receive non-Federal Loan'
/ FEDOTM 'Student receive Federat other'

/ NFEDOTH 'Student receive non-Federal other'
/ TOTAID 'Total aid'

OTHSCAMI 'Aid amount at non-sampled schools'
/ PELLAMT 'Federal aid: Pell Grant (amount)'

/ SEOGAMT 'Federal aid: SEOG grant (amount)'

/ CWSPAMT 'Federal aid: CWSP awarded (amount)'

/ PERKAMT 'Federal aid: Perkins Loan (amount)'
/ STAFFAMT 'Federal aid: Stafford loan (amt)'

/ PlUSAMT 'Federal aid: PIUS toan (amount),

/ SLSAMT 'Federal aid: SLS loan (amount)'

/ ICLAMT 'Federal aid: ICI loan (amount)'

/ OTHFDAMT 'Federal aid: Other (amount)'
/ TITIVAMT 'Amount of Titie IV aid'

/ TFEDAID 'Total Federal aid'
/ T4AMTI ,Amt of Title IV loans except PLUS'

/ T4AMT2 'Am of Title IV loans include PLUS'

/ FEDAMT1 'Amount of Fed loans except VA/DOD'
/ FEDAMT2 'Amount of Fed loans include VA/DOD'

/ CAMPAMT 'Amount of campus based aid'

/ INSTANT 'Amount of institutional aid'

INSICWS 'Institutional aid: CWS (amount)'

/ 1NSTNEED 'Institutional aid: Need Based (amt)'
/ INSINONO ,Inst aid: non-Need Based (amt)'
/ INNONDGR 'Inst aid: non-Need Based grant (ant)'
/ INNEEDGR 'Inst aid: Need Based grant (amount)'

STATEAMT 'Amount of state aid'

/ STATNEED 'Amount of Need Based state aid'
STATNOND 'Amount of non-Need Based state aid'

/ SSIGAmT 'Ammult of SSIG'

/ OTHERAID 'Amt of othr aid (not Fed/state/inst)'
/ TEACHAMT 'leaching assistantship amount'
/ RESAMT 'Research assistantship amount'
/ ASTAMI 'Assistantship amount'

/ FELLAMT 'Fellowship amount'

TRNAMI 'Traineeship amount'.

OTHGRAMI 'Other graduate amount'

/ TOTGRT 'Amount of grant aid'

/ TUTLOAN 'Amount of loan aid'
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TOTWKST 'Anount of work study aid'
/ TOTOTHR 'Amt of othr aid (not grant/Ln/CWS)'

/ INFEDAID 'Total non-federal aid'
/ TFEDGRT 'Total Federal grants'
/ TNFEDGICT 'Total non-Federal grants'

TFEDLN 'Total Federal loans (except PLUS)'

TNFEDLN 'Total non-Federal loans'
TFEDDTHR 'Total Federal other (includins PLUS)'

/ TNFEDOTH 'Total non-Federal other'
/ WIT 'Student receive Pell,Stafford, CUSP'

/ T4PX1AMT 'Amount of Federal Pell,CWSP, & Staff'

/ ASSIST 'Student receive any assistantship'

ASSTAMT 'Assistantship amount (all types)'

/ EFC1 'Expected family contribution (reported)'

/ EFC2 'Expected family contribution (derived),

/ ENPLYAMT 'Amount of aid from employer'
/ EMPLOYER 'Student receive aid from employer'

FATHEDUC 'Father's education'

/ INCOME 'Dependency and income level'

/ 1PEDSID 'IPEDS ID for sampled school'
MAJRCODE 'Major or program of study'

/ MOTHEDUC 'Mother's education'
/ OFCONL 'Institution type & level'

/ PAREDUC 'Parent's education'

PSEYR1 'Year first enrolled in postsec educ'

/ STU1ND 'IndUstry primary spell'

/ STUOCC *Occupation primary spell'

/ TYPAGE 'Typical age'

/ UPACK1 'Pell, CWSPERND, or Stafford'.

EXAMPLES OF OTHER VARIABLES ON THE RESTRICTED-ALCESS CD-ROM

The following information was collected from those students who reported during the telephone interview that
their expenses were greater than their available resources (including financial aid).

/ APPLDAN 'Did student apply for loans/take more loans'
/ ADDJOB 'Did student work or take additional job'

/ ASXPARNT 'Did student ask parents for money/more money'
/ REDUCELD 'Did student reduce course load'

/ CUTDOWN 'Did student cut down on expenses'
/ WITHDRAW 'Did student withdraw from school'
/ TRANSFER 'Did student transfer to cheaper school'

/ BACKHOME 'Did student move tyqk home'
/ REMEDY 'Take other action to help w/expenses'
/ WLDYOUDD 'What other action did student take'

The following information was collected from those students who did not apply for financial aid.

/ FAMPAY 'Family and student could pay for education'

/ MODEST 'Student not willing to go into debt for school'

/ HI1NCOME 'Family income too high to qualify'
LINGRADE 'Grades/test scores too low to qualify'

/ HARDAPP 'Too hard to apply for aid'
/ NODISCLD 'Didn't wish disclose financial situation'

NOELIGBL 'Ineligible-attended school port-time'
NCA1DMON 'No money was available for aid'

/ MISDLINE 'Missed deadline for application'
/ 1MPORTNT 'most important reason student did not apply'

The following information was collected from those students who refused at Least a poution uf finamial aid.
(Reasons why students ever refused financial aid)

/ GOMM 'Loans offered, didn't want to go in debt'
NOTNEED 'Student did not need assistance'
1NTERFER 'Work-study offered, interfered with schl'

/ EARNEMPL 'Work-study less than earned at other job'
/ OTRREFUS 'Other reason aid was refused'
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The following information was collected to specify health disabilities.

/ DEAFNESS 'Is student hearing impaired or deaf'

/ SPEECH 'Does student have speech limitation/disability'
/ ORTHO 'Does student have orthopedic disability/limit'
/ LEARNDIS 'Does student have learning disability'

/ VISUAL 'Is student partially sighted or blind'

/ HEALTOTH 'Student have other healtk rttated disability'.

The following information was collected from first-time students only.

/ CHOICE 'Is student attending first choice institution'

/ OFERDFAI 'Was financial aid important in decision'
/ STUDYPL 'Student/family have specific place for studY'

DALYNEWS 'Student/family have a daily newspaper,

/ REFSOOKS 'Student/family have encyclopedia/ref books'
TYPEWRIT 'Student/family have a typewriter'
DISHWASH 'Student/family have a dishwasher'

/ TUCCARS 'Student/family have two or more vehicles'

/ SO0KS50 'Student/family have more than 50 books'

OWNROON 'Student has room of own at home'
/ CALCUL 'Student/family have a pocket calculator'

/ VCR 'Student/famity have a VCR'
CCOPUTER 'Student/family hove a personal computer'

/ MUMPS 'Mother work before student went to elem school'
/ mUCMKPST 'Mother work full/part-time before elem0

/ MWORKEL 'Mother work in elementary school years'
/ MUCIIKELT 'Mother work full/part-time elem schl yrs'

/ MWORKHS 'Mother work in high school years'
/ MUCRICHST 'Mother work full/part-time in hs years'

/ REMREAD 'Number of hours of remedial reading'
RENWRITE 'Number of hours of remedial writing'

/ REMMATH 'Number of hours of remedial math'

REMSTSK 'Number of hrs of remedial study skills'

/ COMPAREA 'Acathmmic ability compared to others'

/ COMPARES 'Artistic ability compared to others'

/ COmPAREC 'Drive to achieve compared to others'

/ COMPARED 'Emotional health coapared to others'

/ COMPAREE 'Leadership ability compared to others'

/ CCMPAREF 'Mathematical ability compared to others'
/ COMPARES 'Physical health compared to others'
/ CCPPAREH 'Popularity compared to others'
/ COMPARE! 'Intellectual confidence compared to othr,

/ COMPAREJ 'Sccial self-confidence compared to othrs'

/ COMPAREK 'Writing ability compared to others'
CCPPAREL 'Mechanical or technical ability compared'.

= = = = = = = = = = = = = =================== = = = = = = = = =



APPENDIX B.2 Analysis Variables Specifications

This section of Appendix B contains (in alphabetical order by variable
name) the specifications used to create the NCES derived variables. In
the case of award amounts, these specifications assume that the amounts
have first been aggregated to the full-year amount. Source flags are
not listed separately, but all use the following scheme:

0=Missing, no imputation performed
1=Record Abstract, not adjusted
2=Record Abstract, adjusted
3=Student Survey, not adjusted
4=Student Survey, adjusted
5=Parent Survey, not adjusted
6=Parent Survey, adjusted
7=More than one source, not adjusted
8=More than one source, adjusted
9=Imputed from other variables

Award flags primarily are defined as dichotomous variables, with "1"
indicating that aid (of the specified type) was received, and "2"
indicating that no aid was received. However, five variables (PELL,
SEOG, STAFFORD, PLUS, and SLS) used a different scheme:

1=No aid received
2=Some aid received
3=Maximum received.

List of variables (excluding award flags and source flags)

(NOTE: SS refers to student telephone interview; RA refers to the
institution data collected on the student Record Abstract; PS refers to
the parent telephone interview. ABCODE refers to the Award/Budget code
from the Award/Budget data module; which was based on information from
the Record Abstract. The numbers in parentheses refer to the item
number during the telephone interview. Users interested in the item
wording, or additional information on specific variable definitions
should request a copy of the NPSAS:90 Electronic Codebook from NCFS.
This codebook describes codes, labels, frequencies, item wording, and
software to produce fully-labeled SPSS and SAS code.)

ACCEPTAT=SS(9.02)

ACT=RA(32b)

ACTVDUTY=SS(6.15)
If CITIZEN=2 then ACTVOUTY=-1

AGE=89-SS(06b)
If missing, use RA(2)
If still missing, check Pell recipient file
If still missing, check RA(73_24, 74_1, 75 7, and 76_4)

ANYCWS=TOTWK (duplicate)

APPFORM=RA(72)

APPLYNSH=SS(9.01)
If APPLYNSH=50 then APPLYNSH=APPLYNSH/10
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ASTAMT=RA(54e), assistantships only (ABCODE=65,1=659 and F_ASSIST=141

If (RESAM1+TEACHAMT+ASTAMT)<SS(3.11a) then ASTAMT=SS(3.11a) for
sample school

If at non-sampled school, ASTA1T=sum(ASTAMT,SS(3.11a) for non-

sampled schools)

ATTEND
If RA(33) ne 2 or RA(34e) missing, then ATTEND=RA(35d)
If missing then ATTEND=RA(34e)
If missing, then ATTEND=SS(2.12a or 2.13a) (based on sampled term)
If missing, take frc:a Pell file

ATTNSTAT
If ENLEN < 9 then (part year)

If ATTEND=1 and for every term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=1 then

ATTNSTAT=3
If ATTEND=2 or 3 or for some term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=2 or 3 then

ATTNSTAT=6
If SS(1.04)=2 then (one school)

If ATTEND=1 and for every term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=1 then

ATTNSTAT=1
If ATTEND=2 or 3 or for same term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=2 or 3 then

ATTNSTAT=4
If SS(1.04)=1 then (more than 1)

If ATTEND=I and for every term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=1 then

ATTNSTAT=2
If ATTEND=2 or 3 or for some term SS(2.12a or 2.12b)=2 or 3 then

ATTNSTAT=5

AVEEXP=sum of SS(2.17) components
=RENTMORT+FOOD+TRANSP+PERSONAL+KIDCARE+EDLOANS+OTHEREXP

BONDPROG=PS(1.15)

BOOKCOST=SS(2.12e-f--summed over all terms)

BORAMT1=SS(3.16a)
If BORAMTI=0 then BORAMT1=-1

BORAMT2=SS(3.16b)
If BORAMT2=0 then BORAMT2=-1

BORROW=PS(1.07d)

CAMPAMT=SEOGAMT + CWSPERND + PERKAmT

CHOICE=SS(9.03)

CMBOOKS=RA(70b_1)
If missing, then CMBOOKS=RA(65b_1)

CMBUDGET=CMCOSTS-CMTUIT

CMCOSTS=CMTUIT+CMBOOKS+CMROOM+CMTRANS+CMMISCCMDPNENT
+CMHANDCP

CMDPNDNT=RA(701 1)
If missin5, then CMDPNDNT=RA(65f_1)

CMEFC=non-missing component of RA(70h) and sum of RA(70h_l,h_2,h_3) for

sample term
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If missing, then use RA(65h) and RA(65h_1,h_2,h_3)

CMHANDCP=RA(70G_1)
If missing, then CMHANDCP=RA(65g_1)
If ATTEND=3 then CMHANDCP=0

CMMISC=RA(70e 1)
If missing, then CMMISC=RA(65e_1)
If ATTEND=3 then CMMISC=0

CHROOM=RA(70c 1)
If missing, then CMROOM=RA(65c_1)
If ATTEND=3 then CHROOM=0

If LOCALRES=3 and ATTEND ne 3 and [RA(73_4) ne 1 and RA(74_14) ne 1 and
RA175 15d) and RA(76 18d) ne 1 and SS(8.04a) ne 1) and CHROOM<1500 then
CHROOR=1500
Else if LOCALRES ne 1 and ATTEND ne 3 and CHROOM<2500 then CHROOM=2500

CMTRANS=RA(70d_1)
If missing, then CMTRANS=RA(65d_1)

CMTUIT=RA(70a 1)
If missing, then CMTUIT=RA(65a_1)

COMMLOAN=PS(1.08h)

COMMSERV=SS(6.25)

COMPT087 -- Comparable to NPSAS:87 sample
If enrolled in fall '89 and not in Puerto Rico then COMPT087=1
Else COMPT087=2

COMSERHR=SS(6.28)
If C0MSERV=2 then C0MSERHR=0

CONTROL (from sampling)
1 = Public
2 = Private
3 = Proprietary
CREDHRS

If RA(35b2)=2, 3, or 4 then CREDHRS=RA(35b1)
If RA(35b2)=1 then CREDHRS=RA(35b1) x 2/3
If missing then

If SS(2.12c1b)=1 then CREDHRS=SS(2.12c1a)
If SS(2.12c1b)=2 then CREDHRS=SS(2.12c1a) x 2/3

CREDLOAN=PS(1.08f)

csTPERFC=CMCOSTS/EFC

CTZNSHP
If SS(6.12)=1 then CTZNSHP=1

Else if SS(6.13)=1 then CTZNSHP=2
Else if SS(6.13)=2 then CTZNSHP=3

If missing, CTZNSHP=RA(25)
If still missing, use Pell recipient file
If still missing, CTZNSHP=RA(76_12)
If still missing, then

if RA(73 25, or 74 4, or 75 8a)=1 then CTZNSHP=1
else if -kA(73 25, 31- 74 4, 'Ur 75 8a)=2 then

if FEDAID=1 then ZIZNSHP=2
else CTZNSHP=3
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CURINC=PS(1.07i)

ZWSAMT=TOTWKST (duplicate)

CWSPAMT=RA(39c) (ABCODE=103/
If not at sample school, then CWSPAMT=CWSPAMT+SS(3.08a)
If CWSPAMT>TOTCOST>500 then do

If sum of SS(3.08a) for all schools (including sample
school) <= TOTCOST

and sum of SS(3.08a)>0 then CWSPAMT=sum of SS(3.08a)
Else CWSPAMT=TOTCOST

CWSPERND=RUT(2a1b) [ABCODE=104]
If missing or not at sample school, then

if SS(3.08b2)><1 [STAWSAMT] and SS(3.08c2)<1 fUSRWSAMT) then
use WSTUDINC from student file

If still missing, use CWSPAMT
Range edits for CWSPAMT and CWSPERND

If CWSPAMT=CWSPERND and CWSPAHT>7500 then
CWSPAMT=CWSPAMT/10; CWSPERND=CWSPERND/10;

Else if CWSPAMT>7500
DIFFCWSP=CWSPERND-CWSPAMT
cwspAmT=CwsPAMT/10
CWSPERND=CWSPAMT+DIFFCWSP

DADEDUC=SS(7.02_1)

DADTRADE=SS(7.02a1)

DADUNIV=SS(7.02b1)

DATASRC -- data sources available
1=Record Abstract, Student Survey, and Parent Survey
2=Record Abstract and Student Survey only
3=Record Abstract only
4=Student Survey and Parent Survey only
5=Student Survey only
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DEPEND (Dependency status)
If RA(57a)=2 then depend=2 (institutional judgment)
Else if AGE > 23 then depend=2 (age)
Else if RA(76_18c, or 75_15c, or 7 _13, or 73_3)=1 then depend=2

(orphan)
If RA info missing, use SS(8.01)

Else if MARITAL=2-3 and RA(76_20,or 74_24,or 73_5,or 75_21)=2 then
depend=2 (marital)

If RA info missing, use SS(8.02c)
Else if RA(75_15d, or 73_4, or 74_14, or 76_18d)=1 then depend=2

(legal dependents)
If RA info missing, use SS(8.04a)

Else if RA(73_2, 74 12, 75_15b, 76_18b)=1 then depend=2 (veteran)
If RA info missing, use SS(6.16)

Else if PROGTYP=5-8 and RA(76_20,or 74_24,or 73_5,or 75_21)=2 then
depend=2 (grad)

If RA info missing, use SS(8.0ic)
Else if PROGTYP=1-4 and MARITAL=1 and RA(73 (12 or 133 and 73 14, or

74 (21 or 223 and 74 23, or 75 [19b or 20a3 arid 75_20b)=1 and RK(74_15
aha 74 16, or 73 6 ard 73 7, oT 75 16a and 75 16b, or 76 19a and
76 19bT=2 then dipend=2 (Uhdergrad)

-

If RA info missing, use SS(8.03c and d) in place of 1st set,
SS(8.02a and b) in place of 2nd
Else if RA(57a)=1 then depend=1;

Else if AGE not missIng and
(RA(76 18c, or 75 15c, or 74 13, or 73 3)=2 or (SS(8.01)=2) and
(RA(75-15d, or 73-4, or 74 1W, or 76 lgd)=2 or SS(8.04a)=23 and
(RA(73-2, 74 12, 75 15b, 7g 18b)=2 oT SS(6.16)=23 then do;
If (PR5GTYP=g-8 or RARITAL=Y or MARITAL=3) and (RA(76_20,or 74_24,or
73_5,or 75_21)=1 or SS(8.02c)=1) then depend=1;
Else if (PROGTYP=1-4, or 9 and MARITAL=1) and [(RA(73 [12 or 133 or
73 14, or 74_[21 or 223 or 74_23, or 75_[19h or 20a] 52:. 75_20b)=2 or
SST8.03c or 8.03d)=2) or [RA(74_15 or 74 16, or 73_6 or 73_7, or 75_16a
or 75 16b, or 76 19a or 76 19b)=1 or SS(g.02a or 8.02b)=1)] then
depena=1;
End;

If missing, take value from update (U_DEPEND)
If still missing, take value from Pell recipient file
If still missing, and 20<=AGE<=23 and (5<=PROGTYP<=8 or MARITAL=2)

then DEPEND=2
If still missing, and MARITAL=2 then DEPEND=2
If still missing, and O<AGE<=23 then DEPEND=1
If still missing, and PROGTYP>4 then DEPEND=2

DEPINC (defined only if DEPEND=1; otherwise equals -1)
DEPINC=RA(73_76)
If missing, then DEPINC=RA(74_36b)
If missing, then DEPINC=RA(75_35)
If missing, then DEPINC=RA(76_1a)
If missing, use Pell recipient file
If missing, then DEPINC=PS(3.13)
If missing, use SS(7.04) REFINC88
If missing, then impute

DISABLTY=SS(6.24)

DISTANCE=SS(2.02)

EDSAVING=PS(1.07a)

EDTRUST=PS(1.07b)
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EFC1=non-missing component of RA(70h) and sum of RA(70h_1,h_2,h_3) for
sample term

If missing, then use RA(65h) and RA(65h_l,h_2,h_3)
If missing, use Pell recipient file

EFC2=expeoted family contribution as derived by formula

EFC3=EFC1
If DEPEND=1 and -1<EFC1<700 and (UGRDLVL1=1 or UGRDLVL1=2)

and UGRDLVI.2.<3 then EFC3=700
Else if DEPEND=1 and -1<EFC1<900 then EFC3=900
Else if DEPEND=2 and -1<EFC1<1200 and LEGALDEP=2 then EFC3=1200
If EFC1<0 then EFC3=EFC2

(NOTE: EFC3 is the variable used in the NPSAS:90 Table Generation
System)

EMPLYANT
If EMPLYAMT=0 and SA311B>0 then EMPLYAMT=EMPLYAMT+SA311B
If not at sampled school, EMPLYAMT=EMPLYAMT+SS311B

EMPLPRD -- Employment period
If EMSTAT1-ENSTAT12= 2 for every month (no employment at any time)

then EMPLPRD=1
If MNSTAT1-MNSTAT12 has at least one (2 or 4) and at least one 5,

but no 1 or 3
(employment, not in school terms)
then EMPLPRD=2

If MNSTAT1-MNSTAT12 has at least one (1 or 3), but no 5
(employment in school terms only)
then EMPLPRD=3

If MNSTAT1-MNSTAT12 has at least one (1 or 3), and at least one 5
(employment both in and out of school)
then EMPLPRD=4

EMSTAT1-EMSTST12 monthly employment status (for each month
separately)

1=Employed at some time in the month
2=Not employed in any of the month

ENLEN
Count total number of months from 7/89 to 6/90 that student was ehrolled
based on SS(1.07)
e.g., ENLEN=0

If 7/89 ge mnthb/yearb and le mnthe/yeare for some term then
ENLEN=ENLEN+1

If 8/89 ge mnthb/yearb and le mnthe/yeare for some term then
ENLEN=ENLEN+1

And so on through 6/90

ENSTAT1-ENSTST12 -- monthly enrollment status (for each month
separately)

1=Enrolled full time at some time in the month
2=Enrol1ed part time at some time in the month
3=Not 'enrolled in any of the month

EVRBORW
If SS(3.16).0 then EVRBORW=1
If SS(3.16)=0 then EVRBORW=2
If missing and PROGTYP=1-4 and TOTLOAN>0 then EVRBO1W-1
If miing and PROGTYP=1-4 and TOTL0AN=0 thun EVIMORW;,2

)



(Note: this last is really an imputation; it assumes that if the
student isn't currently borrowing any money, be/she didn't borrow any
money earlier. The data would be biased if we allow for TOTLOAN>0 but
not TOTLOAN=0.)

FAMFARM
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

FAMFARM=RA(73_63)
If FAMFARM<0 then FAMFARM=RA(75_80)
If FA1IFARM<0 and SS(8.12e)>0 then FAMFARM=1;

Else if SS(8.12e)=0 then FAMFARM=2;
(SS variable is ASETFARM)

end;
If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */

FAMFARM=RA(73_102)
If FAMFAR14<0 then FAMFAR14=RA(75_57)
If FAMFARM<0 and PS(3.09d)>0 then FAMFARM=1

Else if PS(3.09d)=0 then FAMFARM=2;
(PS variable is WRTHFARM)

end;
If FAMFARM<0 and RA(74 57)>0 then FAMFARM=RA(74 57)
If FAMFARM=3 then FAMFKRM=-9

FAMINC
If DEPEND=1 then FAMINC=DEPINC
If DEPEND=2 then FAMINC=INDEPINC

FAMNUM
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

FAMNUM=RA(73 30)
If FAMNUM<0 then FAMNUM=RA(74 25)
If FAMNU4<0 then FAMNU4=RA(75:22)
If FAMNUM<0 then FAMNUM=SS(8.04b);

1SS variable is RDEPENDS)
If FAMNUM<0 and SS(8.04b)=-1 and MARITAL=1 then FAMNUM=1;
If FAMNUM<0 and SS(8.04b)=-1 and MARITAL=2 and SS(8.04a)=2

then FAMNUM=2;
ISS(8.04a) is LEGALDEP)

end;
If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */

FAMNUM=RA(73_72)
If FAMNUM<0 then FAMNUM=RA(74_27)
If FAMNU4<0 then FAMN1JM=RA(75 29)
If FAMNUM<0 then FAMMUM=RA(702)
If FAMNUM<0 then FAMNUM=PS(7.05)

[PS variable is TOTSUPP)
end;

FARMVAL /* this makes an assumption that farm value=business value */
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

FARMVAL=SS(8.12e);
[SS variable is ASETFARM)

If FARMVAL<0 and FAMFARM=1 then FARMVAL=RA(73 61)
If FARMVAL<0 and FAMFARM=1 then FARMVAL=RA(75:78)
end;

If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */
FARMVAL=PS(3.09d)

[PS variable is WRTHFARM)
If FARMVAL<0 and FAMFARM=1 then FARMVAL=RA(73_100)
If FARMVAL<0 and FA4FAR14=1 then FARMVAL=RA(75_55)
end;
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If FARKVAL<0 and RA(74_57)=1 and DEPEND=2 then FARMVAL=RA(74 55a);
If FARMVAL<0 and RA(74 57)=1 and DEPEND=1 then FARMVAL=RA(74-55b);
If FARMVAL=0 and FAMFARM=2 then FARMVAL=-1;

FATHEDUC
FATHEDUC=-9
If DADEDUC=1 or DADEDUC=2 or DADEDUC=3 then FATHEDUC=DADEDUC
If DADTRADE>0 then FATHEDUC=DADTRADE+3
If FATHEDUC<0 and DADEDUC=4 then FATHEDUC=4
If DADUNIV>0 then FATHEDUC=DADUNIV+6
If FATHEDUC<0 and DADEDUC=5 then FATHEDUC=7

FEDAMT1=T4AMT1+RA(39i)+RA(39J)+RA(39m)+(RA(39n) if TYPE=2)
=T4AMT1+(418CODE=110]+[ABCODE=111)+IABCODE=114]+[ABCODE=152-199 if

TYPE=2]
If school not sample school, then FEDAMT1=FEDAMT1+SS(3.06b-d)

FEDAMT2=FEDAMT1+RA(48h)+(RA(48i-k) if TYPE=2)
=FEDAMT1+[ABCODE=408,1+IABCODE=451-499 if TYPE=2.1

FEDTAXES
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

FEDTAXES=RA(73_35)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(74_37a)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(75_61)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(76_4b)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=SS(8.08b);

(SS variable is INCTAX88]
end;

If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */
FEDTAXES=RA(73_77)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(74_37b)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(75_36)
If FEDTAXES<0 then FEDTAXES=RA(76 4a)
end;

FELLAMT=RA(54c) (ABCODE=6031
For sample school, if FELLAMT<SS(3.10a-d) then FELLAMT=SS(3.10a-d)
If school not sample school, then FELLAMT=FELLAMT+SS(3.10a-d)

FORMSA=RA(71a)

FORMSB=RA(71b)

FORMSC=RA(71c)

FORMSD=RA(71d)

FORMSE=RA(71e)

FORMSF=RA(71f)

FORMS7=RA(71g)

CENDER=SS(6.06a)
If missing, use RA(5)
In some cases, might impute based on CIP codes (majors)

GPA (use cumulative CPA first; use most recent CPA if cumulative not
available)
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If RA(38)=1 then GPA=RA(37)
If RA(38)=2 then GPA=RA(37)-1
If RA(38)=3 then GPA=RA(37) - 5.5

If GPA>4.0 then GPA=4.0
If GPA<0 then GPA=0

If RA(38)=4 then GPA=0.1xRA(37) - 5.5
If GPA>4.0 then GPA=4.0
If GPA<0 then GPA=0

If GPA<0 and UGRDLVL1=1 and RA(37c)=1 then GPA=-1

GPACAT
If 0<=GPA<1 then GPACAT=1
If 1.0<=GPA<2 then GPACAT=2
If 2.0<=GPA<3 then GPACAT=3
If 3.0<=GPA then GPACAT=4
Else GPACAT=-9

HOMELOAN=PS(1.08e)

HRSPERWK=RA(34c)

HSDEG=SS(6.20)
If missing, use RA(22)

ICLAMT=1A(39h) [ABOODE=109)

If schools not in campus-based program (NOSCH=1 and WESID=11011063,
1371277, 1492131, or 3161106) then shift funds in CWSPERND, PERKAMT, and
SEOGAMT to OTHFDAMT
and set CWSPAMT, CWSPERND, PERKAMT, and SEOGAMT to 0

INDEPINC (defined
INDEPINC=RA
If missing,
If missing,
If missing,
If missing,
If missing,
If missing,

only if DEPEND=2; otherwise equals -1)
(73_34)
then INDEPINC=RA(74 36a)
then INDEPINC=RA(75:60)
then INDEPINC=RA(76_1b)
use Pell recipient file
then INDEPINC=SS(8.07b)
then impute

INJURIS -- In jurisdiction for tuition purposes
INJURIS=RA(36)

INNEEDGR=RA(45f) (ABCODE=306)

INNONDGR=RA(45e) [ABCODE=305J

INSTAMT=RA(45a-k) (ABCODE=401-499]
If RA(39a)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then INSTA14T=INSTAMT+RA(39A)
If SS(3.04a3)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then INSTAMT=INSTAMT+SS(3.04A3)
If RA(39a) > PELLAMT> 100 then INSTAMT=INSTAMT+RA(39a)-PELLAMT
If school not sample school then

INSTAMT=INSTAMT + SS(3.05c-d) + sS(3.06f) + SS(3.10c) + SS(3.15)
Note: there is additional information in SS(3.08b), but we can't
distinguish state from institutional aid.

INSTNEED=RA(45f)+(RA(45i-k) if KIND=5 or 7)
=fABCODE=306)+[ABCODE=351-399 if KIND=5 or 7)
If RA(39a)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then INSTNEED=INSTNEED+RA(39A)
If SS(3.04a3)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then INSTNEED=INSTNEED+SS(3.04A3)
If RA(39a) > PELLAMT> 100 then INSTNEED=INSTNEED+RA(39a)-PELLAMT
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INSTNOND=RA(45e)+(RA(45i-k) if KIND=6)
im[ABCODE=3051+(1000DS=351-399 if KIND=4,1

IPEDS1-IPEDS3
Take FICE codes developed from list in SS(1.05) (SCHLNAME]

IPEDS1-IPEDS3 IPEDS ID for each non-sampled school at which enrolled
Note: the record abstract often did not collect sufficient information
to properly identify the school

LENGTHCL=RA(34b)
If missing and RA(33)=2 then LENGTHCL=SS(2.12c2 or 2.13c2)

(depending which term is sampled term)

LEVEL (from sampling)
1 = Less than 2 yrs
2 = 2-3 years
3 = 4 years not PHD
4 = 4 years PHD

LIFELOAN=PS(1.08g)

MAJRCODE=RA(35n) (CIP code)
If missing, then MAJRCODE=RA(34n) [CIP code)
If missing, then MAJRCODE= (CIP code from SS(2.06 and 2.06)

MARITAL
If SS(4.01)=2, 4, or 5 then MARITAL=1
If SS(4.01)=1 then MARITAL=2
If SS(4.01)=3 then MARITAL=3
If missing, then MARITAL=RA(21)
If still missing, then use Q73S27, Q74S5, or S76S12 (RA)

MNSTAT1-MNSTST12 -- monthly status (for each month separately)
1=Enrolled full-time and employed
2=Enrolled full-time and not employed
3=Enrolled part-time and employed
4=Enrolled part-time and not employed
5=Not enrolled and employed
6-Not enrolled and not employed

MOMEDUC=SS(7.02_1)

MOMTRADE=SS(7.02a1)

MOMUNIV=SS(7.02b1)

MOREHRS=PS(1.07h)

MOREJOBS=PS(1.07g)

MOTHEDUC
MOTHEDUC=-9
If MOMEDUC=1 or MOMEDUC=2 or MOMEDUC=3 then

MOTHEDUC=MOMEDUC
If MOMTRADE>0 then MOTHEDUC=MOMTRADE+3
If MOTHEDUC<0 and MOMEDUC=4 then MOTHEDUC=4
If MOMUNIV>0 then MOTHEDUC=MOMUNIV+6
If MOTHEDUC<0 and MOMEDUC=5 then MOTHEDUC=7

NOENROLL -- Number of periods at sample school
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Count terms at sample school from SS(1.07)
(Already calculated)

If missing, count number of terms in record update (1 to 4)

NONFMCST=CMCOSTS - CMEFC

NOSCH -- Number of schools attended
Count schools in SS(1.05) and add 1 (for sample school)

N0TFORED=PS(1.070

NPSASID -- sequential student ID
Starts at 1 for undergraduates
Starts at 70,001 for graduate students and first professionals

NREFCON
If REFPAR=1 or 5 then NREFCON=SS(4.06a1)
If REFPAR=2 or 6 then NREFCON=SS(4.06a2)
If REFPAR=3 or 4 then NREFOON=-1;
If NREFCON<-1 then NREFCON=-9

NREFLOAN
If REFPAR=1 or 5 then NREFLOAN=SS(4.06b1)
If REFPAR=2 or 6 then NREFLOAN=SS(4.06b2)
If REFPAR=3 or 4 then NREFLOAB=-1;
If NREFLOAN<-1 then NREFLOAN=-9

OFCON1
If CONTROL=1 then do (public)

If leve1=1 then OFCON=01 (Pub <2-years)
If level=2 then OFCON=02 (Pub 2-3 years)
If level=3 then 0FCON=03 (Pub 4-yr no PHD)
If level=4 then OFCON=04 (Pub 4-yr PHD)

(continued. . )

If CONTROL=2 then do (private, not-for-profit)
If level=1 then OFCON=05 (Priv <2-years)
If level=2 then OFCON=06 (Priv 2-3 years)
If level=3 then OFCON=07 (Priv 4-yr no PHD)
If level=4 then OFCON=08 (Priv 4-yr PHD)

If CONTROL=3 then do (proprietary)
If level=1 then OFCON=09 (Prop <2-years)
If level=2-4 then OFCON=10 (Prop 2+ years)

OFCON2
If OFCON1=01 or 02 then OFCON2=OFCON1
If OFCON:.=03 or 04 then OF0012=03
If OFCON1=05 or 06 then OFCON2=04
If OFCON1=07 or 08 then OFCON2=05
If OFCON1=09 or 10 then OFCON2=06

OFCONL
OFCONL=OFCON2
If PROGTYP>4.5 and CONTROL=1 then ONFONL=7
If PROGTYP>4.5 and CONTROL=2 then ONFONL=8
If PROGTYP>4.5 and CONTROL=3 then ONFONL=8

OFERDFA1=SS(9.04)

[MOMPAY)
[DADPAY)

fMOMLOAN)
IDADLOAN)

OFFCOST=SS(2.17c-g) x (ENLEN - 0 of months for which ROOMCOST is
defined)

If OFFCOST>12000 then OFFCOST=OFFCOST/12
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OTHERAID=RA(488-k, 51a-j) (ABCODE=401-499,501-599]
If at sampled school,

If RA(51a)=0 then OTHERAID=OTHERAID+SS(3.11b)
If RA(5ld)=0 then OTHERAID=0THERAID+SS(3.05e1b)+SS(3.05e1c)
If RA(51e)=0 then OTHERAID=OTHERAID+SS(3.05e1d)
If OTHERAID<OS(3.06g)+SS(3.05e)+SS(3.11b)) then

OTHERAID=SS(3.06g)+SS(3.05e)+SS(3.11b)
If not at sampled school,
OTHERAID=OTHERAID+SS(3.06g)+SS(3.05e)+SS(3.11b)

OTHERTAX
If DEPEND=2 then OTHERTAX=RA(78_6b); /* student */
If 1=1 then OTHERTAX=RA(76_6a); /* parents */

OTHFDAMT=RA(39i-n) (ABCODE=110-214,151-1991
If school not sample school, then OTHFDAMT=OTHFDAMT+SS(3.06b-d)

0THFUNDS=PS(1.071)

OTHGRAMT=RA(54e), but not assistantships IABCODE=651-699 and F_ASSIST
ne 1j

OTHRCOST-SS(2.12g-h--summed over all terms)

OTHRLOAN=PS(1.080TH)

OTHRMCST=SS(2.17a-b) x (ENLEN - # of months for which ROOMCOST is
defined)

If OTHRMCST>24000 then OTHRMCST=OTHRMCST/12

OTHSCAMT=SS(3.03a) (if at non-sampled school)

OWEAMT=SS(3.17)
If BORAMT1>0 and BORAMT2>0 and OWEAMT=-1 then 0WEAMT=0

PAREDUC
PAREDUC=FATHEDUC
If MOTHEDUC>PAREDUC then PAREDUC=MOTHEDUC

PARCONTR=REFCONTR+NREFCON
If REFCONTR=-1 then PARCONTR=NREFCON
If NREFCON=-1 then PARCONTR=REFCONTR
IF REFCONTR=-1 and NREFCON=-1 then PARCONTR=0
If REFCONTR=-9 or NREFCON=-9 then PARCONTR=-9

PARLOAN=REFLOAN+NREFLOAN
If REFLOAN=-1 then PARLOAN=NREFLOAN
If NREFLOAN=-1 then PARLOAN=REFLOAN
IF REFLOAN=-1 and NREFLOAN=-1 then PARLOAN=0
If REFLOAN=-9 or NREFLOAN=-9 then PARLOAN=-9

PELLAMT=(amount from Pell recipient file)
If MATCHFLG=3 then PELLAMT=0

=0 if not on Pell recipient file
If PELLAMT>2300 then PELLAMT=PELLAMT/2
If 0<PELLAMT<100 then PELLAMT=PELLAMT*10

PELLCHIL=RA(61c 1)
If PELLCHYL>1000 then PELLCHIL=1000

PELLDIFF=2300-SAI
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PELLHAND=RA(61d_1)
If PELLHAND>5000 then PELLHAND=5000

PELLROOM=RA(61b_1)

PELLTUIT=RA(61a_1)

PERKAMT=RA(39d) IABCODE=105)
If school not sample school, then PERKAMT=PERKAMT+SS(3.04b5)
If UGRDLVL=1 or 2 and PERKAMT>4500 then PERKAMT=4500
If PERKAMT>TOTCOST>500 then PERKAMT=TOTCOST
If PERKAMT>0 and NOSCH=1 and NESID=2271245 or 4141305 then

OTHFDAMT=OTHFDAMT+PERKAMT
PERKAMT=0

If 0<PERKAMT<100 then PERIAMT=PERKAMT*10

PLUSAMT=RA(39f) Mt:CO(1E0,107j
If PLUSAMT=0 and PS(1.08aov)>0 then PLUSAMT=PS(1.08aov)
If DEPEND=2 then PLUSAMT=0
If PLUSAMT>4000 then PLUSAMT=4000
If 0<PLUSAMT<100 then PLUSAMT=PLUSAMT*10

If PLUSAMT still < 100 then PLUSAMT=PLUSAMT*10

PLUSLOAN=PS(1.08a)

POSTED
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

POSTED=RA(73_31)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=RA(74_26)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=RA(75 23)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=SS(8.U4d);

ISS variable is NUMINCOL)
If POSTED<0 and SS(8.04c=2) then POSTED=0;

ISS variable is ANYINCOL]
end;

(continued . . )

If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */
POSTED=RA(73 73)
If POSTED<0 Dien POSTED=RA(74_28)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=RA(75_30)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=RA(76P3)
If POSTED<0 then POSTED=PS(7.06)

IPS variable is COLLSUPP)
If FAMNUM=0 then POSTED=-1;
end;

PREPAY=PS(1.14)

PROGTYP
If RA(29)=1-8 then PROGTYP=RA(29)
Otherwise, use SS(2.09) for sampled term

If SS(2.09)=2 then PROGTYP=1 (Associate Degree)
If SS(2.09)=3 then PROGTYP=2 (BachelorAs Degr)
If SS(2.09)=1 then PROGTYP=3 (Undrgrd Certifct)
If SS(2.09)=5 then PROGTYP=5 (MasterAs Degree)
If SS(2.09)=6 then PROGTYP=6 (Doctoral Degree)
If SS(2.09)=7 then PROGTYP=7 (First-Professnl)
If SS(2.09)=4 or 92 then PROGTYP=8 (Other Grad Prgrm)
If SS(2.09)=91 then PROGTYP=4 (Other undergrad)

If still missing, use SS(2.08) for sampled term
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If SS(2.08)=6 then PROGTYP=5 (Master^s Degree)
If SS(2.08)=7 then PROGTYP=6 (Doctoral Degree)
If SS(2.08)=8 then PROGTYP=7 (First-Professnl)

Tf still missing, use sampling information

PSTSECYR
If SS(6.21)=89 then find earliest beginning year in SS(1.07)

(It will be either 89 or 90)
If SS(6.22a)=2 [POSTSEC) then

If SS(2.01)=1 then find earliest beginning year in SS(1.07)
(It will be either 89 or 90)

Else PSTSECYR=SS(6.22b_yr) (EDSTARTY]
If missing then

If UGRDLVL1=1 then find earliest beginning year in SS(1.07)
If UGRDLVL1=2-5 then PSTSECYR=90-UGRDLVL1

If PSTSECYR<20 then PSTSECYR=-9
RACE
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

If
If

SS(6.07a)=3
SS(6.07a)=4
SS(6.07a)=2
SS(6.07a)=1
SS(6.07a)=1

then RACE=1 (American Indian)
then RACE=2 (Asian)
and SS(6.08) ne 1 then RACE=3 (Black, non-Hispanic)
or 2 and SS(6.08)=1 then RACE=4 (Hispanic)
and SS(6.08) ne 1 then RACE=5 (White, non-Hispanic)

missing, then:
RA(23)=3 then RACE=1 (American Indian)
RA(23)=4 then RACE=2 (Asian)
RA(23)=2 and RA(24)=2 then RACE=3 (Black, non-Hispanic)
RA(23) ne 3 and 4 and [RA(24)=1 or SS(6.08)=1) then RACE=4
RA(23)=1 and RA(24)=2 then RACE=5 (White, non-Hispanic)
missing and SS(6.08) ne 1 and RA(23) ne 1, then:

If SS(6.07a)=1 or RA(23)=1 then RACE=5
Else if SS(6.07a)=2 or RA(23)=2 then RACE=3

missing and student in Puerto Rico, RACE=4
missing, then: (do these sequentially, dropping

assignment is made)
If PS(4.01a or
If PS(4.01a or
If PS(4.03a or
If PS(4.01a or
If PS(4.01a or

If missing, then impute

4.01b)=3 then RACE=1
4.01b)=4 then RACE=2
4.03b)=1 then RACE=4
4.01b)=2 then RACE=3
4.01b)=1 then RACE=5

Out

(Hispanic)

as soon as an

RACE2
If RACE<4 then RACE2=RACE
Else if RACE>4 then RACE2=RACE-1
Perform the following if RACE=4
If SS(6.07a)=3 then RACE2=1 (American Indian)
If SS(6.07a)=4 then RACE2=2 (Asian)
If SS(6.07a)=2 then RACE2=3 (Black)
If SS(6.07a)=1 then RACE2=4 (White)
If missing, then:
If RA(23)=3 then RACE2=1 (American Indian)
If RA(23)=4 then RACE2=2 (Asian)
If RA(23)=2 then RACE2=3 (Black)
If RA(23)=1 then RACE2=4 (White)
If missing, then: (do these sequentially, dropping out as soon as an
assignment is made)

If PS(4.01a or 4.01b)=3 then RACE2=1
If PS(4.01a or 4.01b)=4 then RACE2=2
If PS(4.01a or 4.01b)=2 then RACE2=3
If PS(4.01a or 4.01b)=1 then RAcE2=4

If missing, then impute
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REFCONTR
If REFPAR=3 then do;

REFCONTR=SS(4.05a) (PARNTPAY]
If REFOONTR=-1 then REFCONTR=0
end;

If REFPAR=1 or 5 then do;
REFCONTR=SS(4.06a2) (DADPAY]
If RZFCONTR=-1 then REFCONTR=0
end;

If REFPAR=2 or 6 then do;
REFCONTR=SS(4.06a1) (MOMPAY)
If REFCONTR=-1 then REFCONTR=0
end;

If REFPAR=4 then REFCONTR=-1;
If REFCONTR<-1 then REFCONTR=PS(1.03) (AMTGIVE)
If REFCONTR<-1 then REFCONTR=-9

REFINC88=(copy from SS)

REFINC89=(copy from SS)

PARMAR=PS(1.01)

REFLOAN
If REFPAR=3 then REFLOAN=SS(4.05b) [LOANPAR]
If REFPAR=1 or 5 then REFLOAN=SS(4.06b2) [DADLOAN]
If REFPAR=2 or 6 then REFLOAN=SS(4.06b1) [MOMLOAN]
If REFPAR=4 then REFLOAN=-1;
If REFLOAN<-1 then REFLOAN=PS(1.04) IAMTLOANI
If REFLOAN<-1 then REFLOAN=-9

REFPAR=REFPAREN (from SS)

REFSIK=PS(1.050V)

RELIGION=SS(9.08)

RESAMT=RA(54b) [ABCODE=6021
If (RESAMT+TEACHAMT+[RA(54e) and F_ASSIST=1])<SS(3.11a) for sample

school, then RESA1T=0

RETFUNDS=PS(1.07k)

RETRLOAN=PS(1.08k)

RFINANC=PS(1.07f)

ROOMCOST=SS(2.14a,2.15--summed over all terms)

SAI
Primary source: Pell recipient file
Secondary source: RA(61e)
Impute for all Pell recipients with missing SAI

SATM=RA(32a-math)

SATTOTAL=SATV+SATM
If SATV<0 or SATM<0 then SATTOTAL=-9;

SATV=RA(32a-verbal)
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SAV8ONDS=SS(4.09b)

SCHLLOAN=PS(1.08c)

SCHOLAMT=TOTGRT+RA(54a,b,d)
If school not sample school, then SCH0LAMT=SCHOLAMT+SS(3.11a)

ITEACHAMT1

SCHOLSHP
If SCHOLAMT>0 then SCHOLSHP=1; else SCHOLSHP=2

SECMORG=PS(1.07e)

SELLASET=PS(1.07j)

SEOGAMT=RA(39b) (ABCODE=1021
If PROGTYP=5-8 then SEOGAMT=0
If PR0GTYP=1-4 and SEOGAMT>4000 then SEOGAMT=4000
If PROGTYP=1-4 and ATTNSTAT=1 or 2 and 0<SEOGAMT<100 then

SEOGAMT=100
If SEOGAMT>TOTCOST>500 then SEOGAMT=TOTCOST

SIGNLOAN=PS(1.08d)

SLSAMT=RA(39g) (ABCODE=2081
If school not sample school, then SLSAMT=SLSAMT+SS(3.06a)
If SLSAMT>4000 then SLSAMT=4000
If O<SLSAMT<100 then SLSAMT=SLSAMT*10

If SLSAMT still < 100 then SLSAMT=SLSAMT*10

SMAELOAN=PS(1.08j)

SPSEMP=SS(5.12a)

SPSINC=SS(5.12b)
STAFFAMT=RA(39e) fABCODE=106]

If school not sample s'.hool, then STAFFAMT=STAFFAMT+SS(3.04b3)
If UGRDLVL1=1 or 2 and UGRDLVL2<3 and STAFFAMT>2525 then

STAFFA1IT=2625
If PROGTYP=1-4 and UGRDLVL2 le 5 and (UGRDLVL1 ge 3 or UGRDLVL2 ge 3

or UGRDLVL1=-9) and STAFFAMT>4000 then STAFFAMT=4000
If PROGTYP=5-8 or UGRDLVL2>5 and STAFFAMT>7500 then

STAFFAMT=7500
If ATTEND=3 and SS(2.12a and 2.13a)=3 for every term then

STAFFAMT=0
If 0<STAFFAMT<100 then STAFFA4T=STAFFAMT*10

If STAFFAMT still < 100 then STAFFAMT=STAFFAMT*10

STATEAMT=RA(42a-j) (ABCODE=201-2991
If school not sample school then STATEAMT=SS(3.05b)+SS(3.06e)+SS(3.l0b)
Note: there is additional information in SS(3.08b), but we can't
distinguish state from institutional aid.

STATLOAN=PS(1.08b)

ST1TNEED=RA(42d,42g)flRA(42i-j) if KIND=5 or 7)
--(ABOVE-204,207)+[ABCODE-251-299 if NIND=5 or 71

STATN0ND=RA(42e)+(R1(42i-j) if KIND=6)
--"ABCODE=205]+[ABCODE=251-299 if KIND=61
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STILLOWE
If 0WEAMT>0 then STILLOWE=1
Else if OWEAMT=0 then STILLOWE=2
Else STILLOWE=-9

STSAVPLN=SS(4.09a)

STUIND=SS(5.08) (coded)

STUOCC=SS(5.08) (coded)

T4AMT1=PERKAMT+STAFFAMT+SLSAMT+ICLA14T

T4AMT2=PERKAMT+STAFFAMT+PLUSAMT+SLSAMT+ICLAMT

T4PK1AMT=sum(PELLAMT,CWSPERND,STAFFAMT)

TEACHAMT=RA(54a) [ABCODE=502]
If (RESAMT+TEACHAMT+(RA(54e) and F_ASSIST=1))<SS(3.11a) for sample

school, then TEACHAMT=0

TFEDAID=TITIVAMT+OTHFDAMT

TFEDGRT=PELLAMT + SEOGAMT + RA(39k) + RA(391) + (R14(39n) if TYPE=1)
=PELLAMT + SEOGAMT + (ABCODE=112] + [ABCODS=1131 + (ABCODE=151-199 if
TYPE=1)
If not at sampled school, TFEDGRT=TFEDGRT+SS(3.10a)+SS(3.05a)

TFEDLN=PERKAMT+STAFFAMT+SLSAMT+ICLAMT+RA(39i,j,m) + (RA(39n) if TYPE=2)
=PERKAMT + STAFFAMT + SLSAMT + ICLAMT + IABCODE=110,111,114) +
[ABCODE=151-199 if TYPE=2]
If not at sampled school, TFEDLN=TFEDLN+SS(3.0Gb-d)

TFEDOTHR=TFEDAID-TFEDGRT-TFEDLN-CWSPERND

TITIVAMT=PELLAMT+SEOGAMT+CWSPERND+PERKAMT+STAFFAMT+PLUSAMT+SLSAMT+ICLAMT

TNFEDAID=TOTAID-TFEDAID

TNFEDGRT=TOTGRT-TFEDGRT

TNFEDLN=TOTLOAN-TFEDLN

TNFEDOTH=OTHERAID-TFEDOTHR

TOTAID=TFEDAID+STATEAMT+INSTAMT+OTHERAID
Compare with SS(3.03a) summed over all schocls to verify that no aid is
left out

TOTCOST=TUITCOST+ROOMCOST+BOOKCOST+OTHRCOST+OTHRMCST+OFFCOST

TOTGRT=PELLAMT + SEOGAMT + RA(39k,l) + (RA(39n) if TYPE=1) + RA(42c-f) +
(RA(42i-j) if TYPE=1) + RA(45a,c-g) + (RA(45i-k) if TYPE=1) + RA(48a-
d,f,g) + (RA(48i-k) if TYPE=1) + RA(51a,c-e) + (RA(51h-j) if TYPE=1) +
RA(54c) + (RA(54e) if TYPE=1)
=PELLAMT + SEOGAMT + [ABCODE=112,113] + IABCODE=151-199 if TYPE=1] +
fABCODE=203-2061 + (ABCODE=251-299 if TYPE=11 + fABC0DE=301,303-3071 +
(A8C0DE=351-399 if TYPE=2) + [ABCODE=401-404,406-407] + [ABCODE=451-499

BEST pi)
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if TYPS=11 + (ABCODE=501,503-505] + (ABCODE=551-599 if TYPE=1] +
[ABCODE=6031 + (ABCODE=6.51-699 if TITE=11
If not at sampled school,

TOTGRT=TOTGRT+SS(3.10a-d)+SS(3.05a-e)+SS(3.11b)+SS(3.12a-b)
If at sampled school, add in SS(3.11b) if RA(51a=0)
If RA(39a)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then TOTGRT=TOTGRT+RA(39A)
If SS(3.04a3)>100 and PELLAMT=0 then TOTGRT=TOTGRT+SS(3.04A3)
If RA(39a) > PELLAMT> 100 then TOTGRT=TOTGRT+RA(39a)-PELLAMT

TOTLOAN=PERKAMT + STAFFAMT + SLSAMT + ICLAMT + RA(39i,j,m) + (RA(39n) if
TYPE=2) + RA(42g,h) + (RA(42i-j) if TYPE=2) + RA(45h) + (RA(45i-k) if
TYPE=2) + RA(48h) + (RA(48i-k) if TYPE=2) + RA(51f) + (RA(51h-j) if
TYPE=2) + (RA(54e) if TYPE=2)
=PERKAMT + STAFFAMT + SLSAMT + ICLAMT + (ABCODE=110,111,114] +
fABCODE=251-199 if TITE=21 + (ABCODEr207,208) + [ABCODE=251-299 if
TITE=2,1 + (ABCODE=308,1 + [ABCODE=351-399 if TYPE=2] + (ABCODE=4081 +
(ABCODE=451-499 if TYPE=2] + IABCODS=506] + fABCODE=551-599 if TYPE=21 +
(ABCODE=651-699 if TYPE=2]
If not at sampled school, TOTLOAN=TOTLOAN+SS(3.06a-g)

TOTOTHR=TOTAID-TOTGRT-TOTLOAN-TOTWKST

TOTWKST=CWSPERND+INSTCWS +RA(42b)=CWSPERND+INSTCWS+1ABC0DE=2021
If not at sampled school, TOTWKST=TOTWXST+SS(3.08a-c)

TRNAMT=RA(54d) (ABCODE=604]

TUITCOST (below definitions for RA(34d,35c) use total tuition and fees;
sum if needed]

If RA(33) ne 2 or RA(34d) missing, then TUITCOST=RA(35c)
If missing then TUITCOST=RA(34d)
If other terms on SS, then TUITCOST=TUITCOST+SS(2.12d) for other

terms
If missing then TUITCOST=SS(2.12d--summed over all terms)
If still missing, get from IPEDS IC file
If TUITCOST>25000 then TUITCOST=25000

UG1WLVL1 (undergraduate level for sampled term)
If RA(30)=1-5 then UGRDLVL1=RA(30)

Else if SS(2.08)=1-5 for sampled term, then
UGRDLVL1=SS(2.08)

If missing, use Pell file
If EDLEVEL=1 or 2 then UGROLV1.1=EDLEVEL
If EDLEVEL=3 then imputation should be over range 3-5

UGRDLVL2 (other undergraduate level)
Must look at individual terms (before combined)
If SS(2.08)>8 then SS(2.08)=-1
UGRDLVL2=max(SS(2.08) across terms)
If UGRDLVL2 <= UGRDLVL1 then UGRDLVL2=-1

UNDRLOAN=PS(1.08i)

UNTAXINC
If DEPEND=2 then do; /* student */

UNTAXINC=sum(RA(73_38-41)
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(RA(74_41a-44a))
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(RA(75_65-68))
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=RA(76_2b)
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(SS(8.10a-d))
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[SS variables are SOCSEC88, AFDC88, KIDSUP88,
OTHINC88)

end;
If DEPEND=1 then do; /* parents */

UNTAXINC=sum(RA(73_80-83)
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(RA(74 41b-44b))
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(RA(75:40-43))
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=RA(76_2a)
If UNTAXINC<0 then UNTAXINC=sum(PS(3.15a-e))

[PS variables are SSI88, ADC88, CSUPP88, FDSTMP88,
OINCOM88]

end;

VETERAN=SS(6.16)
If ACTVDUTY=1 or CITIZEN=2 then VETERAN=-1

WAIVAMT=RA(45c)+RA(45d)
If school not sample school then WAIVA4T=WAIVAMT+SS(3.15)

WAIVER
If WAIVAMT>0 then WAIVER=1; else WAIVER=2

WKINC
If SS(5.09)=-1 then SS(5.09)=0
If S5(5.1.0)=-1 then SS(5.10)=0
WKINC=SS(5.09)+SS(5.10)
If SS(5.09)<-1 or SS(5.10)<-1 then WKINC=-9

WKINCCAL=SS(5.13) /* TOTERN */
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Appendix Table B.l.-Data sources available for students included in the analysis file, by
student level and by dependency and receipt of student aid:

UGRAD Undergraduates only NPSAS90 by DATASK Data sources available

Count
Row Pet
Col Pct

DATASRC

Abs, stu Abs & st Abstract Std & pr Std surv
d, prnt u survy only nt only ey only Row

Tot Pct 1 2 3 4 5 Total

UGRAD
1.00 5888 6096 2858 17 11 14870

DEP/AIDED 39.6 41.0 19.2 .1 .1 31.9

36.8 27.6 34.6 16.5 6.8

12.6 13.1 6.1 .0 .o

2.00 7078 2492 1111 43 24 10748

DEP/NONAIDED 65.9 23.2 10.3 .4 .2 23.1

44.3 11.3 13.4 41.7 14.8

15.2 2.4 .1 .1

3.00 2300 6868 3695 44 12927

1ND/AIDED 17.8 53.1 28.6 .2 .3 27.7

14.4 31.1 44.7 19.4 27.2

4.9 14.7 7.9 .0 .1

4.00 723 6636 608 23 8 8073

INO/NONAIDED 9.0 82.2 7.5 .3 1.° 17.3

4.5 30.0 7.4 22.3 51.2

1.6 14.2 1.3 .o .2

Column 15989 22092 8272 103 162 46618

Total 34.3 47.4 17.7 .2 .3 100.0

Number of Missing Observations: 170 (Inforemtion to determine dependentcy status

was not available for 170 undergraduates).

GRAD Graduates only

Count
Row Pet
Cot Pct

- NPSAS90 by DATASRC Data sources available

DATASRC Page 1 of 1

Abs, stu Abs & st Abstract Std surv
d, prnt u survy only ey only Row

Tot Pct 1 2 3 5 Total

GRAD
1.00 3

4

400 80 1 484

DEP/A1DED .6 82.6 16.5 .2 3.4

30.0 3.1 6.3 1.7

.0 2.8 .6 .0

2.00 3 125 2 130

DEP/NDNAIDED 2.3 96.2 1.5 .9

30.0 1.0 .2

.o .9 .0

3.00 6488 1147 12 7648

IND/AIDED .0 84.8 15.0 .2 53.4

10.0 49.9 90.8 20.7
.0 45.3 8.0 .1

4.00 3 5988 34 45 6070

IND/NONAIDED .0 98.6 .6 .7 42.4

30.0 46.1 2.7 77.6

.0 41.8 .2 .3

Column 10 13001 1263 58 14332

Total .1 90.7 8.8 .4 100.0

Number of Missing Observations: 0

DEP=Dependent IND=Independent

Data sources 1=Akstract, Student interview, and Parent interview
2=Abstract and Student interview

3=Abstract only
4=Student and Parent interviews only
5=Student survey only
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Appendix C

Procedures Used for Data Imputations
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Variable Name: HSDEG
Description: High School Degree or Equivalent
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All cases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 57,134
Number eligible for imputation: 3,986
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 61,120

Pre-Analysis:

Cross-tabulations were run on the following variables to determine the hest predictors:
OFCON I PROGTYPC (undergraduate, graduate, and first professional) RACE GENDER GPACAT
MARITAL

Hotdeck Imputation:

Sort by:

I. OFCON1
*2. PROGTYPC
3. RACE
4. MARITAL
5. SCHOOL

* No break.

Number imputed by Hotdeck imputation = 3,986

Post Analysis:

High School Degree or Equivalent

Value Label

Before Imputation After Imputation

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

I

2
3
4
-9

Diploma
GED
Certificate
No H.S. Degree
Not specified

53,548
1,946
377

1,263
3,986

93.7
3.4
0.7
2.2

--

57,203
2,090

422
1,405

93.6
3.4
0.7
2.3

Total

, .

_ 61,120 100.0
_

61,120 100.0
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Variable Name: UGRDLVL1
Description: Undergraduate Level
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All cases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 44,072
Number eligible for imputation: 2,716
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 46,788

Pre-Analysis:

Cross-tabulations were run on the following variables to determine the best predictors:

OFCON1, GPAYES (1 = GPA available, 2 = GPA not available)

Hotdeck Imputation:

Sort variables:

*1. OFCON I
2. GPAYES
3. AGE
4. SCHOOL

*No break

Number imputed hy Hotdeck imputation = 2,716

Past Analysis:

Undergraduate Level

Value Label

Before Imputation After Imputation

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

1 1st year/freshman 19,096 43.3 20,889 44.6
2 2nd year/sophomore 9,667 21.9 10,106 21.6

I

3 3rd year/junior 6,985 15.8 7,183 15.4

i

4 4th year/senior 7,673 17.4 7,911 16.9

1

5

-9
5th year or higher
Missing

651
2,716

1.5
--

699
--

1.5
--

Total 46,788 100.0 46,788 100.0
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Variable Name: LOCALRES
Description: Local Residence
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All cases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 57,304
Number eligible for imputation: 3,816
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 61,120

Pre-Analysis:

Cross-tabulations were run on the following variables to determine the best predictors:

GENDER MARITAL AGECAT INJUR1S UGRDLVL1 PROGTYPC

Hotdeck Imputation:

Sort variables:

1. OFCON1
*2. MARITAL!'
3. INURIS
4. PROGTYPC
5. UGRDLVL I
6. SCHOOL
7. AGE

*No break
If MARITAL is missing MARITAL is set to 1 (single).

Number imputed by Hotdeck imputation = 3,816

Post Analysis:
Local Residence

,

Value Label

Before Imputation After Imputation

Frequency 1 Percent Frequency I Percent

1 Campus Housing 12,776 22.3 13,225 21.6
2 Off-Campus 33,115 57.8 35,414 57.9
3 With Parents 11,413 19.9 12.481 20.4
-9 Missing 3,816 -- --

Total 61,120 100.0 61,120
..

100.0 t
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Variable Name: RACE
Description: Race/Ethnicity
Cases Eligible for Imputation: MI cases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 56,763
Number eligible for imputation: 4,357
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 61,120

Pre-Analysis:

Cross-tabulations were run on the following variables to determine the best predictors:

OFCONI. SEX, AGECAT

Iloideck Imputatiim:

Sort variables:

*1. OFCON1
2. SCHOOL
3. MAJRCODE
4. GENDER
5. AGE

*No break

Number imputed by Hoideck imputation = 4,357

Post Analysis:

Race

Value Label

Before Imputation Afier Imputation

Frequency Percent F equency 1 Percent

1 American Indian 343 0.6 373 0.6
2 Asian 2,881 5.1 3,128 5.1
3 Black 5,085 9.0 5,782 9.5
4 Hispanic 4,193 7.4 4,734 7.7
5 White 44,261 78.0 41,103 77.1
-9 Missing 4,357 -- --

Total 61,120 100.0 61,120 100.0
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Variable Name: 1NDEPINC
Dtscript ion: Independent Student's/Spouse's 1988 AG1
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All eases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 18,902

Number eligible for imputation: 15,816
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 34,718

Regression Imputation:

For independent students in the student survey, ADJGRINC (S.S. 8.07 adjusted gross income
1988) were predicted using ALLINCOM (S.S. 8.05 estimated total income 1988), TOTINC (S.S.
5.15b and 5.16b, total income from work for student and spouse in 1988), and dummy variables
indicating the control of the schools that the students attended (private, public, and proprietary).
Students with incomes above $100,000 were excluded from the estimation procedure. Model R-
square = 0.79, that is, almost 80 percent of the variation in ADJGRINC was explained by the
predictor variables.

Number imputed by regression imputation = 9,314
Number remaining missing atter regression imputation = 6,502

Hotdeck imputation:

Cases eligible for botdeck imputation = 6.502

Sort variables:

1. OFCON1
*2. PROGTYPC
3. SCHOOL
4. ATTEND
5. HSDEG
6. RACE
7. GENDER
8. MARITAL
9. AGE

* No break.

Note: Imputed incomes were not used as donors.

Number imputed by Hotdeck imputation 6502
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Distribution of Independent Student's/Spouse's 1988 AGI

INDEPINC Distribution Before Imputation After Imputation
,

Mean 18,125 20,064

99 percent 85,000 80,055
95 percent 54,442 57,233
90 percent 42,000 46,000
75 percent 26,000 29,091
50 percent 12,243 14,651
25 percent 4,802 5,714
10 percent 1,000 1,897
5 percent 0 0
1 percent 0 0

N 18,902 34,718



Independent Student's 191111 Fnnilly AG1

DEP1NC

Before Imputation After Imputation

Frcqueney I Percent Frequency 1 Percent

Less than 0 5 0.0 6 0.0
0 1,375 7.0 1,917 5.5

1-1k 567 3.0 712 2.1

I k-2k 655 3.5 1,030 3.0
2k-3k 772 4.1 1,312 3.8
3k-4k 836 4.4 1,433 4,1
4k-5k 774 4,1 1,355 3.9
5k-6k 766 4.1 1,320 3.8
6k-7k 696 3.7 1,241 3.6
7k-8k 690 3.7 1,166 3.4
8k-9k 634 3.4 1,038 3.0

9k-10k 646 3.4 1,124 3.2
10k-11k 473 2.5 812 2.3
I lk-12k 540 2.9 968 2.8
12k-131' 440 2.3 762 2.2
13k-14k 409 2.7 737 2.1

14k-15k 453 2.4 805 2.3
15k-16k 390 2.1 706 2 .0

16k-17k 367 1.9 730 1.1

17k-1 Sk 385 2.0 713 2.1
18k-19k 329 1.7 635 1.8
1 9k-20k 383 2.0 732 2.1
20k-21k 256 1.4 498 1.4
21 k -22k 317 1.7 595 1 7
22k-23k 265 1.4 564 1.6
23k-24k 316 1.7 584 1.7
24k-25k 317 1,7 626 1.8
25k-26k 260 1.4 540 1.6
26k-27k 256 1 4 521 1.5
27k -78k 229 1 .2 451. 1.3
28k-29k 176 0.9 381 1.1

29k-30k 338 1.8 609 1.8
30k-31k 138 0.7 325 0.9
31k-32k 210 1.1 424 1,2

32k-33k 137 0.7 310 0.9
33k-34k 148 0.8 313 0,9
34k -35k 219 1.2 448 1,3

35k-36k 140 0 7 320 0 9
36k-37k 132 0.7 263 0.8
37k-38k I 66 0.9 340 1.0
38k-39k 83 0. 4 196 0.6
39k-40k 199 1. 418 1.2
40k-41k 79 0.4 195 0.6
41 k - 42k 100 0,5 227 0 7
42k-43k 93 0.5 236 0.7
43k-44k 63 0.3 1871 0.5
44k-45k 134 0.7 282 0.8
45k-46k 71 0.4 107 0.5
46k 47k 70 0.4 175 0.5
471/4-4Sk 93 0 5 221 0,6
48k 49k 64 0 3 150 0.4
49k 50k 153 0.8 794 0.8

Above 50k 1,145 6.1 2,606 7,5
Missing 15,816 --

,

Total 34,718 100.0 34,718 100.0



Variable Name: DEPINC
Description: Dependent Student's 1988 Family AGI
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All cases without valid values

Number with valid respons: 15,077
Number eligible tor imputation: 11,155
Number not eligible for imputation: N/A
Total: 26,232

Regression Imputation:

For respondents of the parent survey, ADJINC88 (P.S. 3.13 1988 adjusted gross income)
were predicted using TOT1NC89 (P.S. 3.05 1989 total income) and dummy variables indicating the
control of the school that students attended (public, private, or proprietary). ParenN with incomes
below $100 or above $150,000 were excluded from the estimation procedure. Model R-square =
0.79, that is, about 80 percent of the variability in AGI was explained by the predictor variables.

Number imputed by regression imputation = 3,159
Number remaining missing after regression imputation = 7,996

Direct Imputation from Student Survey:

REFINC88 (derived from S.S. 7.04)

Number from student survey = 4,242
Number remaining missing = 3,754

Hotdeek Imputation:

Variable recoded:

PELLAMTC = 0 if Pell amount = 0,
1 if Pell amount = 1-299,
2 if Pell amount = 300-599,
3 if Pell amount = 600-899,
4 if Pell amount = 900-1,199,
5 if Pell amount = 1,200-1,500,
6 if Pell amount = 1,501-1,799,
7 if Pell amount = 1,800-2,099,
8 if Pell amount = 2,100-2,299,
9 if Pell amount = 2.300.

Sort variables:
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*1. OFCONI
2. PELLAMTC
3. G1NCEST (estimated AG1 categories from parent survey)
4. DADEDUC
5. MOMEDUC

*No break

Note: Imputed incomes were not used as donors.

Number imputed by Hotdeek imputation = 3,754

Distribution of Dependent Student's 1988 Family AG1

1)EP1NC Distribution Betbre Imputation After Imputation

Mean 40,835 46,085

99 percent 200,000 200,000
95 percent 95,000 120,000
90 percent 75,000 85,000
75 percent 52,962 60,000
50 percent 34,508 37.820
25 percent 17,117 20,000
10 percent 4,288 6,000
5 ptrcent 1.057 1,924
1 percent 0 0

N 15,077 26.232
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Dependent Student's 1938 Family AGI

DEPINC

Before Imputation Alter Imputation
,

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent ---,_
Less than 0

0
14

536
0.1
3.6

14
790

0.1
3.0

1-1k 188 1.2 241 0.9

1k-2k 224 1.5 300 E 1

2k-3k 258 1.7 368 1.4

3k-4k 231 1.5 309 1.2

4k-5k 187 1.2 267 1.0

5k-6k 155 1.0 372 1.4

6k-7k 126 0.8 193 0.7

7k-8k 182 1.2 276 1.1

8k-9k 155 1.0 229 0.9

9k-10k 166 1.1 283 1.1

10k-11k 159 1.1 218 0.8

Ilk-12k 176 1.2 257 1.0

12k-13k 177 1.2 259 1.0

13k-14k 196 1.3 296 1.1

14k-13k 182 1.2 262 1.0

15k-16k 202 1.3 275 1.0

16k-17k 234 1.6 338 1.3

17k-18k 231 1.5 485 1.8

18k-19k 177 1.2 240 0.9

19k-20k 254 1.7 377 1.4

20k-21k 189 1.3 263 1.0

21k-22k 202 1.3 271 1.0

22k-23k 189 1.3 256 1.0

23k-24k 220 1.5 320 1.2

24k-25k 239 1.6 621 2.4

25k-26k 197 1.3 277 El
26k-27k 210 1.4 295 1.1

27k-28k 253 1.7 333 1.3

28k-29k 190 1.3 321 1.2

29k-30k 341 2.3 615 2.3

30k-31k 173 1.1 233 0.9

31k-32k 234 1.6 312 1.2

32k-33k 205 1.4 338 1.3

33k-34k 204 1.4 286 1.1

34k-35k 293 1.9 476 1.8

35k-36k 193 1.3 252 1.0

36k-37k 196 1.3 781 3.0

37k-38k 241 1.6 385 1.5

38k-39k 177 1.2 219 0.8
39k-40k 363 2.4 610 2.3
40k-41k 168 1.1 270 1.0

41k-42k 241 1.6 357 1.4

42k-43k 159 1.1 225 0.9
43k-44k 169 1.1 219 0.8
44k-45k 261 1.7 590 2.2

45k-46k 157 1.0 320 E 2

46k-47k ISO 1.0 198 0.8
47k-48k 191 1.3 262 1.0

48k-49k 166 1.1 264 1.0

49k-50k 339 2.2 670 2.6
Above 50k 4,159 27.6 8,745 33.3

Missing

1

11,155 - -
_

--

Total 26,232 100.0 26,232 100.0



Variable Name: SAI
Description: Student Aid Index
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All Pell recipients without valid values

Number with valid responses: 12,953
Number eligible for imputation: 300
Number not eligible for impuiation: N/A
Total: 13,253

Regression Imputation:

For Pell recipients, SA1 were predicted using FAM1NC (family income), PELLAMT (pell
amount) and dummy variables indicating the control of school (public, private, and proprietary).
Students with SAT great than $2,300 (n=11) were set to missing and new value imputed. Model
R-square = 0.58, that is, almost 60 percent of the variation in SA1 was explained by the predictor
variables. Cases with negative predicted SAI were set to zero.

Number imputed by regression imputation = 300
Number remaining missing = 0

Frequency of Student Aid Index

0

SAI

Before Imputation After Imputation

Frequency I Percent Frequency 1 Percent

0 6,522 50.4 6,629 50.0
1-200 1,117 8.6 1,149 8.7

201-400 804 6.2 842 6.4
401-600 747 5.8 795 6.0

1 601-800
1

635 4.9 667 5.0
' 801-1,000 644 4.9 663 5.0

1,001-1,200 558 4.3 572 4.3
1,201-1,400 478 3.7 487 3.7
1,401-1,600 446 3.4 447 3.4
1,601-1,800 461 3.6 461 3.5 1

I 1,801-2,000 376 2.9 376 2.8 I

I 2,001-2,200 165 1.3 165 1.2 I

2,200+ 11

Missing 289 --

Total

,

13,253 1(0.0 13,253 100.0
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Variable Name: EFC
Description: Expected Family Contribution
Cases Eligible for Imputation: All cases without valid values

Number with valid responses: 28,720
Number eligible for imputation: 32,780
Number not eligible for imputation: 170
Total: 61,120

Regression Imputation:

Variables used to predict EFC were: FAMINC (family income), FAMVAL (farm value,
missing were set to zero), FEDTAXES (federal taxes, if students were aided and FEDTAXES
unknown, FEDTAXES were set to 0), FAMNUM (number in family, if missing FAMNUM were set
to 3 for dependent students, or to 1 for independent students, POSTED (number in postsecondary, if
missing set to 1), ANYA1D (aided Yes/No), and depend (dependent or independent). The model R'
= 0.3, that is, only about 30 percent of the variability in EFC was explained by the predictor
variablm The plot of residuals against the observed values of EFC showed a linear trend suggesting
a poor fit of the regression equation. We have also tried applying separate equations for aided versus
unaided students and dependent versus independent students. None of Om attempts appear to have a
strong effect. Hot deck procedure was also tried using the same predictor variables as sort variables.
This again was unsuccessful given the large number of missing.

To improve the EFC prediction, we recommend a more careful analyses of the predictor
variables for influential observations, include other variables such as total asset, age of independent
students, etc, to improve the predictive power of the equation, and to examine alternative procedure
such as applying the congressional methodology formula for computing EFC. (NOTE: The EFC3
variable on the derived variable tile represents a composite measure. If EFC was available from the
student's records (EFC1), then this variable was used. If it was not available, ECF3 was based on
the CM formula. For additional information, see the electronic codebook.



Appendix D

Standard Errors for Estimates in the Executive Summary
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Summary Tabk 1

Standard Errors

Number of Students by Type and Control and Academic Level, in Thousands: 1989-90

Academic Level
All

Institution

Institutional Type and Comilla

Unchogmthuue Graduate

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Pour-year

Private
Two-year Proprittary Public

Undergraduate 168 48 143 35 19 42

Graduate 25 all MR 23 13

All 174 143

a

35 19

a-

42 23 13

Summary Table 2

Standard Errors

Number of Students, by Family Income and Academic Level, in Thousands: 1989-90

Academic Level
All

Incomes
Less than
;10,000

$10,000-
$20.000

S20,000-
$30,000

$30,000-
$40,000

S40,000-
$50,000

SA000-
$100.000

Undergraduate 168 60 81 52 48
OIL

46 60

Graduate 25 9 7 11 8 7 8

255

$100,000
lad over

17

1

16

256



Smary Table 3

Stant hint Errors

Number of Stuckmts, by Type and Cormol and Dependency Sinus, in Thousanik 1989-90

StudentS
All

Institution*

Institutional Type and Control

Undergraduate Graduate

Public
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year 12113prietary Put& Private

Dependent 114 46 88 37 9 28 3 2

Independem 158 53 119 39 14 30 12

All* 174 48 143 35 19 42 23 13

Summary Table 4

Standard Errors

Number of Students. by Family Income and Dependacy Status, hi Thousands: 1989-90

Students

Depcmdent

AU
Incomes*

114

Family Income

Less than
$10.000

34

$10.000-
$20,000

29

$20.000-
$30,000

S30.000-

$40,000

36 36

POMO-
$50,000

37

$50,000.
$100.000

49

$100.000
and over

17

Independent 158 58 67 48 34 35 28 3

All* 174 58 79 56 48 47 16

* Sin 65.500 weighted cases were unclassified, numbers do not add to totals.

23 /
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Summary Table 5

SIsmdard Erron
Percemage of Stutkom Receivh% Mk IV Aid and Any Aid, by Type and Control and Academk Level: 1989-90

Insthydonal Type and Comm!

Summary Table 6

Slumlord Errors
Pettemage of Studems Receiving Title IV Aid and Any Aid, by Family Income and Academic Level: 1989-90

Academic Level

Unckrgraduate
percent Mak IV aid

Fermat aay did

puma Me IV aid

wren say aid

perms Tide IV aid

sweat my aid

All
booms

Family Income

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
820.000

S20,000-
$30.000

$30.000-
$40.000

$40,000-
150.000

S50,000-
$100,000

$100,000
and over

0.3 0.8 0.4 0.3 03 0.2 0.2 0.0

0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1

0.6 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 02 0.2

0.7 0.5 0.4 03 0.3 0.3 03 0.1

0.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 0,3 0.2 02 0,0

0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 02 0.2 0.3 0.0 6
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Summary Tat* 7

nandard Errors
Percentage of Students Receiving Title IV Aid ard Any Aid, by Type and Control and Dependency Stem 1989-90

All
Insdtutions

Insdtutitmal Type and Control

lhakignaluate

PuNic
Four-year

Public
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprklary Public Private

Dependent

Independent

percent Me IV aid

perms say aid

percent Tide IV tad

percent any aid

percent Mlle IV aid

percent any ged

03

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.3

0.8

0.7

0.2

02

0.8

0.6

0.0 0.1

0.1 0.1

0.4

0.4

03

0.4

0.7

0.9

0.4

0.5

0.1

02

0.6

03

Summary Table 8

0.2 0.4

03 0.3

0.1 0.2

0.2 0.1

Standard Errors
Percentage of &miens Receiving Thle IV Aid and Any Aid, by Family Income and Dependency Status: 1989-90

Dependent
mem Title IV aid

parent eny aid

Inftendent
mem Mk iv ald

parent say aid

All
percent Tide IV nid

pew= any rid

All
Incomes

Family Income

Less than
$10,000

$10,000-
320,000 ,

$20,00 0-
$30,000

S30,00°-
$40.000

$40,000-
S50.000

S50,000.
$100,000

$100,000
and ow

03 1.0 0.5 03 0.5 03 0.4 0.1

0.7 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 03 0.1

0.4 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0

0.4 0.8 03 0.5 0.3 02 0.2 0.0

0.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0

0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0

aiGva
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Summary Table 9

Standard Errors
Avtiap Title IV mid Total Aid of Rodents. by Type and Control and Acakmk Level: 1989-90

Academic Level

Undergraduate

All
Insdtutkms

bstintiond Type and COntrol

Undergraduate

Public
Four-year

Putdic
Two-year

Rine
Four-year

Private
Two-year Pmprietary

wasp 'Mk IV old

moss total aid

$ 40

47

$37

45

$54

71

$ 76

161

$177

168

$109

98

mama Tide IV akI

Graduate
87

221

dm.* 01.1, MID

!MD

MAW

400

ANN&

$101

185

wares lids IV aid

mod aid

43

60

37 54

45 L 71

76

161

177

168

109

98

101

185

$105

358

105

358

Sonmary Table U.

Mandard Errtws
Average Title IV and Total Aid of Simians, by Family Income and Academic Level: 1989-90

Students

mar Tide IV ad
Untkrgraduate

Grahame

smogs Mil aid

avenge ide IV aid

An

maws satal aid

maw Me IV aid

average wad aid

All
Incomes

$ 40

47

Family Incmne
1

Less lbw
$10,000

$ 59

67

$10,000-
S20,000

87

221

122

265

$ 55

54

123

261

$20,000-
$30,000

$ 56

92

$30,000-
$0.000

$ 55

101

$40,000-
$50,0D3

$ 77

115

$50,000-
$100,000

$ 63

72

$100,000
and over

$250

181

106

228

170

282

185

187

169

169

367

708

43

60

63 58 52 54 74 65



Summary Tat* 11

Randard Errors
Avaage Title IV and Total Aid of Stmknts, by Type mid Control and Depentney Status: 1989-90

Stmients

Dependem
avenge Ilds IV aid

ammo ioad aid

Independent
wasp Tide IV aid

average ioad aid

All
average lItle IV aid

average mai aid

All
Inslitutions

Instimihmal Type and Control

Undergydume Graduate

Public
Four-year

Pane
Two-year

Private
Four-year

Private
Two-year Proprietary Public

$41 $35 $ 61 $ 66 $182 $165 $343 $251

80 45 157 176 145 132 281 423

57 54 72 123 315 121 96 100

BO 67 92 181 264 117 192 362

43 37 54 76 177 109 101 105

60 45 71 161 168 93 185 358

Students

Dependent

Summary Table 12

Standard Errors
Average Title IV and Total Aid of Solders& by Family Income and Dependency Status: 1989-90

All Less than $10,000- $20,000-
Incomes $10,000 $20,000 $30,000

average Tide IV aid $41 $71 $ 96 $ 58

average wad aid 80 43 103 118

Independent

Family Inman

$30,000-
$40,000

$ 52

139

$40,000- $50,000- $100,000
$100,000 and over

$ 85 $ 60 $280

120 82 166

avenge Tide IV aid 57 72 67 92

avenge lettai aid 80 88 110 113

average Tide IV aid 43 63 58 52

avenge mid aid 60 83 83 88

122

135

54

184 193 low N

259 124 816

74 65 237 42.) t)

105 70 175
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W ESTAT
An Employee-Owned Research Corporation
1650 Research B. Rocky Me. PAD 208$0-3129* 301 2514500 Fax 301 294-2034

MEMORANDUM

TO: Drew Ma lizio November 26, 1990

FROM: Mikt, Brick

SUBJECT: Preliminary Abstract File Weight Specifications

This memorandum contains the weighting and variance procedures
proposed for the preliminary student abstract data file to be delivered in December 1990.

We would also like to determine if the format of these specifications are at the level you

desire for future weight and variance specifications for NPSAS. The final section raises

some issues about the number and types of weights that we will be producing for the final

deliverable data files.

1. Weighting for Institutions

The institutions were sampled for NPSAS in a two stage sample. The first

stage was the sampling of primary sampling units (PSU's) composed of geographic areas.

The probability of selection for a PSU is denoted by Phi, where h identifies the primary

sampling unit stratum and i identifies the PSU within a stratum. These probabilities were

identical to those defined in the 1987 NPSAS and do not require any recomputation. In

1990, a new PSU which included all of Puerto Rico was added. Since it was added as a

self-representing PSU, its pmbability is unity. ln all, there are 121 PSU's in NPSAS '90,

51 are self-representing (SR) and 70 are non-self-representing (NSR).

The second stage of sampling institutions was the selection of units from

within the sampled PSU's. Different procedures were followed for institutions with very

large enrollments and for some schools sampled from an supplemental list. These
exceptions will be described below.

The sampling procedure within PSU's was to stratify the institutions,
allocate a sample size to each stratum, assign a measure of size to each institution, and then
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select a systematic sample with probabilities pmportionate to their measure of size from

each stratum across the PSU's. Suppressing the previous subscripts for ease of

presentation, the probability of selection at this stage is equal to

MOSApjk =
I mosA

where j refers to the institutional stratum and k refers to the specific institution within

stratum j. This sampling resulted in the selection of 114 self-reccesenting institution (from

SR PSU's) and 1,194 non-self-representing institutions (either NSR institutions from SR

PSIrs or SR or NSR institutions from NSR PSU's).

The institutions with the very largest enrollrivnts were sampled with

certainty prior to the selection of the primary sampling units. These units have probabilities

of sampling equal to unity, so that Phi and PA are both assigned to be equal to unity for

purposes of weighting. Thexe were 225 of these institutions sampled. This brought the

total number of sampled institutions to 1,533.

A supplemental sample of institutions on the Stafford Loan Institution file

was selected in order to ensure the coverage of institutions with small enrollments of short

duration. The sample was selected entirely within the 121 sampled NPSAS PSU's. An

equal probability sample of 476 of these institutions was selected (since enrollment was not

on the list, an enrollment related measure of size for each institution could not be obtained).

The sampled institutions were then compared to the frame used for basic NPSAS sample

and duplicates removed. Of the 476, only 81 were released to the fiekl fo-clarification and

further unduplication. The probabilities of selectica for these institutions can, therefore, be

represented in the same fashion and notation as the basic sample.

The basic (unadjusted, inflation) weight for an institution is then the inverse

of its probability of selection, or

Ihijk = (Phi Pj0-1

where the subscripts are as defined above. This weight does not account for the fact that

some institutions failed to participate in the survey. To accommodate a nonresponse

adjustment at the institution level is needed.

E 4
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To adjust for institution level nonresponse a status flag will be created for

each institution indicating if it was eligible and panicipating, eligible and not participating,

or ineligible, The nonresponse adjustment factor will be the sum of the enrollment (defined

at the point of sampling) in the eligible institutions divided by the sum of the enrollment in

the eligible and participating institutions. The nonresponse adjustment factors will be

constncted separately in classes defined by level and control of institution. The institution

level and control classes are:

1 -public-less than 2 year,
2 -public-2 year,
3 -public-other 4 year,
4 -public-PhD or first rofessimial,
5 -private not for profit-less than 2 year,
6 -private not for irofit-2 year,
7 -private not for profit-other 4 year,
8 -private not for profit-PhD or first professional,
9 -private for profit-less than 2 year,
10 -private for profit-2 year or greater.

The adjustment factors can be written as

NRFm =
E.*

k is eligible

k is eligible
and participating

Emk

where E is the enrollment (if unknown a value will be imputed) and m is the level and
control of the institution, as defined above. The nonresponse adjusted weight for an
institution is the product of the basic weight and the appropriate nonresponse adjustment
factor,

Ihijkm Tbijkm A NRFm .

This weight is valid for the sampling of institutions for the October data
collection, since all institutions were included in that effort. However, the nonfall data
collection efforts (August, February, and June) were restricted to subsamples of the
institutions selected for October. Also the institutions which participated in the fall data

E- 5
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collection may not have participated in all of the nonfall efforts. These and similar
considerations must be addressed for the weighting ci the nonfall samples of institutions.

The previous formulations for the weights associated with sampling
institutions can be extended slightly to account for the nanfall subsampling. If we denoted

the time period by the subscript t, then the basic weight can be rewritten as

'ink* = (Phi x Ptjk)-1

where the Pok incca-porates the additimal subsampling done for mmfall time period 1.

Since only less than 2 year institutions were sampled for the June data collection, there will

be a bias in the estimates arising from the failure to cover 2 and 4 year institutions during

this period.

The nonresponse adjustment must also specifically account for the time

period. Therefore, the status flags will indicate for each institution if it was eligible and

participating, eligible and not imrticipating, or ineligible by time period. lt should be noted

eligibility could change during the yera. For example, some institutions were open for part

of the year but later closed becoming ineligible. Another consideration is that some

institutions had only one registration period in the year, so that no lists of nonfall students

were present. These institutions ad considoed eligible and participating. This designation

is necessary in order to develop proper nonresponse adjustment factors.

The nonresponse adjustment factors can be written as before, with the

addition of a subscript for data collection periods,

NRFirn

Etmk
k is eligible
for period t

k is eligible
and participating

in period t

Eunk

Note that E is still the enrollment at the time of sampling (not a nonfall estimate of

enrollment) because that is not available for most institutions which did not participate. The

nonresponse adjusted institution weight which accounts for the sampling at different time

periods can be written as

271
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11

1thijkm = hhijkm NRFun .

This is the weight that will be associated with an institution for a particular sampling

period.

Weighting for Students

The weights for making estimates at the student level are the product of the

institution weight and the weight within an institution. The weights that account for
sampling within an institution are described first, and then the specifications for the overall

weights are given.

The sampling of students within a sampled institution was a stratified
systematic sample in which all students in an institution and stratum had equal probabilities

of selection. There were up to three student strata in an institution conesponding to the

level of the student (first professional, graduate, and all others). The sampling was also

done separately for each of the four data collection time periods. The within institution

level weight for a student can be written as

S
tkps

= nom

where Ltkp is the number of students on the enrollment list from institution k, at time period

t, and student level p, ntkp is the number of students sampled from that list, and s identifies

the student sampled from the list. Note that the subscripts associated with an institution,

other than k, have been suppressed to avoid confusion.

This formulation would be sufficient if the students on the lists from the

same institutions for different time periods were mutually exclusive. Of course, this was

not the case in practice. In most of the institutions, some students' appeared on the lists

from more than one time period. To permit students only one chance of being in the
sample, the students selected in the nonfall periods were checked against the enrollment

lists obtained from the other time periods and eliminated from the sample if they had

already had some chance of being selected. The weight can then be written as
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S Itkps = Lnit: ks) ,

where b(s) is zero if student s was previously listed, and unity otherwise. Note that for the

fall data collection the final term is unnecessary, since the fall enrollment list was the base

period.

The unduplication of students sampled for nonfall petiods against the lists

was a difficult procedure that resulted in some errors. In particular, some students who

were sampled in a nonfall period and appeared on a previous enrollment list were not

identified and dropped from the sample. This happened most frequently when the

enrollment lists few the different dna petiods were in different coder, the student moved on

to graduate school, or the student changed names. Even though the percent of emus in the

unduplication process was relatively small (probably less than 1 percent), these errors

could introduce small biases in the estimates unless adjustments are made.

The proposed adjustment consists of cc/meting the probability of selection

for the student from the institutice and including the student in the sample. An alternative

approach is to eliminate the student from the sample, but this approach results in the loss of

all the data collected on that student This loss is not necessary since the adjustment of the

probability of selectim is simple and should warty eliminate any biases.

The weight for a student who was selected as a nonfall studem, eN411 though

listed on a previous enrollment list from the institution, will be divided by a factor of two to

account for these students have two chances of being sampled (if students could have been

sampled three times, then the factor should be three instead of two). The within institution

weight with this adjustment can be written as

if student was eligible for sampling twice,Ps ntkp 2

= b(s) otherwise
Ps nap

The student weight is then the product of the nonresponse adjusted
institution weight and the appropriate student weight. This weight is
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Wthi Amp = 1th'ijian Sjkmps

This is the base student weight with institution level nonresponse adjustments. The
particular weights that will be produced fcc making estimates from NPSAS will be based

on this weight.

111. Preliminary Abstract Student Weights

The weights fcc the preliminary file delivered in December 1990 will consist

of the base student weight with institution level nonresponse adjustments, as given above.
Even though the preliminary data file will be restricted to aided, undergraduate students all
the preceding steps will still apply. No further student level nonresponse adjustment will
be included. Furthermore, if the examination of the arms in the unduplication process is
not yet tr. completed, the adjustment described above for multiple probabilities of selection

will not be inccapaated in the preliminary weight

The preliminary file will include any aided, undergraduate students with a

record abstract. The abstract could have been collected as a part of the fall data collection
effort, or later during the updating period. Therefore, the definition for a participating
institution for a time period must depend on the collection of information on the student.
An institution will be considered participating for the time period if there are any record
abstracts for students sampled during that period. If the institution was included in the
sample for the time period but no students were sampled (all duplicates, etc.,), then the
institution will also be considered to be participating.

One concern in producing estimates from NPSAS '90 has been the potential
for biases since students may enroll in more than one institution during the year, and thus
be eligible for sampling more than once. This has been called the 'transfer' student
problem.

For the preliminary file, and all other files that only include data collected
from the institution, the transfers are not a problem. The reason is that the institution
provides complete year data on the activities of the student ar that institution, but it does not
have access to data about the student at any other institution. In order to produce unbiased
national estimates of characteristics which are complete and consistent with program totals,
the weighting procedure described above is appropriate. Characteristics, such as the
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number of students with Pell grants and the dollar amount of those grants, would be
underesthnated if transfer students were eliminated. We have called this the student per

institution approach and discussed its properties in previous memoranda.

I V . Variance Estimation Procedures for the Preliminary File

It is our understanding that a specialized variance estimation program
created by NCES will be used to produce estimates of the sampling errors for the estimates

from the preliminary file. This program uses Taylor Series expansion methods to
approximate the sampling arms for the statistics. Therefore, we will produce the control

variables needed for this program. Since we do not have experience with this particular

program, the specifications below are based on some assumptions and discussions. If

these are incorrect, we will modify them to sadsfy the program.

Two key variables, STRATUM and PSU will be created and eranded on

each student abstract record that has a weight. The variable STRATUM will be equal to tlx

OFCON variable in the preliminary file; it is the same as the institution level and control

variable used in the nceresponse adjusnnens dewribed in section I.

The PSU variable will be an integer constructeu based primarily on the

institution fron- which the student was sampled. Each NSR institution will be designated

as a PSU. For SR institutions, two PSU's will be created and the sampled students will be

randomly divided into those PSU's. We assume that the number of ?Sirs per stratum is

not restricted so that either even or odd numbers are acceptable.

An additional procedure may be requited since the variance estimation

program requires at least 4 records per STRATUM and PSU. in virtually all institutions,

at least 4 students were sampled and record abstracts were completed. However, the

preliminary file will only contain data on the aided, undergraduate students. This

subsetting will probably reduce the number of students in the file to less than one-third of

all the stulknts sampled, and result in more PSU's having 4 or fewer units.

To prevent this subsetting from having adverse effects on the ability to run

the variance estimation program, we propose to collapse institutions so that at least 4

students are in each STRATUM-PSU. The collapsing will be done within STRATUM by

sorting all institutions by their basic institution level weight and assigning any institution
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with fewer than 4 records to an adjacent PSU. The PSU numbers will then be reassigned

so that they are corsecutive within a STRATUM.

The variance estimation wocedures for the final files will be quite different

from these since they will use replication methods. The replication variances will
incorporate the full sample design used in NPSAS '90 and will got be limited to the data

from the preliminary file.

V . Final Weights

The final files will be accmnpanied by estimation weights and replicate

weights that will go beyond the procedures outlined for the preliminary file. For example,

adjustments for student level nonresponse, and ratio and poststratification tuljustments will

be considered for the final weights. The replicate variance procedures are not even
discussed above. Disclosure avoidance techniques will also be incorporated to insure that

institutions can not be identified fnxn the smdent level weights.

In addition to these technical details, a basic issue is the number and types

of weights that are needed. Weights for record abstracts, student questionnaires and parent

questionnaires have been discussed arx1 need to be clarified. Below we discuss our current

umierstanding of the weights for final files and scone alternatives that could be considered.

The record abstract weights for the final files are only a bli:fht ;Ixtension of

the weights described above for the preliminary file. The primary additions will be
nonresponse adjustments and ratio and/or poststratification adjustments. Nonresponse

adjustments will be necessary because not all abstracts were atained in the two data

collection efforts, including sorrt fcr which nonfall abstracts were not includPA by design.

We currently plan to consider these to be incomplete data (regardless of whether a student

questionnaire was conpleted) and make nonrespoise adjustments for the abstract file.

Ratio adjustments can be made to lower the variance associated with
sampling institutions. These adjustments can be made from existing data in IPEDS. If

postmtification to the number of students awarded Pell grants or the dollar amount of Pell

grants is desiree. then the appropriate files cmm the Pell grants program must be made

availex. The c...isisiency of the data co the file used for poststratification and the NPSAS

file wiL . ivt. to be verified in order to prevent biases in the estimates.
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The student questionnaire data will also be weighted so that national
estimates can be derived for these data. The student questionnaire totals can be adjusted to

equal the number of students fran the abstract file by adjustment cell class (for example, by

level and control of institution and level of student). Prior to making this adjustment,

student !eve nonresponse adjustments are necessary. NCES mentioned considering the

idea of labelling those stucknts for wIxam there is a Feat deal of reccal abstract data but did

not respond to the student questionnaire as completes for this file. If this is done, then the

algorithm fa designating them as canpleted needs to be established.

The other significant issue associated with the student questionnaire
weighting is the problem of handling 'transfer' students. In general, the issue is whether to

produce national estimates of students (these would not be consistenrwith any of the

federal program data or WEDS) or students per institution. The simplest solution is to

form two weights, one for each type of estimate. Of course, this solution may not be

practical for users, since they must decided on whkh weights to use for diffetent purpses.

Since so few students attend more than one institution in a year, a
reasonable comprt, se might be to produce student per institution weights for public use

and estimate the number and characteristics of students who attend more than one
institution per year. These students can also be flagged on the data file. This solution still

requires that both sets of weights be developed.

Parent weights, really weights for students whose parents were sampled for

interviews, are directly tied to the student weights but differ significantly from the other

weights. The parent interview was intended to canplement the data collected in the student

and record abstract efforts. The universe of parents (we'll use this term loosely) is defined

to include only parts of the undergraduate (less than 30 year old), student population. In

fact, the only two inference population which appear to be of any separate interest are the

dependent, unaided population and the first-time, first-year population. Both of these

populations were included with certainty in the parent survey, but only if the student

completed the student questionnaire.

Because of its limited usefulness for producing estimates of interest (the

primary objective of the parent survey - to provide more accurate financial data for the

student to be used when abstract data were not available - is not diminished by the fact that
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it i restricted in this fashion), we propose simple estimation procedures. The student

weight for those responding to the parent interview will be adjusted to account for
nonresponse. This nonresponse adjustment will be done in cells, at least the cells
corresponding to the groups of parents sampled. If special weights for any particular

gmup of parents is desired, we will consider other estimation methods to meet these

requirements.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Drew Malizio

FROM: Mike Brii*

SUBJECT: NPSAS Weights File

May 7, 1991

Attached are two flat files with weights and assoned variables fcr prodming

estimates from the NPSAS:90 files. Documentation of the variables in each file is also

attached. The contents of the files are summarized below.

The first file is ABSWGT.DAT and it contains variables appropriate for use

with the file of respondents to the record abstract data collection (68,599 respondents).

The ABSWGT variable is the weight developed using procedures similar to those described

in my November 26, 1990 memo to you. It is a student per institution weight, as all

abstract weights must be. The institution weights, a first step in the process of creating

these weights, were ratioed to IPEDS totals (rather than using a simple nonresponse
adjustment implied in the memo). The other notable difference was the inclusion of a

umlercoverage adjustment in 3 of the strata (both for profit strata and the less than 2 year

nonprofit stratum) for the nonfall students. This adjustment was premised on evidence of

some lack of coverage of students within these institutions for periods outside of the fall.

The adjustment factor was developed based on counts of Pell recipients in the strata.

The file contains a second weight, PSABSWT, that was developed in
accordance to NCES specifications. The basic weight described above was the starting

point for this weight The weights for the stucknts enrolled in the fall were poststratified to

counts from IPEIJS. The undercoverage adjustment for the nonfall students described

above was also implemented. A final adjustment was made to the weights of those
students with Pell awards. The weights for Pell recipients were adjusted so that the vital

number of recipients by level and contiol of institution and Peu award amount were equal

to the number of recipients reported in a draft of the Pell End of Year Repon for 1989-90.



Two other variables are provided for use with Taylor series expansion

programs for computing variances. These are the OFCON (the stratum variable in the

program) and the PSU. Note that although stratum is the same regardless of which file is

used, the PSU is specific to the abstract file since each PSU was constrained to have at

least 4 respondents.

The second file is called STUWGTDAT and it contains the variables for

use with the file of respondents that were identified by NCES using record abstract and

student CATI data film (61,120). There are three weights on this file, two are student per

institution weights arx1 one is at the student level. The ICEEPWT is a student per institution

weight that was developed along the same lines as the ABSWGT, e.g., it reflects the
inverse of the probability of selection, nonresponse adjustments for sampled students

which were not included in the file, and an adjustment for undetroverage in 3 strata. The

other student per institution weight is called PSKEEPWT. It was developed along the lines

of the PSABSWT, according to the same NCES specifications. It involved
poststratification of the fall students to IPEDS totals and adjustments to Pell recipients

counts by type and award amount.

The third weight is called PSSTUWT and it is the only student level weight

in the files. The weight was created by dividing the PSKEEPWT by two if the student was

attended two or more institutions during the 1989-90 year, unless the student was sampled

twice at different institutions. The purpose of the adjustment is to provide estimates of

unduplicated counts of enrolled students, even if they attended more than one institution.

This type of weight would be appropriate for unduplicated counts of students and for

estimating characteristics that are totaled over all institutions a student anends (the abstract

data do not fit this requirement).
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Filename:

Records:

ABSWGT.DAT
RECFM=F LRECL=48

68,599

Column yariabk &mat DescriptiQp

STU ID Schar13. Student ID

15 NCESID 6. NCES Student ID

22 OFCON 2. STRATUM (Control & Level)

25 FALL FLG Schar l . Sampling Flag 1= Fall 2= Non-Fail

27 ABSWGT 8.2 Abstract Weight

36 PSABSWT 8.2 Post Stratified Abstract Weight

45 PSU 4. Abstract PSU

S.
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Filename:

Records:

STUWGT.DAT
RECFM=F LRECL=57

61,120

Column Variable &mg Description

1 STU ID laar13. Student ID

15 NCESID 6. NCES Student ID

22 OFCON 2. STRATUM (Control & Level)

25 FALL FLG Scharl. Sampling Flag 1=Fall 2=Non-Fall

27 KEEPWT 8.2 Keep Weight

36 PSKEEPWT 8.2 Post Stratified Keep Weight

45 PSSTUWT 8.2 Post Stratified Student Weight

54 PSU 4. Keep PSU

22
r: 17



[Reproduced from the NPSAS:87 Methodology Report, NCES 90-309, pp. 9-111

3. 1987 NPSAS IN-SCHOOL SAMPLE

3.1 - Sample Design

The sample design for the 1987 NPSAS in-school sample involved three stages
of sampling-arm sampling, institution sampling, and student sampling. A

subsample of the in-school sample of students was used for the parent survey.

Area sampling was used to reduce field data collection costs. Because of the lack
of a complete national listing of all postsecondary students for a sample frame,
it was necessary to sample students at institutions. Within three-stage design,
students for the 1987 NPSAS in-school sample were selected from sammpled
institutions that were located within sampled geographic closters (areas).
The overall purposes of the 1987 NPSAS in-school sample design were to
adequately reprewnt students in all sectors of postsecondary education, to
minimize the variability of the estimates of characteristics of the students for
selected domains, and to allow economical field data collection and data
processing,

3.2 Area gimpling

Area sampling has the potential of increasing the variability of national estimates.
The impact of this was minimized by stratification, assigning differential
probabilities of selection, and controlling the number and definition of clusters.

The rationale behind area sampling was to reduce field data collection travel costs
to sampled institutions and to students and parents for nonrespondent followup
interviews. The 1985-1986 Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(WEDS) postsecondary universe file, however, was not available for use as a
sample frame as planned. Area sampling was necessary to ensure coverage of all
institutional segments through the development of a listing of all postsecondary
institutions within sampled areas.

E-19
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Because of the use of area sampling, it was not necessary to have a complete
national postsecondary universe file. However, a national file was needed for
drawing the very largest schools across the country and for assigning measures
of size to areas on the area sample frame. For this purpose, a preliminary
universe file was created by combining and unduplicating the 1984-1985 Higher
Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) XIX Opening Fall Enrollment
File and the 1983-1984 Pe II/Campus-Based Institution file. These files provided
a national list of all accredited and Pell-eligible postsecondary institutions with
information on their type, control, enrollment, and address. Institutions were
stratified by type, and control and any institution which exceeded a cut off
enrollment in its type was selected with certainty. The cut-off point for certainty
institutions was set equal to one-half of the sampling interval for the stratum.
These factors were based on the initial estimates of the number of institutions
needed in each stratum (type and control) and the size (enrollment of that
stratum). A total of 162 institutions were selected with certainty in this step and
were removed from the preliminary institution file before area sampling.
The preliminary institution universe file without certainty schools contained 6,387
schools.

The next step in the process was to identify all three-digit zip code areas in all
fifty States and the District of Columbia for use as the area sample clusters. A
minimum size of seven postsecondary institutions and 1,000 students for each
cluster was defined. If a three digit zip code areas did not meet this minimum
size requirement then it was clustered with other adjacent three-digit sip code
areas to form a Primary Sampling Unit (PSU). Clusters did not cross state
boundaries. A universe of 361 PSUs was created in this manner.

Some of the Primary Sampling Units were very large in counts of institutions
and/or enrollment. The next step of area sampling was to select the largest PSUs
with certainty. A PSU was selected with certainty if the total enrollment in the
l'SU exceeded one-half the sampling interval. The preliminary universe file was
used to determine these conditions. A total sample of 120 PSUs was desired. Of
the 361 PSUs in the universe, 50 were large enough to be included with certainty.

A sample of 70 Primary Sampling Units from the remaining 311 noncertainty
PSUs was necessary in order to provide the desired 120 sample PSUs. Each PSU
was assigned a measure of size that depended upon the total number of students
in the PSU and the number of students in four different types of institutions. A
function of these numbers was used as the measure of size for each PSU. This
measure of size was used instead of total enrollment to ensure adequate
representation of smaller specialized institutions.
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The next step was to stratify the PSUs. The primary stratification variable at this
stage of sampling was the state in which the PSU was located. The strata were
designed so that each stratum had roughly the same total size, where total size
was equal to the sum of the measures of size of all the PSUs in the stratum. If
the PSUs in a state were not large enough to constitute an entire stratum (or were
so large that they were greater than one stratum but less than two), then PSUs
from different states were placed in the same stratum based upon indices
inflecting the nature of the level of state aid to postsecondary education. In all,
35 strata were formed, each roughly of equal size.

The PSUs were then assigned a probability of selection proportional to their
measure of size. The PSUs were sorted in a stratum by state and within state by
their measure of size.

The PSUs were sampled systematically from each stratum with probability
proportional to their measure of size. The final area sample consisted of 120
PSUs. Fifty PSUs were selected with certainty and 70 PSUs were selected with
probability proportional to their measure of size. With the exception of four
states, each state contained at least one PSU. Each PSU consists of one or more
contiguous three-digit zip code areas.

[Additional information (not in the 1987 Methodology Report) on the average
size, standard deviation, minimum and maximums of the self-representing
(certainty PSUs) and other PSUs is shown below.)

AVERAGE
SIZE

STANDARD
DEVIATION FREQ MIN MAX

All PSUs 48820.32 58368.50 121 4894 567548
Certainty PSUs 82389.38 78252.89 51 45103 567548
Others PSUs 24842.43 11278.35 70 4894 43380
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